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The steering feel and handling characteristics of a vehicle are vital factors in 
determining the overall driving pleasure. Time-consuming and expensive 
development is required by the vehicle manufacturer before this quality can be 
achieved and improved. Due to a lack of reliable links between subjective 
assessments and vehicle measurements, the tuning process still relies primarily on 
subjective assessments by test drivers. In order to improve the understanding and 
enable the prediction of steering feel, a methodology to describe steering feel 
objectively is required. Therefore the scope of this work lies on the development of 
such methodology, in order to identify reliable relationships between subjective 
assessments and objective parameters derived out of vehicle measurements. 
Twenty-five cars, separated into five vehicle segments were analysed. To attain 
consistent subjective assessments, a new questionnaire has been formulated and, 
with the use of experienced test drivers, reliable subjective assessments have been 
achieved. Furthermore, a brand-typical steering feel was identified. A new 
transformation method for the subjective assessments has been developed to meet 
the requirements of the performed regression analyses. Various open-loop vehicle 
tests were performed, with the help of a steering robot, to attain high quality 
measurements. Automated analyses algorithms were developed to ensure an 
efficient and consistent data processing. Therefore, a large number of high-quality, 
objective parameters were derived from the vehicle measurements. Simple, dummy 
and multi regression analyses have been carried out to detect valid links between the 
objective parameters and the subjective assessments. All valid regression results 
were examined with the help of further statistical tests and a practical knowledge of 
vehicle handling, which consequently led to the selection of the final results. These 
results constitute the required relationships between the subjective and objective 
assessments, from which target areas for objective parameters are drawn. The 
assessment criteria “Steering wheel torque”, “Centre feel”, “Steering precision” and 
"Steering friction” are vehicle segment independent, while the criteria "Steering 
response” and “Steering wheel angle demand” are vehicle segment dependent. The 
objective parameters for steering wheel torque gradients and the corresponding 
vehicle response gradients have been found to be most important in describing on- 
centre steering feel in an objective way.
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The sales success and customer satisfaction regarding new vehicles are, to a large 
extent, determined by the subjective impression of the user whilst driving. This 
phenomenon of “brand feel” is largely influenced by vehicle dynamics and the 
steering wheel torque feedback, which forms the steering response of a vehicle. The 
associated driving experience is usually derived by the accumulation of optical, 
kinesthetic, haptical and acoustic impressions. Therefore “steering feel” is an 
individual, subjectively sensed and complex experience, which appeals to different 
senses and is affected by the response of the steering wheel and the vehicle. This 
steering feel can be experienced by all customers in the low and medium lateral 
acceleration range of daily life driving.
With the introduction of new electro-mechanical systems such as AFS (Active Front 
Steering) or EPS (Electric Power Steer) and the separate adjustment of steering 
wheel angle and steering wheel torque, new possibilities are emerging, which enable 
the fine-tuning of a vehicle’s steering response. This helps to further adapt the vehicle 
handling characteristic to the steering feel preferences of the customer. The 
challenge faced by vehicle manufacturers, regarding automotive development, is to 
determine which steering wheel torque and steering response parameters are desired 
to achieve a good steering feel. Three main approaches are currently used by the 
automotive industry to develop vehicle handling and steering feel.
The most important approach is the subjective assessment of vehicles by highly 
skilled test drivers with a detailed understanding of how the driving experience should 
be generally perceived (i.e. smooth or sporty ride). Drivers will usually be taken from 
different chassis development departments to ensure a complete understanding of 
the interaction between steering angle input and corresponding steering response. 
The objective of this method is to define a detailed, subjective assessment. This 
process has been optimized and used successfully for decades. In general, a high 
level of steering feel has now been obtained and relatively few vehicles ever reach 
the public with unacceptable steering feel characteristics. The great drawback of this 
method is its expense, caused by the number of prototype vehicles required, and the
Manfred Harrer University of Bath
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fact that, essentially, the process is based on a sophisticated trial and error 
technique. The approach lacks a fundamental understanding of cause and effect.
The second approach uses vehicle tests to quantify vehicle handling in order to 
support the subjective assessment process. The vehicle tests are based on driving 
manoeuvres and the steering response is recorded with appropriate measurement 
equipment. Objective parameters are then derived out of the time signals. The 
objective parameters, which fall into either steering response categories (lateral 
acceleration, yaw rate, etc.) or steering input categories (steering wheel angle, 
torque), are then used for the assessment. This objective assessment of handling 
performance is primarily concerned with determining the characteristics in the 
medium to high lateral acceleration regions and the combination of longitudinal and 
lateral dynamics. However there is a distinct lack of documentation and standards 
regarding desired steering response and hence steering feel. The existing standards 
mainly specify how vehicle tests should be conducted and how the data should be 
processed, analyzed and presented. The standards contain no information regarding 
acceptable or desirable levels of vehicle handling performance and steering feel. 
Currently available literature also lacks commonly agreed target values for such 
derived objective parameters.
The virtual approach is the third method used in the development of vehicle handling 
and steering feel. With the use of highly sophisticated simulation models, initial 
analysis of the axle kinematics and consequently the vehicle handling characteristics 
can be analysed. Vehicle handling simulation is especially important in the early 
stages of the development process, as it ensures a certain vehicle handling qualities 
in the first prototype phase. Furthermore, it is financially advantageous to study the 
vehicle handling characteristics of different virtual “vehicle setups” by computation. An 
important task is the detailed mapping and validation of the main components, such 
as the steering system, tyre and car body stiffness. Nonlinearities must also be 
considered in conditions involving friction limits, the significance of virtual simulation 
and sensitivity analyses such as steering feel. Again, the parameter targets required 
for achieving good vehicle handling and steering feel are far from precisely defined, 
meaning the virtual approach also has its limitations.
In conclusion, it can be said that all three approaches are necessary at varying 
stages of vehicle development, in order to achieve brand- and vehicle segment- 
typical steering response and steering feel. An in-depth understanding of the
Manfred Harrer University of Bath
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relationship between objective parameters and subjective assessment is required to 
support the virtual simulation method and provide objective parameter target-values, 
thus guaranteeing a brand-typical and vehicle segment appropriate steering response 
and steering feel.
1.2 Objectives
The objectives of this work are the characterisation of steering feel, by establishing a 
consistent subjective assessment procedure, the derivation of objective parameters 
from vehicle testing and the discovery of reliable relationships between these 
subjective assessments and objective parameters. A suitable methodology is 
required to describe steering feel objectively, and potentially predict the subjective 
assessments of steering feel. Furthermore, the knowledge of objective target values 
would offer a reduction in development times and the number of required prototype 
vehicles and components. The development costs would therefore be reduced, and 
the vehicle characteristics could be determined with less reliance on the quality and 
skills of the individual assessor. Such a methodology would be also suited to record 
the development progress. Summarised, the various aims of this work are:
Development of a questionnaire with several subjective assessment criteria to 
describe steering feel entirely.
Detailed description of each subjective assessment criteria to advise the 
subjective assessor (i.e. to ensure high quality assessments from the test 
driver).
Development of a rating for the subjective assessments, which is suitable for 
correlation analyses.
Definition of suitable vehicle tests which cover the aspects concerning 
steering feel.
Definition of measurement extent for the vehicle tests.
- Carrying out vehicle evaluations of a number of cars for different vehicle 
segments. Includes the detailed subjective assessment and objective vehicle 
tests.
Manfred Harrer University of Bath
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Utilization of efficient and robust algorithms for the measurement data 
processing and derivation of objective parameters out of the vehicle tests.
Data analyses for the identification of significant and independent objective 
parameters and subjective assessment criteria.
Utilization of statistical methods for the identification of objective parameters 
with a reliable link to subjective assessments, the selection of the final 
regression results being based on robustness and causality.
1.3 Methodology
In order to achieve the outlined objectives a methodology for the subjective and 
objective assessment of steering feel and regression analyses has to be applied. This 
methodology is shown in Figure 1-1. The methodology is subdivided into the three 
main parts, which will be outlined here briefly and described in detail in the 
appropriate chapters.
Subjective assessment of steering feel:
The subjective assessment of various vehicles took place through several 
experienced test drivers, who were available throughout the duration of the project. A 
specially developed questionnaire with corresponding ratings scheme was used to 
gain a comprehensive subjective assessment of the steering feel for the individual 
vehicles.
Objective vehicle test of steering response:
The various vehicles were equipped with a wide range of measuring technology and 
assessed under the principles of vehicle handling. Different vehicle tests were defined 
for this project to gain the best possible comprehensive objective account of the 
steering characteristics for the individual vehicles. The focus of this work was placed 
on the response of the vehicles to steering wheel input. That means that for various 
steering wheel angle inputs the associated steering wheel torque and corresponding 
vehicle response were examined. Open-loop manoeuvres were predominantly used 
for this. In order to ensure an exact, reproducible steering wheel input, almost all 
manoeuvres were carried out with the help of a steering robot. Due to the wide range 
of measurements, an efficient designation of the objective parameters out of the time
Manfred Harrer University of Bath
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data was essential. This analysis routine was developed and programmed especially 
for this project.
Statistical analyses:
Both the subjective assessments and the objective parameters derived from the 
vehicle measurement data were verified, regarding their significance and 
relationships, with the help of various statistical methods. The selection of the final 
regression results took place on the basis of practical consideration of vehicle 





















Figure 1-1: Evaluation method for steering feel
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2 Review of Initial Situation
2.1 Vehicle Dynamics
Vehicle dynamics are the sum of a vehicle's longitudinal, lateral and vertical 
dynamics. (Figure 2-1) The character of a vehicle is formed by the vehicle dynamics, 
which leads to the driving behaviour. The objective is to develop perfectly coordinated 
driving behaviour, characterized by a balance between comfort and agility adapted for 








kinematics powertrain traction damping
steering brakes control roll stabilization
wheels/tires -systems engine mounting
etc. etc. etc.
Figure 2-1: Vehicle Dynamics
One significant characteristic of vehicle dynamics is vehicle handling. This is mainly 
formed by the lateral dynamics. Vehicle handling can be subdivided into three areas: 
the on-centre area (up to 2 m/s2), the linear area (up to 6 m/s2) and the area of limited 
conditions. Figure 2-2 shows schematically these three different areas for, in this 








Figure 2-2: Steady-state vehicle handling characteristics (constant radius)
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A linear behaviour between steering wheel angle and vehicle lateral acceleration, up 
to lateral acceleration of approx. 6 m/s2, and a good natured, clearly indicated 
transitional behaviour at the handling limits are desired. This behaviour at the 
handling limits should be indicated to the driver via non-linear interconnection 
between steering wheel angle and steering wheel torque and the resulting steering 
response.
The longitudinal and lateral acceleration value range encountered in normal, 
everyday driving is generally referred to as the dynamic handling performance range. 
The driver, the vehicle and the road surface determine this performance range taking 
experience, safety and comfort into account. The on-centre behaviour and the linear 
area of vehicle dynamics are vital in enabling the customer to “experience” the 
vehicle’s handling characteristics. Figure 2-3 shows the classing of lateral 
acceleration levels over the corresponding vehicle speed for country road driving. It 
can be seen that low and medium lateral accelerations levels primarily occur in the 
speed range between 80 and 120 km/h. Similar results are known from the literature 
[45] and can actually be extended to higher speeds. The chassis stability reserves 
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Figure 2-3: Lateral acceleration levels
From Figure 2-3 it can be derived that driving ranges with lateral acceleration of up to 
approx. 4 m/s2 are of particular interest in characterizing steering feel for the vast 
majority of drivers. This area of vehicle dynamics covers the “on-centre” and the first 
part of the “proportional area”. The behaviour of a vehicle around the on-centre area 
is especially relevant to the experiences of normal drivers on a daily basis.
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Transitional behaviour associated with the handling limits is less frequently 
experienced and can barely be distinguished by customers.
2.2 Driver-Vehicle Control Loop
For the characterization of steering feel a simultaneous consideration of the vehicle 
and the driver is necessary. These can be seen as an interaction between the man 
and the machine, known as the closed driver-vehicle control loop (see Figure 2-4) 
[15],[33],[79].
The driver has the function of the controller, who senses deviations in the control 
variables from the desired values and implements actuating variables and steering 
angle changes respectively. The information available to the driver for completion of 






















Steering wheel input 
Torque/Angle
Figure 2-4: Closed Vehicle-Driver Control Loop
Optical Information represents the most important source of information for the 
driver, and concerns the assessment of the approaching road course, the position of 
other road users and obstructions. Vehicle reactions in the form of yaw angle, yaw 
rate and sideslip angle are also detected by the driver up to frequencies of 0.5 Hz 
[105],[106].
Kinaesthetic Information (obtained via the vestibular sense in the ear) gives 
information about angular movements such as yawing, rolling and lateral
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acceleration. The driver can detect such movements in a frequency range up to 2 Hz 
[105].
Haptic Information is received from the force-reaction between the seat, the driver’s 
body and the effective forces on the steering wheel. Whilst the effect between the 
driver and the seat serves as a measure of the lateral acceleration, the forces on the 
steering wheel represent an important source of information with respect to the 
driving state [31].
Acoustic Information, e.g. tyres screeching at high lateral accelerations, which can 
be interpreted as an indicator of a possibly critical driving state.
The vehicle is the controlled system in this control loop, which reacts to actuating and 
disturbance variables with a change in the control variable (driving direction). Control 
variables are primarily the driving velocity and the driving direction.
Donges et at. [27] divide the driver’s task of maintaining a course into an anticipatory 
(open-loop) control section and a compensatory (closed-loop) feedback control part 
(Figure 2-5). The open-loop control part here depends on the ability of the driver to 
make timely and suitable changes in the actuating variables, in order to follow the 
course of the road. Compensatory control or a stabilisation plane is required as, due 
to reasons such as external disturbances (e.g. side wind), the anticipatory control part 
does not generally result in an exact match between desired and actual vehicle 
movement. The handling characteristics of a vehicle directly affect both the 






Figure 2-5: Driver-Vehicle Control Loop in Normal Driving [27]
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In order to optimise the function and stability of the control loop, the vehicle must be 
customised to the characteristics of the controller (driver). The aim is therefore to 
develop the vehicle in such a way, so that it exhibits good vehicle handling 
characteristics in normal driving and predictable vehicle reactions at the limit [45]. The 
steering characteristics are of fundamental importance here.
2.2.1 Steering Feel -  Guidance Behaviour
Guidance behaviour is the vehicle's ability to immediately implement directional 
changes intended by the driver, introduced by a steering command at the steering 
wheel, in a manner which is controllable at each speed. Guidance behaviour and the 
related steering feel can be subdivided into steering response in the "stricter and 
wider sense" [11].
Steering feel, in the stricter sense, primarily analyses the set steering wheel angle, 
the perceptible steering wheel torque and both variables’ dependency on the vehicle 
speed. Attention is therefore directed mainly towards the haptic sensory perception at 
the steering wheel. Besides perception at the steering wheel, steering response in the 
wider sense analyses the vehicle's entire dynamic behaviour towards corresponding 
steering inputs. In addition to haptical feedback, the steering and vehicle's response 
is perceived kinaesthetically and optically above all. Adapted steering wheel angles 
(steering sensitivity) and steering wheel torque are important for achieving agile 
vehicle handling behaviour in the lower and medium speed range and stable vehicle 
handling behaviour in the high speed range.
2.2.2 Steering Feel - Feedback Behaviour
The steering system's feedback behaviour is its ability to transmit information of the 
front wheels' adhesion limits and of the road surface to the driver via the axle, 
steering linkage, steering gear, steering column and steering wheel.
The driver is informed of the operating status via forces from the steering wheel. 
Clear indication of the front wheel adhesion limit is an important feature. The change 
of the pneumatic trail at the tyres leads to a reduced steering wheel torque, indicating 
the front wheels adhesion limit to the driver.
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Changes in rolling resistance at the wheels, caused by uneven road surfaces, lead to 
disturbing torque at the wheel's steering axis. This is passed on to the driver via the 
steering gear and steering linkage. Up to a specific order of magnitude, these effects 
are desired in order to create a certain link between the driver and road surface. In 
sporty vehicles (e.g. roadster), of course, this phenomenon has to be more 
pronounced than in luxury class, which consciously strive to isolate the driver more 
completely from external influences (e.g. noises, steering interference, etc.).
Disturbances such as brake force fluctuations and wheel imbalance, which contain no 
information of use to the driver, should be extensively suppressed or isolated in order 
not to impede the task of driving or directional accuracy.
2.3 Steering Feel -  Literature Overview
Steering feel has been a central topic in both the automotive industry and general 
engineering community for decades. Huge amounts of time, money and effort are 
invested into the research and development of this area. A compilation of the key 
statements from different publications concerning steering feel is shown. The key 
statements will be centralized and requirements concerning good steering feel 
verbalized.
Barthenheier [3] defines steering feel as the sum of information and experiences of 
the driver, with regards to the course of the vehicle and the steering influenced by 
driver adjustments.
Steering feel is about the link between driver and vehicle, man and machine: how the 
driver acts and how the vehicle communicates its output to the driver [38].
Braess [11] differentiates steering feel into:
- stricter sense (steering wheel torque and angle)
- wider sense (steering wheel torque and angle and steering response)
Steering feel in the stricter sense describes primarily the steering torque assessed for 
different driving states, as well as the corresponding effective steering friction, 
steering hystereses and damping characteristics. In addition to the above, the 
extended sense of steering feel refers to the steering response. The temporal
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progression of the most important dynamic driving characteristics, such as lateral 
acceleration, yaw rate, roll rate and the sideslip angle are all included therein.
Sato et al. [95] write that steering feel is classified into three categories:
Steering effort
Steering returnability
Steering wheel torque phase lag
Buschardt [17] writes, that the expression steering feel summarises the aspects, 
which have a paramount effect on the subjective impression of the driver in relation to 
the steering wheel torque. The steering feel is fundamentally influenced by the 
following factors:
Returning moment (of the steering wheel)
Steering ratio
Friction and damping
Steering elasticity and free play
Moment of inertia of the steering wheel
Servo-assistance
Drill torque of the tyres
Active steering control (steering angle superposition)
Temporal profile of the returning moment 
Centre point feeling
Harnett [38] defines steering feel as follows: The driver is acting as the vehicle 
controller. He gives a control input into the system and expects a particular response. 
This input-response relationship is then interpreted by the driver to determine how the 
car feels.
Regarding the man and machine closed-loop, Jaksch [61] says that the vehicle 
parameters such as
Steering wheel angle 
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as well as their temporal interactions, are fundamental for the controllability and 
stability of the driver -  vehicle system.
Sugitani et al. [101] define steering feel as: certain forces and signals experienced by 
the controller in the automobile, which are perceived as the vehicle’s feedback to the 
driver. Especially important are torques transmitted through the steering wheel. This 
feedback, particularly the part transmitted through the hands and arms, is also termed 
“feel” by the driver.
This definition coincides with [110]. They both write that steering feel is effectively 
defined by the steering wheel torque experienced by the driver during steering 
manoeuvres and by the vehicle response to steering input.
Hoffmann and Joubert [50] write that the handling characteristics of the vehicle are an 
important variable in the overall interaction; the vehicle is an “intervening variable” 
between the road and its user.
Kamel Salaani et al. [93] write that a vehicle is considered to have good on-centre 
handling if it requires minimal correction and instructs the driver on how much 
correction to apply. The driver’s command is then applied accurately.
Braess [10] summarises the assessment of the steering performance in 3 primary 
aims:
Steering capability and steering precision 
Steering comfort 
Insensitivity to disturbances
It should not be forgotten, that the personal subjective sensation plays a significant 
role in the assessment of the steering characteristics of cars. Due to differences in 
subjective perception between vehicle assessors, problems arise in reaching a 
unified conclusion with respect to the assessment of driving characteristics and 
steering feel of different vehicles.
Barthenheier et al. [4] write on this, that the steering feel represents a subjective 
impression with significant inter-individual scattering. The fundamental influences on 
the steering feel are the driven route, the age and sex of the test person, as well as 
his/her driving style.
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Neukum et al. [67] describe in detail the cause-effect principle and adaptability, whilst 
subjectively assessing dynamic driving reactions and thus the direct influence of the 
sense of the steering feel.
Summarisation of the quoted literature
The experiences felt through the interaction between the steering wheel angle input 
and subsequent reaction elements, such as steering wheel torque, lateral 
acceleration, yaw rate and roll rate, are key in defining steering feel. These attributes 
are perceived in the human sensory channels. The individual preference of each 
driver influences the sensed impression and consequently the perceived steering 
feel.
The requirements for good steering feel can be summarised in the following higher- 
level objectives:
Steering precision:
precise steering wheel torques increase from the zero angle position up to high lateral 
acceleration
Steering comfort:
steering wheel torque and steering wheel angle requirements are adaptable 
depending on the driving situation
Steering feedback:
steering wheel and vehicle feedback, regarding useful information about the driving 
state
Derived from the viewed literature and from the author’s experiences steering feel is 
defined as follows for this work:
Steering feel is an individual, subjectively sensed, complex 
experience, which appeals to different senses and is affected by the 
vehicle and steering wheel response.
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2.4 Steering Feel -  Subjective Vehicle Assessment
The topic of subjective assessment has been established in the automotive industry 
since the 1940s, and is still one of the most important tools in the tuning of the 
driving- and steering characteristics of vehicles [45], [85].
The subjective assessment is based on the human ability to integrally assess 
dynamic system characteristics, which are composed of complex multidimensional 
stimuli [17], [6]. In this kind of assessment the driver simultaneously takes on the 
tasks of vehicle control and vehicle observation. This kind of driving test is the 
traditional method of vehicle tuning. It is particularly efficient, as the purpose-specific 
observation takes place with high resolution and without extensive preparation. The 
assessment thus consists of closed loop driving manoeuvres. Closed loop 
manoeuvres yield statements about the performance of the controlled system 
“vehicle” within the closed control loop of the driver and vehicle. The adaptation of the 
controlled system to meet the requirements of the controller is significant.
From a psychological viewpoint, conflicting results will generally occur in the 
subjective assessment of vehicles due to intra-individual (difference of reception 
within the person) and inter-individual variances (difference of reception between 
various persons) [67],[80]. In an effort to reduce the scatter of results the assessors 
are strictly instructed how to perform subjective assessments and for which 
conditions.
In [33] and [96] a standardised subjective assessment schema has been tabulated, 
which differentiates between assessment depths on four levels, based on the 
experience of the assessor. Figure 2-6 details this differentiation using the steering 
feel assessment as an example. The assessment by non-experts and customers are 
represented by Levels I and II, whereas Levels III and IV present the depth of 
assessment as achieved by driving experts.
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Figure 2-6: Multi-level assessment schema [33] and [96]
In the subjective assessment of the steering characteristics through the driver, the 
following quantities are present:
- visual feedback such as the deviation from the desired course;
haptic feedback from the steering wheel such as steering wheel angle, 
steering wheel angular velocity, steering wheel torque;
- kinaesthetic feedback from the vehicle response such as lateral acceleration 
and yaw rate and roll rate built up;
- acoustic feedback from motor noise, wind noise, tyre screech.
The subconscious and conscious registration of seen and felt impressions results in 
an opinion about the vehicle driving performance and the steering feel respectively.
2.4.1 Steering Feel - Assessment through Journalists and 
Costumers
For decades a large number of technical automobile magazines and specialist 
publications have been available worldwide. These magazines are focussed on 
helping their technically interested readers to obtain detailed knowledge on presented 
vehicles, through subjective vehicle tests and, to a certain extent, through objective 
measurements (interior measurements, braking distance, acceleration times etc.). 
Alongside a large number of assessment criteria, the assessment of the steering feel
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and performance of a car plays a large role in the context of vehicle dynamics. An 
evaluation of different relevant publications, subdivided into main expressions, shows 
the most important adjectives with respect to the subjective assessment of the 
steering characteristics of different vehicles (Table 2-1).
In the automotive press, the word steering feel is often associated with terms such as 
“heavy”, “solid”, and “linear”. This connects steering feel to qualitative attributes and 
provides the authors with such a terminology to describe the steering and handling 
behaviour of a car in a positive or negative way. Journalists and costumers like to 
resort to words like “soulful”, “playful” and “twinkle-toed”, in order to describe driving 
experience and steering feel -  words, which in their original meaning are applied to 
personal descriptions [34].
Automotive journalists, as well as customers, use a vast vocabulary of words to 
describe steering feel and vehicle response. The problem lies therein, that the 
customer does not always know exactly what driving states are really being assessed 
or what is meant by certain terms. Presumably a combination of different parameters 
from the areas of steering, handling, driving comfort and possibly also parameters 
unrelated to vehicle handling [96].
Questionnaires used in automotive industry to evaluate steering feel basically use the 
specialised terminology of the driving test (e.g. centre feel, dead-band, etc.) and are 
unsuited to the questioning of normal drivers. Thus there is little wonder that 
investigations regarding steering feel were not always successful, particularly when 
normal drivers were employed. A significant reason was certainly the lack of an 
adapted questionnaire and briefing of the drivers [86], [96].
Culturally influenced differences also arise between the customer preferences in 
individual markets. A clear example of this exists between the US and European 
markets. In the US market the customers' preferences tend towards those of 
maximum space, convenience and comfort, leading to a high regard for very low 
steering wheel torque levels. Conversely, in Europe a greater demand for compact 
and sporty vehicles exists with much higher steering wheel torque levels.
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Expression Typical language used
Steering effort
Heavy, light, high, low, shoulders become stiff, arms grow 
tired, right-left difference, high power assistance, heavy at 
low speed but light at higher speed
Sense of solidity Feels solid, lacks solidity, lacks linearity, stiff, natural, smooth linkage, linkage not smooth
Smoothness Smooth, not smooth, linear, lacks linearity, stiff, natural, smooth linkage, linkage not smooth
Steering effort (in the 
steering wheel neutral area)
Force required (not required) in the steering wheel neutral 
area, steering wheel unsteady at start of turn, vague 
neutral area
Response of vehicle (in the 
steering wheel neutral area)
Sharp movement, brisk movement, feeling of backlash, no 
backlash, sluggish
Reluctant feel Reluctant, feeling of friction, lack of friction, well defined
Sticky feel Feels sticky, viscosity, lack of viscosity, rubbery feeling
Centring
Straight-ahead position clear (not clear), stable, lack of 
stability, strong (weak) centring, stable straight-ahead 
position
Steering wheel returnability Steering wheel returns (does not return) returns fast (slowly, strongly, weakly)
Table 2-1: Adjectives for the subjective description of steering feel [66]
2.4.2 Steering Feel - Assessment in the Automotive Industry
The goal as first stated at the end of the 1960s, to replace the subjective assessment 
of driving characteristics through objective, dynamic driving criteria, has only recently 
been generally met [113]. Still, the subjective assessment by professional drivers 
continues to guarantee the fine-tuning and adaptation of the vehicles to the driver.
To achieve a description of steering feel that can be applied in the development of a 
vehicle, very accurate and detailed information is required, in regards to the 
subjectively felt impressions. The information presented in the preceding chapter 
does not satisfy this required level of accuracy and detail. In order to be able to 
subjectively describe and compare the steering feel of a vehicle, a revised 
assessment system is required, to be used by suitable assessors.
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2.4.2.1 Questionnaire
Assessment questionnaires are typically used for subjective assessments in the 
automotive industry. These are typically developed by engineers for other engineers 
and test drivers and contain a large number of associated specialist terms. However 
the rating sheets are often modified or adapted as appropriate to each specific 
situation. Despite the years of experience of certain professional assessors, the 
questions must be formulated in a comprehensible and unambiguous manner, with 
the capability to be adapted to the knowledge and terminology of the test drivers [17], 
[33], [86].
Similarly, for different test tracks (public highways, race tracks, etc.) special 
questionnaires are produced and adapted to the track profile or the nature of the road 
surface. For assessment of the handling and steering feel characteristics the largest 
possible spectrum of routes and differing road surfaces is required.
It is recommended to limit the number of assessment criteria per test drive [45]. The 
reason for doing this is due to the high demands on the test drivers with respect to 
their perceptual memory, separating capability and retentiveness. There is also 
danger of overstrain, which could lead to a reduced quality of assessment.
For a detailed subjective assessment like steering feel, the assessment criteria are 
highly differentiated, which corresponds to the assessment levels III and IV from the 
multi-level assessment schema (Figure 2-6). Figure 2-7 shows key attributes that 
must be incorporated into the steering feel assessment.
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2A.2.2 Subjective Assessment Scales
The design of the assessment scale has a significant influence on the assessment 
results. Therefore important aspects regarding different assessment scales are 
summarized here. More detailed analyses of different assessment scales for the 
assessment of vehicle dynamics can be found in the literature [17] and [113]. For the 
subjective assessment of the vehicle handling and steering feel, the different types of 
scale can be divided into two fundamental groups, as described below.
Closed Scale
On a closed scale which is also labelled as a relative assessment scale, small and 
large numbers are allocated to opinions such as “more/less pronounced”, with the 
mark at the middle of the scale taken as being the “equal /optimum”. If the median 
number is zero, this scale is designated as a “bipolar scale”. Figure 2-8 shows an 
example of a closed rating scale, which will be used later, modified for the subjective 
assessment.
How do you assess th( 
0
3 feedback / steering feel? 
ptim al
Insuffic ient -3 -2 -1 0 1 2  3 E x c e s s ive
Figure 2-8: Relative Subjective Rating Scale (Closed)
This assessment method is based on a simple comparison. Here, observers compare 
the objects under consideration with one another, and cross the level of deterioration 
or improvement, relative to each other. The weighting of the ranking is related to the 
position of the tick away from the centre, so that the properties under assessment can 
be placed in rank order. It is a relatively easy task for the assessors to confirm 
whether a characteristic of steering feel in one vehicle is smaller or larger than the 
same characteristic in another vehicle. However, consideration must be given to the 
number of possible positions on the scale. Too many possibilities can result in a 
difficulty of differentiation between each graduation.
The application of this type of subjective assessment in development processes has 
shown that accurate and reliable results are achieved when the assessment system 
contains no more than six level marks. Ambiguous statements about the significance 
of an assessment level must also be avoided.
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Open Scale
This scale is called the uni-polar scale, as the scale values increase without a 
resulting sign change. Favourable assessments are designated higher values.
Very
1
Tl O O Poor Fair Good Exce lent
3»I 3 e 7 1
Figure 2-9: Open Scale
Figure 2-9 shows an example of an open scale assessment scheme. This kind of 
assessment scale is widespread in the automotive industry. It is a ten point, 
continuous scale, which neither defines a question nor the dimension to be rated. The 
scale has only verbal terminal anchors like “very poor” on the one end or “excellent” 
on the other. Handling qualities of vehicles on the market today hardly cover 
“borderline” rated vehicles, so only the area between 5 and 10 on the scale is used.
Zomotor [113] writes that these open, uni-polar scales appear simplest for the 
assessor. A further advantage is the possibility to calculate an average if several 
assessment results for an assessment criterion are available.
Alongside many assessment systems with numbers or text, the automobile industry 
has implemented the 10 mark scale on a wide basis [45]. The assessment is carried 
out here in two stages. In the first stage it is decided whether the assessed 
characteristic corresponds to the industry standard. If this is the case, the marks from 
6 to 10 are assigned. Otherwise the test result is assessed on the scale from 1 to 5.
Each Assessment Index (Al) in Figure 2-10 represents a clear difference in 
perception. A detailed description of these differences is shown. This scale was used 
for the assessment of subjective steering feel for the various vehicles involved in this 
work.
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V e h ic le  A s s e s s m e n t  S c a le  a n d  A s s e s s m e n t  In d e x  (A l)
10 Vehicle is outstanding
the technical solutions totally exceed expectations
9 Vehicle is excellent
the technical solutions slightly exceed expectations
8 Vehicle is very good  and meets all expectations 
customer is satisfied
7 Vehicle is good, minor deviations from the nominal specification 
but the customer is aware only in rare/isolated cases
6 Vehicle is barely satisfactory
failing to fully meet expectations
5 Vehicle is unsatisfactory
problems will be repaired at the next opportunity
4 Vehicle is deficient
reguiring an urgent visit to the workshop
3 Vehicle conditions leads to high customer annoyance 
customer will visit the workshop immediately
2 Vehicle causes a breakdown
Customer will threaten to take legal action or inform the TV/press
1 Vehicle fails to meet safety requirements
this defect constitutes a safety hazard or vehicle could be impounded
Figure 2-10: Vehicle assessment scale
2.5 Steering Feel  -  Objective Vehicle Test
This chapter outlines the methods and procedures used for the objective description 
of vehicle handling and steering characteristics. A detailed exploration of the topics 
vehicle tests and measurements, data processing and derivation of objective 
parameters follows in chapter 4.
Measured values or objective parameters out of vehicle measurements form the 
basis to characterise the steering feel in an objective way. A lot of efforts are 
undertaken by the automotive industry to describe objectively the vehicle handling 
and the steering feel characteristics. The underlying for these efforts is the objective 
to make vehicle development independent of individual test driver preferences. With 
the help of vehicle and driving simulation, additional benefits should include a 
decrease in development times and a reduction of costs. This virtual approach 
requires the validation of adequate simulation models with suitable measurement 
data.
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Figure 2-11: Objective Vehicle Test
The objective characterisation of steering feel is therefore implicitly linked to vehicle 
measurements. A measurement should deliver repeatable results and be, so far as 
possible, independent of environmental influences. With the help of vehicle 
measurements a quantitative comparison of objective parameters is feasible. The 
objective quantification of steering feel is based on physical values or objective 
parameters extracted from the time data of vehicle measurements. Figure 2-11 
illustrates the principal procedure for the extraction of the objective parameter. The 
first step for data processing includes off-set correction, curve fitting and time delay 
corrections for the various measurement signals. Objective parameters can then be 
derived from this processed time data. A detailed description and definition of the 
objective parameters is given in chapter 4.5.
Objective vehicle tests can be accomplished in open-loop tests, in which the driver 
has no control task, and in closed-loop tests, in which the driver is in the loop. Both 
methods are used in the automotive industry and are explained below.
2.5.1 Closed-Loop Test
Closed-loop test procedures deal with the investigation of the complete driver-vehicle 
system. The longitudinal as well as the lateral dynamics control loop is intact [102]. 
Here the driver undertakes the tasks of vehicle control and monitoring. The steering 
response of the vehicle, initiated by the driver, as well the vehicle response, 
influenced by the environment (e.g. side wind, road surface, etc.), must be 
considered (Figure 2-12). A direct comparison of the measurement signal with the 
corresponding state in the subjective assessment can be made. Due to the fact that 
every driver acts and reacts differently to the given driving task, only a restricted 
extraction of reproducible objective parameters is possible [40].
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Figure 2-12: Closed-Loop Test
2.5.2 Open-Loop Test
The lateral dynamic control loop is open and the test driver or a steering machine 
delivers the input values, i.e. a time-dependent, steering wheel angle input (Figure 
2-13). The driver-vehicle control loop is open meaning that after the initial input the 
driver/machine cannot influence the reaction of the vehicle. Therefore open-loop test 













Figure 2-13: Open-Loop Test
The following standardized open-loop vehicle tests are potentially suitable to describe 
the steering characteristics, and hence steering feel, of a vehicle:
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- Weave Test ISO 13674-1 [52]
- Transition Test ISO 13674-2 [53]
Single Sine Test ISO/TR 8725 [57]
- Step Input Test ISO 7401 [56]
Frequency Response Test ISO 7401 [56]
- Steady-State Circular Test ISO 4138 [55]
It must be mentioned that the above vehicle tests only represent the vehicle's steering 
characteristics in a very specific operating state and that a complete profile of the 
steering characteristics can only be obtained by analyzing several tests.
2.6 Relation of Subjective Assessments and Objective 
Parameters
Statistical methods are primarily used for the causal analyses of different variables. 
The aim of this work is to find how strongly the variable “objective parameter” affects 
the quantification of the variable “subjective assessment”. For the application of an 
appropriate method it is important to have a general perception of the causal 
relationship between the different variables; essentially to know which variables will 
affect which other variables. The variables are divided into two groups: dependent or 
independent. According to the scale of the analysed variables the fundamental 
analysis methods are decided, as shown in Table 2-2.
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Table 2-2: Fundamental methods of analysis [2]
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2.6.1 Regression Analysis
Regressions analysis is an extremely flexible analysis method. It offers the 
description and explanation of the relationships of different variables and enables 
prognoses. It is particularly applicable in cases when the relationship between one 
dependent and one or more independent variables are examined. With the help of 
regressions analysis such relationships can be quantified and precisely described. 
Furthermore, the analysis allows both the examination of hypotheses, concerning 
relationships of different variables, and the creation of prognoses. In this work the 
regressions analysis is applied, in order to examine whether and how the assessment 
of a subjective criterion depends on an objective parameter.
Regressions analyses are applicable, if both the dependent and independent variable 
feature on the metric scale. This is the case in this work. Dummy variable regression 
is also applied, in order to examine whether the relationship between an objective 
parameter and the quantification of a subjective assessment criterion varies for 
different vehicle segments.
Crucial to the evaluation of the regression results is accurate interpretation. A careful 
consideration of regression results is generally proposed. Apart from a statistical 
knowledge, the interpretation for the regression results requires experience in the 
analysis in vehicle dynamics.
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2.6.1.1 Simple Regression Analysis
Linear regression analysis is applied to investigate causal linear relationships. In the 
simplest case, i.e. a relationship between two variables, the dependent variable Y 
(rating of an assessment criterion) can be expressed as function of the independent 
variable X (value of an objective parameter) as follows:
Y=f(X)
Y = b0 + br X l
Y = dependent variable 
X-i = independent variable 
b0= constant
b-i= regression coefficient
One significant aim of this work is to determine the objective parameters that are best 
suited to the description of the rating of subjective assessment criteria. Due to the 
cost and time difficulties regarding the analysis of a significant number of vehicles 
(observations) the sample size is limited. The sample size has a direct impact on the 
statistical power of the regression. Hair et al. [37] recommends using fewer than 
twenty observations and only simple regression analysis, with a single independent 
variable. The sample size also affects the valid generalisation of a regression model. 
A general rule is that the ratio should never fall below 5 to 1, meaning that there 
should be five observations for each independent variable [37]. As this ratio falls 
below 5 to 1, the researcher encounters the risk of “overfitting” the regression model 
and making the results too specific to the sample.
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2.6.1.2 Multi Regression Analysis
For many statistical investigations no monocausal relationship exists. The dependent 
variable Y to be investigated can also be influenced through several variables (i.e. 
more than one objective parameter). This can be expressed as follows:
Y = f(X1( X2 Xj)
Y = b0 +6, -X, +b2 -X 2 +.... + bj .Xj
Y = dependent variable (assessment criteria)
Xj = independent variable (objective parameter; j  =
b0 = constant
bj = Regression coefficients (j = 1,2,...J)
With the help of the multi regression analysis, additional relationships between 
objective parameters and subjective assessments can be found. In this work 
regression models with one dependent and two independent variables are used. The 
sample size again influences the statistical power and generalisation of the 
regression models. This leads to some restrictions for the application of multi 
regression analysis
2.6.1.3 Non-Linear Regression Analysis
Non-linearity can occur in different forms. Such non-linear relationships between 
dependent and independent variables can be determined by growth and saturation 
phenomena. In general, a variable X can be replaced by a variable X'=f(X), whereby f 
indicates a non-linear function (e.g. quadratic, cubic, etc.)
Y = b0 + br X'  with X'=f(X)
Y = dependent variable (assessment criteria)
X  = independent variable (objective parameter)
X ' = independent non-linear variable (objective parameter)
b0 = constant
bi = Regression coefficient
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Parallel investigations, using regression models with quadratic and cubic functions, 
with identical data sets were conducted in [12], [21]. It is seen that no further results 
were obtained by using these non-linear regressions models (functions of second and 
third order with one independent variable. The literature [6] and [114] supports this 
result. Based on these circumstances, non-linear regression models are not 
considered in this work.
2.7 Previous Investigations of Steering Characteristics
This chapter explains the most important vehicle tests, regarding the analysis of 
vehicle dynamics, steering characteristics and steering feel, used in previous 
investigations. Zomotor, Braess and Ronitz [112] have written an excellent general 
literature review regarding this subject. Numerous investigations have been carried 
out in the past, therefore only investigations with fundamental importance for this 
work are mentioned below.
Steady State Circular Test
The steady state circular test is one of the oldest methods of vehicle testing and 
covered by ISO 4138. This test yields conclusions on the steady state cornering 
behaviour of a vehicle. Of particular interest is the profile of the steering wheel angle 
and torque, lateral acceleration, yaw rate, roll and sideslip angle against the lateral 
acceleration. The steady state circuit allows conclusions about the individual steering 
characteristics of a vehicle.
Two driving manoeuvres are primarily distinguished:
The driving velocity and lateral acceleration are increased continuously or 
stepwise on a constant circle radius 
- The driving velocity is constant and the steering wheel angle is continuously 
increased
Various investigations with the steady state circular test can be found in following 
literature: [7], [22], [19], [55], [87], [88], [113]. The test delivers vital characterisation of 
the steering characteristics like understeer; however a reliable link to steering feel has 
not been established.
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Weave Test
This test examines the on-centre handling characteristics of the vehicle. Following 
ISO 13674-1, a sinusoidal steering wheel angle input, which yields a certain lateral 
acceleration level and a constant steering angle frequency, is applied over several 
cycles to reach the steady state steering response at constant vehicle speed. By 
plotting the time signals (steering wheel angle and torque, lateral acceleration, yaw 
rate, etc.) against each other, hysteresis curves are drawn. These curves deliver a 
huge quantity of objective parameters (curve height and width, gradients, peak 
values, etc.), which allow the comprehensive analysing of steering feel at the “on- 
centre”. Investigations using the weave test can be found in the following literature: 
[18], [24], [25], [30], [47], [52], [66], [77], [81], [87], [93], [103], [113].
The on-centre handling region was analysed for the first time in detail by Norman 
[81], who detected a large number of objective parameters to describe the “on-centre” 
steering characteristics of a vehicle through the weave test. A comparison was made 
between vehicles from different manufacturers and with different steering systems. 
However, no attempt was made to determine the subjectively perceived handling 
quality, therefore no method of subjective assessment was considered.
Farrer [30] also investigated the on-centre handling quality with the help of the weave 
test. He derived various objective parameters out of different cross plots. Correlations 
were made between this objective data and subjective assessments like “steering 
wheel activity”, “steering feel” and “vehicle response”. Different objective parameters 
were found which gave valid relationships for the mentioned assessment criterion.
In his research work Dettki [25] noted the high importance of the weave test regarding 
steering feel. He highlighted the huge quantity of significant objective parameters 
attainable from of the weave test and the strong relationship with the assessment 
criterion “steering feel at on-centre”
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Frequency Response Test
This test, which is standardized in ISO 7401, examines the transient vehicle response 
in the frequency domain. For this test a continuous sinusoidal motion with constant 
amplitude and steadily increasing frequency is applied to the steering wheel from a 
straight driving state with constant velocity. The vehicle response, which is dependent 
on the amplitude and frequency of the steering wheel angle input, is of primary 
interest. The literature [19], [93] and [107] shows that the gains, and corresponding 
phases, seen in plots of yaw velocity vs. steering wheel angle and lateral acceleration 
vs. steering wheel angle have strong relationships with driver opinions regarding 
vehicle response behaviour.
Weir and Di Marco [107] defined, with the help of the vehicle yaw gain and phase 
response, various objective parameters. One parameter is the value of the quasi 
static yaw gain. A further objective parameter named “equivalent time lag” was 
determined at the phase angle of 45 degrees from the yaw velocity phase response. 
They stated that these objective parameters were important regarding the 
assessment of the response behaviour of vehicles. They defined a diagram of static 
yaw gain vs. equivalent time lag and different target fields, which enables the 
assessment of the response behaviour of different vehicles in an objective way.
Step Input Test
The transient response behaviour of a vehicle in the time domain is the main 
objective of this test and is therefore relevant for the steering feel investigation. This 
test is standardized in ISO 7401. From a straight driving state, at a given velocity, a 
step steering angle input is applied. The response times, regarding yaw velocity and 
lateral acceleration, the overshoot values of yaw velocity and lateral acceleration and 
the steady-state response parameters, reached at the end of the test, are of particular 
interest. The various investigations carried out with the help of the step input test are 
seen in the following literature: [22], [56], [61], [84], [87], [94], [113],
Zomotor [113] noted that, regarding the investigation of the steering response 
behaviour, the objective parameter “peak response time of yaw rate” shows the best 
relationship with the corresponding subjective assessment criterion.
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Straight-Line Driving
This closed-loop test focuses on the straight driving ability and steering precision of 
the vehicle. This test is standardized in ISO/TS 20119 [60]. The test driver attempts to 
keep the vehicle running in a straight line and to maintain the course using only small, 
low-frequency steering angle inputs (correcting effort). As the vehicle is affected by 
disturbances like side wind or individual vehicle excitations, the correcting effort to 
maintain the course is of foremost importance. The effort required to correct and 
stabilise a course deviation is thus a measure of directional stability and steering 
precision. Numerous investigations have been carried out regarding straight-line 
driving, which can be found in following literature [24], [28], [30], [72], [81], [87], [113]. 
For an overall investigation of steering feel, the straight-line driving test is important 
for the quantification of the straight driving ability and steering precision of a vehicle.
A detailed evaluation procedure can be found in Engels [29], whereby, with the help 
of regression analyses, the objective measures are compared to the subjective 
assessments of drivers. Engels demonstrated that the driving strategy influences the 
scatter of the measurement results considerably. For this reason it was 
recommended to introduce a common driving strategy for all assessors. Steering 
wheel angle, steering wheel torque, lateral acceleration and yaw rate were measured 
on this test. Frequency analysis was carried out to determine the power spectral 
density of the above-mentioned parameters.
Transient Response Test
Transient response test (ISO 13674-2 [53]) is an outline of the steady state circuit 
test. A straight driving state with constant vehicle velocity is followed by slow, 
continuous steering wheel angle input. The transient response test is important to 
quantify steering feel between on-centre and larger gradients of steering wheel angle 
inputs. The test is carried out until the vehicle reaches its non-steady operating 
condition (i.e. under/oversteer). The comparison of the steering wheel torque profile 
against the steering wheel angle or lateral acceleration is of particular interest. Actual 
research results for this test are published in [93], However, recent investigations by 
Helguera-Sanchez [46] point to shortcomings in the ISO 13674-2.
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Single Sine Input Test
The objective of this test is to determine the transient response behaviour of a vehicle 
with one period of sinusoidal steering wheel angle input. The test is standardized in 
ISO 8725. The steering wheel angle input and vehicle response for this test are 
similar to real traffic situations during a lane change manoeuvre and therefore 
important regarding the investigation of steering feel. Of particular interest is the time 
delay between steering wheel angle input and steering response parameters, such as 
lateral acceleration or yaw rate. The comparison of steering wheel torque (off-centre) 
with the corresponding vehicle response parameters is also relevant. These 
parameters normally determined at different levels of acceleration and steering wheel 
angle frequencies. Investigations with this test can be found in [26], [32], [51], [57], 
[87], [113].
Huang [51] summarised the most important parameters for the objective description 
of lane change behaviour of vehicles. Huang gave special mention to the time delays 
between the steering wheel angle and the response parameters, such as yaw velocity 
and lateral acceleration, the yaw gain, the ratio of steering wheel angle to steering 
wheel torque and the side slip angle.
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3 Vehicle Tests -  Subjective Assessment
The aim of this work is to determine the steering characteristic of vehicles. Therefore 
determining reliable relationships between different subjective assessment criteria 
and objective parameters from vehicle tests is essential. Such knowledge about the 
dependency of subjective assessment on objective parameters enables the 
identification of a brand typical steering feel in an objective way. In order to fully 
describe steering feel objectively, the development of an entire methodology is 
required. Such a methodology consists of three main sections, subjective 
assessment, objective vehicle tests and statistical data analyses to identify 
relationships of both. The main objective of the project is to work out suitable 
procedures, which allow test engineers to characterize the steering feel of a vehicle 
merely based on objective parameters from measurements or simulations in an 
efficient and reliable way. This methodology would then lead to efficient goal- 
orientated development procedure, independent of the personal preferences of test 
engineers. A consistent steering feel quality over the whole vehicle portfolio of a 
brand could be ensured with a reduced development time and costs.
The scope of this chapter lies on the development of the methodology to get high 
quality subjective assessments of steering feel from different assessors and 
vehicles. Therefore a careful procedure is required to obtain representative and 
analysable subjective assessments from a driver’s impressions and opinions. This 
procedure firstly requires certain needs on the assessors to get reliable 
assessments of steering feel. Secondly the development of specific questionnaire 
criteria, which describes entirely the steering feel characteristic. Following this, the 
implementation of a well-balanced rating system, which allows quantifying complex 
subjective impressions and opinions in a consistent way, is essential. In a final step 
the distribution of the collected assessment data must be checked and optimized to 
meet the requirements of the following statistical analyses (see chapter 5.1.1).
The ratings of certain assessment criteria could depend on the vehicle segment. For 
example, the steering response characteristic for a luxury-saloon vehicle with an 
optimum rating cannot be equal with the response characteristics of an equally top- 
rated sport roadster (see Figure 3-1). The existence of such segment-specific 
optimum values led to a grouping of the selected test vehicles into respective 
vehicle segments.
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Steering response too slow optimum too fast
Luxury saloon -5  -6  -7  -8 I 9:10 I + 8 +7  + 6  +5
..  j . ..
Sport roadster ... | -5 | - 6 -7 | - 8 | 9/10 | + 8  +7  +6
Figure 3-1 : Moving optimum for different vehicle segments
For the following investigation 25 vehicles were accessible. The vehicles are 
subdivided into five different groups, or vehicle segments, all containing five cars. 
The vehicle segments are defined as follows:
Vehicle segment A: Executive saloon cars (e.g., Audi A6, BMW 5series, ...) 
Vehicle segment B: Luxury saloon cars (e.g. BMW 7series, Audi A8,...)
- Vehicle segment C: Sport Roadsters (e.g. BMW Z4, Porsche Boxster, ...)
- Vehicle segment D: SUVs (e.g. BMW X3, BMW X5, ...)
Vehicle segment E: Sedans (e.g. BMW 3series, Mercedes C-Class,...)
3.1.1 Requirements on the Assessor
In the past many investigations of steering feel have been performed with randomly 
chosen customers [3], [17], [113]. The drawback was a lack of consistency in the 
evaluation due to differences in their assessment skills, personal preferences and 
gender and age. A further difficulty was the interpretation of subjective assessments, 
which were not expressed in a structured way (see chapter 2.3 and [4]). In order to 
avoid these problems only experienced test drivers with distinct knowledge in the 
area of vehicle dynamics and assessment were involved.
These test drivers all have a large driving experience with different vehicles, so to 
ensure the tasks of controlling the vehicle and assessing the handling and steering 
feel could be carried out simultaneously. Furthermore, the drivers all have a good 
perceptual memory and separating capability, in order to be able to retain their 
thoughts until the final appraisal [113]. Furthermore, a large amount of objectivity is 
required. The exclusive use of BMW test drivers coincides with the goal to identify 
the BMW brand-typical steering feel.
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3.1.2 Design of the Subjective Assessment Questionnaire
Previous research projects have pointed towards some aspects of steering feel 
characteristics, in which subjective assessment criteria correlate with objective 
parameters. However there is a distinct lack of reliable subjective assessment 
criteria to form a questionnaire which describes steering feel entirely. Consequently 
the first requirement, for a comprehensive subjective assessment, is a questionnaire 
covering all relevant aspects regarding steering feel. The questionnaire must find a 
balance by obtaining reliable, representative and analysable assessments while 
being efficient and practice-relevance, so to gain the approval of test drivers.
In addition to the newly designed questionnaire (Figure 3-3 located on page 48), 
questions regarding the basic vehicle data, such as loading, tyre size and pressure, 
steering type, the chosen assessment course, the name of the assessor etc. are 
located. There is also space for additional observations that could possibly have 
influenced the subjective assessment, such as weather and road conditions, or 
notes about the assessment course. The main section contains the chosen 
assessment criteria, as explained in the next chapter.
3.1.2.1 Selected Assessment Criteria
The assessment criteria for steering feel have to cover the following main 
categories: parking, manoeuvrability, steering feedback, straight driving and 
cornering ability (see Figure 2-7). Each of these categories can be described with a 
set of criteria, which were determined from existing literature [45] and collection of 
assessment criteria shown in chapter 2.4.2.1. All potential criteria are further 
discussed with the involved test drivers. A final selection took place according their 
recommendations.
The assessment criteria are subtly divided to ensure a precise assessment of the 
individual criterion and dictate the manner in which the assessment must proceed. 
The vehicle velocity and the steering wheel amplitude for the assessment are 
described in detail here. These stipulations ensure that the individual criteria are 
rated with similar driving manoeuvres from each test driver. It is essential that the 
driving conditions (test track, vehicle speed, etc.) remain constant throughout all 
subjective assessments.
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Each criterion, itemised in the questionnaire and the appropriate driving state for the 
assessment are explained in detail. These descriptions were used for the briefing of 
all test drivers prior to the subjective assessments.
Steering torque level
The magnitude of steering wheel torque is of interest. In general a small steering 
wheel torque is preferred for parking activities, ensuring comfortable conditions 
when parking (less force expenditure by the driver). The steering wheel torque 
should remain constant over the whole angular steering range.
Steering torque progression
The magnitude of steering wheel torque and its associated torque profile are of 
interest. A judgement is made on whether oscillating steering wheel torque profiles 
vary depending on the steering wheel angle. This phenomenon can be caused by 
imperfections in the steering system (e.g. universal joint arrangement, torque ripple 
of an EPS System, etc.)
Steering Torque on-centre
From the straight ahead driving state, specific steering wheel angle inputs are 
performed, dependent on the driving velocity. The steering wheel amplitude is 
approximately 15° at driving velocities of about 80 km/h and around 10° at higher 
driving velocities (approx. 120 km/h). The steering wheel torque is assessed around 
this centre position.
Steering Torque off-centre
This assessment criterion is evaluated with a driving velocity of v = 80 km/h at a 
steering wheel angle 5 = 50°, as well as v = 120 km/h and a corresponding steering 
wheel angle 8 = 30°. The steering wheel torque magnitude is assessed in the 
proportional area of vehicle dynamics (up to 4 m/s2) whilst cornering or through low 
frequency, sinusoidal steering angle inputs. At each velocity, the causal 
relationships of steering wheel angle and lateral acceleration with the steering wheel
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torque build-up are of significance here. The steering wheel torque should increase 
at higher vehicle velocities.
Holding torque during cornering
The effective steering wheel torque is assessed during constant cornering (Radius = 
100 m; velocity = 80 -100 km/h). The level of steering wheel torque should be well 
adapted to the actual lateral acceleration level.
Centre feel
From the straight driving (v = 80, 100 and 120 km/h; 5 < 5°) condition the centre- 
point behaviour of the vehicle is described. The vehicle is subjected to a series of 
very small-angled steering wheel inputs. The steering wheel angle and torque 
required to initiate a response from the vehicle is noted. Steering wheel torque build­
up at the centre position and corresponding steering response are assessed as 
either too weak or too strong.
Steering friction
In a velocity range from 80 km/h to 120 km/h the friction and viscosity at on-centre is 
assessed through small steering wheel angle amplitudes of 5 = 10°. Friction in the 
steering system and the front axle is shown by a hysteresis about the centre 
position. The phenomenon of steering friction strongly influences the assessment 
criterion centre feel. The drivers evaluate the “compliance feel” regarding steering 
angle input, steering response and steering wheel torque build-up.
Steering response (from the middle)
From the straight-line driving state (v *  80 km/h) small steering wheel angles are 
made. The corresponding time profile for the steering response is assessed 
regarding the composition of vehicle movements (lateral, yaw and roll movement). 
The first time period after the steering input, during which the vehicle reaction 
begins, is most interesting. The steering wheel angle inputs can occur sinusoidally 
or randomly. The objective is to gain an immediate, proportional vehicle reaction
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dependent upon the steering wheel angle input. No effects of free play or elasticity 
should arise.
Steering response (under lateral acceleration)
During cornering (v *  80 km/h; ay» 2 m/s2) the ideal curve radius is increased or 
reduced respectively by the superposition of an additional steering wheel angle. The 
time profile of the vehicle’s response to steering wheel angle inputs is assessed. 
The first time period after the steering wheel angle input, during which the vehicle 
reaction begins, is of greatest interest. The objective is an immediate and 
predictable steering response to the steering wheel angle input, dependent on the 
vehicle speed.
Straight-driving correction effort
The vehicle’s directional stability and sensitivity to disturbances are assessed, as 
well as the required correcting effort to maintain course. Assessments take place 
with low-level external disturbances (e.g. ground unevenness, aerodynamic effects 
caused by side wind and individual vehicle response). Good directional stability and 
a requirement of only minor correcting measures to maintain course are desired 
characteristics.
Steering precision
The criteria are assessed at vehicle speeds between 80 -120 km/h. A steering 
response matching the steering wheel angle input and a requirement for minimal 
steering corrections during cornering are desired. Precise vehicle handling over the 
entire speed range and the ability of the vehicle to follow the road in all conditions 
are considered necessary.
Feedback I Benefit
Feedback in this context can be described as the transfer of information from the 
lateral, longitudinal and vertical forces acting on the front tyres to the steering wheel 
through small changes in the steering wheel torque. Feedback informs the driver of
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the driving state and is pronounced to varying extents according to the vehicle class. 
Sports vehicles should transmit as much information about the road condition to the 
driver as possible, without creating disturbances.
Feedback I Disturbance
Here high frequency steering wheel torque oscillations and impulses of all kinds are 
assessed, which represent impairment to the driver’s control task and can be treated 
as being noise. The objective is to suppress this type of disturbance.
Steering angle demand
An assessment of the steering wheel angle demand is required in different modes of 
operation
for parking
The required exertion of the driver whilst parking should be kept to a 
minimum. The amount of steering wheel turns from lock to lock is assessed. 
The rack should reach the end stops with as few rotations of the steering 
wheel as possible.
at speed between 80, 120 km/h
The steering wheel angle demand for a lane change manoeuvre should vary 
according to the vehicle class, but should not cause an uncontrollable or 
excessively-large reaction from the vehicle.
Steering returnability
The ability of the steering wheel to return from steering lock to the centre position at 
low speed (10 km/h) is assessed. The smoothness and steadiness of steering 
return (i.e. no sticking points) and the returning speed are of interest.
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Remaining angle
The centring ability of the steering wheel after a turning operation is assessed. The 
difference between the centre position (straight driving) and the angle at which the 
steering wheel stops should be small as possible. The test is performed at different 
speeds (v <10, 50 and 80 km/h) by releasing the steering wheel after a corner onto 
a straight section of road.
Steering angular velocity
With the vehicle stationary, the steering wheel torque increase or instability is 
assessed by fast sinusoidal rotations of the steering wheel. The scenario where the 
required servo-assistance cannot be supplied by the steering system is referred to 
as “catch-up”. The objective is to guarantee a constant level of servo-assistance 
even at the highest occurring steering angular velocities.
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3.1.2.2 Rating of the Assessment Criteria
A subjective assessment based on a numerical system is the most straightforward 
way of obtaining reliable subjective-objective relationships. The rating used in this 
project is based on the industry-standard, open scale system with ten marks. Figure 
2-10 shows the rating with a detailed explanation for each mark, which guarantees 
an accurate distinction of the several assessment criteria. The final deciding factor 
for the use the following system was that all involved test drivers were familiar with 
the procedure and had been using it for a number of years. This experience cannot 
be underestimated. Using another system would have risked a dilution of 
assessment results due to the missing familiarity.
The Assessment Index (Al) indicates how well an assessment criterion has been 
achieved. The development goal for a vehicle is normally a mark of eight, which 
means the performance of the vehicle for this criterion is very good and meets all 
expectations.
However, in the case of a less-than-optimum mark, this system does not explain 
detailed the reason why a lower mark was awarded for a given assessment 
criterion. In order to solve this problem, a further rating scale was introduced named 
the “statement criterion” (SC). This additional rating scale is based on the explained 
closed scale assessment in chapter 2.4. The motivation for this second scale is to 
gain further information from the assessor in case the criterion is evaluated with an 
Al lower than mark of eight. The SC consists of a closed scale with usually an odd 
number of boxes (Figure 3-3). The grey box in the middle of the SC portrays the 
optimum, which is ticked for an Al mark of 8 or better. The boxes on both sides of 
the grey one gives, through appropriate adjective anchors, an indication why or in 
which direction an assessment has a shortcoming. The one-sided SC scales 
indicate that the optimum criterion value lies at an extreme and not in the middle. 
For example the optimum for the criterion “steering torque progression” is a constant 
steering wheel torque; therefore the scale is one-sided.
Figure 3-2 shows the extended rating system with an example, which helps to 
explain the rating strategy. A test driver assesses the criterion “steering wheel 
torque level whilst parking” with an Al mark of 7. The test driver subjectively feels 
that the steering wheel torque level is rather higher than the optimum for this vehicle 
segment. For a second vehicle, from the same segment, the same test driver
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awards another Al mark of 7 for the identical assessment criterion. However for this 
vehicle he feels the steering wheel torque level was lower than the optimum for the 
segment. It can be seen that with the Al rating only, the differences in the subjective 
assessment and cannot be quantified clearly. However the combined rating of Al 
and SC delivers a sufficient quantitative and qualitative assessment.
Vehicle 1 SC Al
Parking Steering w heel torque too low X too high 7
Vehicle 2
Parking Steering w heel torque too low X too high 7
Figure 3-2: Rating system of SC and Al
This combination of the Al and SC doubles the originally ten mark scales of the Al to 
twenty divisions. In addition, it was also common for the test driver to award half or 
even quarter marks respectively thereby increasing the scale resolution even 
further.
The main advantage in using a combined Al and SC lies in the preservation of the 
well-established assessment index scale with ten-marks (Fehler! Verweisquelle 
konnte nicht gefunden werden.), which guarantees the acceptance by the test 
driver and therefore highly reproducible assessment results. The Al scale paired 
with the SC enables a significantly more informative assessment outcome.
Figure 3-3 shows the questionnaire used for this work, including the above 
explained assessment criterion.
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km Date: / /
Configuration num.: __
Method of Assistance:______________________________
Air Pressure: ______ bar (Front),  bar (Rear)
Load: _ _ _  kg (Front),  kg (Rear)
Assessm ent Criteria Al SC
optimal
Parking 1 steering torque level






3 low speed (80km/h) + /-1 5 °







5 low speed (80km/h) +/- 50°







7 at 80-100 km/h too low too high
Centre feel 8 at 80 km/h < 5°
9 at 120 km/h < 5°
10 at 160 km/h < 5°





12 from the middle (80km/h)

















15 at 80-120km/h imprecise
Feedback/ 
Benefit
16 at 80-120km/h inadequate^ pronounced
Feedback / 
Disturbance
17 on straight-ahead drive







20 low speed (80km/h)














23 from full lock
24 low speed (50km/h)
25 high speed (80km/h)




Figure 3-3 Questionnaire for subjective assessment
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3.1.3 Procedure of Subjective Assessment
All vehicles in this work were assessed on a test track. To ensure accurate and 
meaningful results, tests were only run when the test track was dry and experiencing 
no or very little side wind. All vehicles were series models or close to start of 
production at the time of assessment. No modifications were made to the vehicles 
between the recording of the vehicle measurements and the subjective assessment. 
Throughout the project 15 driving experts were involved in the assessment of the 
twenty-five vehicles.
A comprehensive assessment of all criteria on the questionnaire was conducted on 
each vehicle segment within a day. Between six and ten experts out of the pool of 
fifteen were on hand to assess each vehicle segment. Every vehicle was available 
for approximately 45 minutes to each test driver in order to carry out the complete 
subjective steering feel assessment.
In order to keep the intra-individual differences of the individual assessors as small 
as possible, one vehicle was defined as a reference for each vehicle segment. All 
drivers had to carry out a subjective assessment of the reference vehicle before the 
actual assessment of the respective vehicle segments. In addition, the individual 
assessment criteria were discussed together by the test drivers and an effectual 
reference assessment for the further assessments was agreed and fixed. The 
advantage of this method was that in the case of a possible uncertainty in the 
assessment of a further vehicle, the reference vehicle with the same discussed and 
agreed ratings could be considered again. A comparison of the vehicle 
characteristics with those of the segment reference vehicle was therefore 
immediately possible.
The quality of the assessment results can be increased by combining and checking 
the ratings of every test driver with statistical tools such as mean value, confidence 
intervals and variance analysis. This procedure is described for different rating 
systems in the literature [16] and used for the data analysis of the assessment 
results in chapters 5.land 6.4.
The subjective assessment results for each of the named vehicle segments are 
listed in appendix 10.1: Subjective Ratings: Original and Transformed Values.
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4 Vehicle Tests -  Objective Assessment
This chapter describes the objective assessment of the steering characteristics of 
vehicles. The purpose of these objective assessments is generation of robust 
objective parameters, with a high force of expressiveness, out of measurement data. 
These objective parameters enable the description of vehicle steering 
characteristics objectively and quantitatively. Attaining objective parameters firstly 
requires the accomplishment of relevant vehicle tests with adequate measurement 
equipment. Furthermore, a post processing of the various measured time signals 
and finally the extractions of objective parameters are needed.
For the vehicle measurements, the coordinate system of the respective 
measurement signals must be considered. The translational and rotational degrees 
of freedom of the vehicle about the three coordinate axes are (see Figure 4-1 and 
List of Terms and Abbreviations, page VI):
- x Longitudinal movement
- y Lateral movement
- z Vertical movement
(p Roll about the x-axis
3 Pitch about the y-axis
y/ Yaw about the z-axis
Figure 4-1: Dynamic Driving Coordinate System [113]
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The steering response parameters, such as the yaw rate, roll rate or lateral 
acceleration, are measured with a gyroscopically stabilised platform. The 
longitudinal (x-direction) and lateral velocity (y-direction) of the vehicle is recorded 
with an optical measurement sensor (Correvit sensor).
4.1 Vehicle Tests
In the following section different driving tests, which are necessary for the objective 
assessment of the steering characteristics of a vehicle, are presented. From 
literature and ISO-Standards, vehicle test procedures, which are partly suitable for 
the objective assessment of steering characteristics, are well known. The initial 
assumption was that each of the following vehicle tests only represents a specific 
driving state, and that for the entire assessment of the steering characteristics, the 
analysis from a number of tests of different types is necessary.
The following partly standardized vehicle tests are suitable for the assessment of the 
steering characteristics in the on-centre and proportional area of vehicle dynamics 
and were carried out for this project:
Weave Test (ISO 13674-1 [52])
Step Input Test (ISO 7401 [56])
Single Sine Test (ISO/TR 8725 [57])
Frequency Response Test (ISO 7401 [56])
Steady State Circuit Test (ISO 4138 [55])
Transient Response Test (ISO 13674-2 [53])
Straight-Line Driving Test (ISO/TS 20119 [60])
Each test was performed using a variety of test conditions to identify how certain 
objective parameters affected the steering characteristic of a vehicle. Table 4-3 
shows a summary of these test conditions for the separate vehicle tests.
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Test # Velocity (km/h) Freq (Hz)
Steering wheel 
angle (°) Lat Acc. (g)
1 80 0.25 2.5
2 80 0.25 5.0
3 80 0.5 5.0
4 80 0.5 10.0
5 80 0.5 20.0
6 100 0.5 5.0
7 120 0.25 2.5
8 120 0.25 5.0
Weave Test 9 120 0.5 5.0
10 120 0.5 10.0
11 120 0.5 20.0
12 140 0.5 5.0
13 160 0.25 2.5
14 160 0.25 5.0
15 160 0.5 5.0
16 160 0.5 10.0
17 160 0.5 20.0
1 80 0.4
Step Input 2 100 0.4
3 120 0.4
1 80 0.2 0.1
2 80 0.2 0.2
3 80 0.2 0.4
4 80 0.2 0.6
5 80 0.4 0.2
6 80 0.4 0.4
Single Sine 7 80 0.4 0.6
Input 8 80 0.6 0.2
9 80 0.6 0.4
10 80 0.6 0.6
11 120 0.2 0.1
12 120 0.2 0.2
13 120 0.2 0.4
















1 80 0.2-2.8 0.2
2 80 0.2-2.8 0.4
3 100 0.2-2.8 0.4
Straight Driving 1 80
Table 4-3: Summary of test conditions
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4.2 Measurement Equipment
In the following subsection the measurement technology used in this work is 
presented. The main measurement devices are explained. The measurement chain 
for each signal is shown in Figure 4-9 on page 66.
Table 4-4 gives an overview with respect to the applied measurement device and 
the recorded signals. The measurement accuracy of each device compared to the 
recommended measurement accuracies from the ISO-Standards is listed. The 
recommended accuracy can be found in the ISO-Standards [56], [58], [52] and [60]. 
The measurements of the lateral movements were redundant. The used signal for 
the further analyses was the lateral acceleration out of the gyroscopically stabilised 
platform.
Measurement






Steering wheel angle -200° to +200° ± 0 .1 ° ± 0 .1 °
Steering wheel torque -10  Nm to +10 Nm ± 0.1 Nm ± 0 .3  Nm
Optical distance 
sensor Rack displacement -20  mm to +20 mm ± 13 • 10"6 mm -
D M S Tie-rod force -25  kN to +25 kN + 1% -
Correvit sensor
Longitudinal velocity 0 m/s to 70 m/s ± 0.35 m/s ± 0 .5  m/s





-39.2  m/s2 to 
+39.2 m/s2 ± 0 .1  m/s2
± 0 .1 5  m/s2
Lateral acceleration ± 0 .1  m/s2
Vertical acceleration ±  0 .5  m/s2
Roll angle -89° to +89° ± 0 .5 ° ± 0 .1 5 °
Pitch angle -89° to +89° ± 0 .5 ° ± 0 .1 5 °
Yaw  angle -180° t o +180° ± 1.8° ± 0 .5 °
Y aw  velocity -1287s  to + 1287s ±  0 .57s ± 0 .17s
Accelerom eter Lateral acceleration -100  m/s2 to 100 m/s2 ±  0.1 m/s2 ± 0.1 m/s2
Table 4-4: Measurement device and signals
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4.2.1 Steering Wheel Measurement
Vehicle tests with the help of the measurement steering wheel were only carried out 
in this work for the closed-loop manoeuvres. With the special steering wheel, shown 
in Figure 4-2, the steering angle and the steering torque can be measured. The 
steering wheel angle and the direction of rotation are captured by optical sensors, 
which analyse the number of slits on the incremental drum for a given steering angle 
input and the corresponding direction of rotation. The resolution is 36073600, which 
corresponds to the stated accuracy of 0.1°. A measurement hub with strain gauges 
is integrated within the steering wheel to measure the steering wheel torque.
Figure 4-2: Steering wheel measurement
4.2.2 Longitudinal and Lateral Velocity Sensor
The driving velocities in longitudinal and lateral direction are determined through a 
contact-free process with a Correvit sensor from the Corrsys Company (Figure 4-3). 
The sensor captures the stated velocities through an optical position encoder. The 
surface structure of the track is recorded onto a photo-receiver behind an optical 
grid. The frequency of the brightness oscillations serves to determine the driving 
velocity. From the determined parameters extracted from the driving velocity, and 
with knowledge of the position of the sensor in the vehicle, the resulting sideslip 
angle for each point can be calculated.
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Figure 4-3: Correvit Sensor -  longitudinal and lateral velocity
As the sensor is attached to the vehicle, a distortion of the lateral velocity signal 
occurs through the rolling motion. The measurement beam is projected onto the 
ground but is offset due to the corresponding roll motion. The lateral velocity of the 
Correvit sensor must therefore be corrected. This situation is shown in Figure 4-4, 
along with the influence on the measurement data.
Figure 4-4: Correvit-Sensor Skew Projection due to the Rolling [65]
4.2.3 Gyroscopic Platform
A Gyroscopic platform is an inertial measurement system, which is indispensable for 
dynamic driving measurements. The inertial measurement is based upon the 
principle of integrating measured accelerations and rotations from the gyro in the 
platform, which is strapped down in the vehicle to determine the angular locations
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and velocities. In this work a gyroscopic platform from the RMS company was used 
(Figure 4-5). The corresponding measurement range and accuracy can be seen 
from Table 4-4.
The influence of the gravitational force upon the acceleration measurement causes 
complications when using a gyroscopic platform. By compensating for the pitch and 
roll angles, the accuracy of the acceleration measurements can be significantly 
increased. The rotation of the earth influences the measurement of the angle of
rotation with a superposition of a constant gyroscopic drift (cue = 15.041 °/h). With
longer measurement cycles inaccuracies arise due to inaccurate compensation 
values. In this work a reset of the gyroscopic platform (stationary vehicle, defined 
surface) was carried out after every six measurement cycles, in order to ensure 
sufficient compensation.
Figure 4-5: RMS- Gyro
4.2.4 Steering Robot
The reproducibility of the test configuration is associated with a smaller scatter of 
objective parameters extracted from the measurement data. The scatter of the 
objective parameters is highly dependent on the uniformity of the steering wheel 
angle inputs at each vehicle test with the same test configuration. This uniformity 
cannot be achieved even by trained drivers, and is particularly noticeable in non- 
stationary tests (weave test, step input, etc.) [40], [87]. To get high quality data from 
the vehicle measurements or reproducible objective parameters with low scatter, all
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open-loop tests were carried out with a steering robot. The steering robot allows a 
wide range of steering inputs to be applied with high precision and repeatability.
Figure 4-6: Steering robot (ABD, SR30) and measurement equipment
Specifications of the steering robot (ABD, SR30) are:
max. steering wheel torque: 30 Nm at speeds up to 5007s
max. no-load speed: 15007s
angular resolution: 0.018°
The steering robot was installed into each vehicle, enabling the automatic control of 
the steering wheel angle input. The steering and response behaviour of each vehicle 
could then be accurately compared and contrasted. The test driver initially ensures 
the vehicle is travelling in the desired direction and with the appropriate speed 
before activating the steering robot. Special safety features incorporated into the 
steering robot design allow the driver to resume complete control of the vehicle at 
any time.
To prove the quality of measured data, a test series (three repeated measurements) 
was carried out. This also allowed the comparison of objective parameters extracted 
when using a test driver to those extracted when using the steering robot. Figure 4-7 
shows a comparison of time data for the weave test between the robot and a test
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driver. The weave test was performed with a steering wheel angle input of 15°, a 
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Figure 4-7: Weave test comparison between driver and robot
Figure 4-7 shows that the test driver was not able follow the desired frequency and 
the sinusoidal profile. This varying steering wheel angle input leads to different 
steering response characteristics, such as steering wheel torque, yaw rate or lateral 
acceleration, of the vehicle. The percentage scatter of this test series is compared 
for a large number of parameters in Table 4-5. A definition of these objective 
parameters can be found in chapter 4.5.
By using a steering robot, the average scatter of the analyzed objective parameters 
is reduced significantly. This is especially true for objective parameters that depend 
on strict uniform steering wheel angle inputs like “angle hysteresis”, which 
represents the bandwidth of the hysteresis curve for steering wheel angle versus 
torque. Overall the average value of the scatter for the weave test is reduced by 
over nine percent.
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Steering stiffness 3.8% 0.5% Specific area lat acc / angle 1.1% 0.6%
Steering stiffness at zero steer 3.8% 0.5% Area of lat acceleration / angle 92.8% 45.2%
Steering friction 8.9% 3.7% Torque at 0 m/s2 Nm - positive 8.9% 3.5%
Angle hysteresis 111% 15.7%
Torque at 0 m/s2 Nm - 
negative
12.1% 6.2%
Ratio torque/angle 0.3% 0.1% Torque at 1 m/s2 Nm - positive 11.7% 1.7%
Specific area torque/angle 0.9% 0.2%
Torque at 1 m/s2 Nm - 
negative
4.1% 1.2%
5 Degree value of Steering Torque 13.0% 1.8% Lat acc at ONm m/s2 - positive 2.2% 2.7%
Yaw velocity response gain 1.3% 0.2%
Lat acc at ONm m/s2 - 
negative
11.7% 1.9%
Yaw velocity time delay 0.8% 0.7% Torque grad at 0 m/s2 9.6% 5.5%
Yaw stiffness at zero steer angle 1.8% 0.1% Torque grad at 1 m/s2 24.5% 4.3%
Ratio yaw velocity / angle 0.3% 0.1% Torque hysteresis 14.2% 8.0%
Specific area yaw velocity/angle 0.4% 0.2% Lateral acceleration hysteresis 10.0% 4.7%
Response deadband 15.7% 6.8% Ratio torque / lat acceleration 1.4% 2.2%
Stiffness yaw velocity / torque 2.5% 1.4% Spec area torque / lateral acc 1.5% 0.8%
Specific area yaw velocity/torque 1.0% 0.5% Peak value of lat acceleration 6.6% 1.1%
Steering sensitivity 0.5% 0.2% Peak value of yaw rate 15.8% 2.5%
Minimum steering sensitivity 1.1% 0.2% Peak value of steering torque 13.8% 1.6%
Steering sensitivity at 1 m/s2 
(80% of lateral acc.)
3.3% 0.1% Peak value of roll angle 4.7% 4.7%
Steering sensitivity at 0 deg 0.8% 0.4%
Ratio max sideslip angle to 
yaw vel.
0.9% 0.2%
Lateral acceleration deadband 1.9% 2.5%
Spec Area Sideslip angle Yaw  
vel.
9.3% 0.4%
Angle deadband 56.2% 17.9% Max value of Roll rate 16.4% 4.7%
Steering hysteresis 120.3% 17.7% Time delay of roll rate 5.0% 6.6%
Lateral acceleration time delay 1.1% 0.9%
Ratio max roll rate / max lat 
acc
6.1% 2.8%
Ratio lat acceleration /  angle 0.1% 0.1%
Average Value 13.5% 4.0%
Table 4-5: Weave test: Percentage scatter of objective parameters
Figure 4-8 shows a further comparison of time data from the step input test 
measurements. The steering wheel angle input was adjusted to ensure a steady 
state lateral acceleration value of 4 m/s2 at 80 km/h. With the use of the steering 
robot, the steering wheel angle input is an accurate step within the dictated time 
frame (see ISO 7401: [56]). Objective parameters which describe the steering 
response characteristic, such as “peak value of yaw rate” or “peak response time”,
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are clearly influenced by the accuracy of the steering wheel angle input. It is very 
hard for the test driver to keep the steering wheel angle velocity constant through 
the repetition measurements, which leads to a higher scatter of the extracted 
objective parameter. It is clearly shown that the influence of the steering wheel angle 
speed on the steering response of the vehicle is significant. A further point of 
interest is shown in the diagram for steering torque vs. time. The inertia and 
controller effects of the steering robot lead to quick steering wheel angle inputs, 
which yield alternating and unstable steering wheel torque amplitudes. Therefore a 
reliable extraction of the steering wheel torque values is not possible for this test. 
This circumstance was taken into account for the definition and extraction of the 
objective parameters for this work. For further investigations it will be recommended 
to analyse how the steering wheel angle input signal must be altered from the ISO 

















  test driver
0
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Figure 4-8: Step Input
The percentage scatter for a test series of objective parameters, extracted from time 
signals after a step input, are shown in Table 4-6. The average scatter for the step 
input test is reduced by over eleven percent, when using the steering robot.
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Yaw rate response time 20.9% 0.2% Yaw rate response time 25% 0.5% 0.2%
Yaw rate peak response time 2.7% 0.4% Yaw rate response time 50% 0.7% 0.2%
Lateral acceleration response time 3.9% 0.7%
Lateral acceleration response 
time 25%
1.7% 0.5%
Lateral acceleration peak response 
time 41.1% 1.2%
Lateral acceleration response 
time 50%
1.4% 0.5%
Roll rate peak response time 4.3% 0.8% Roll angle response time 25% 1.8% 1.4%
Roll angle response time 5.0% 3.7% Roll angle response time 50% 0.7% 1.7%
Roll angle peak response time 29.4% 1.9%
Steering torque response time 
25%
1.0% 0.6%
Overshoot value of lateral 
acceleration 4.9% 1.8%
Steering torque response time 
50%
0.4% 10.6%
Overshoot value of yaw rate 5.9% 1.3%
Steady state steering torque / 
steady state steering angle
0.4% 0.1%
Static yaw rate response gain 0.6% 0.1%
Side slip angle steady state 
value 13.3% 1.4%
Static response gain of roll angle 
vs. lateral acceleration 0.9%
3.0% Max value of roll angle 29.9% 5.6%
TB characteristics 6.0% 1.2% Max value of roll rate 129.1% 8.5%
Steady state steering torque 22.2% 5.4%
Ratio of max roll rate vs steady 
state value of lateral 
acceleration
16.2% 1.3%
Average 13.3% 2 .1 %
Table 4-6: Step input test: Percentage scatter of objective parameters
It can be concluded that the scatter of objective parameters within a test series of 
open-loop manoeuvres can be significantly reduced with the use of a steering robot. 
The robot guarantees precise steering wheel angle inputs and highly reproducible 
objective parameters, thereby facilitating the identification of smaller differences 
between individual vehicle setups.
The comparison of these two feasible methods regarding steering wheel input 
highlights the advantages of a steering robot. These results clearly justify the 
decision to use a steering robot for this work, in order to guarantee the outcome of 
reproducible objective parameters for the named open loop tests.
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4.3 Procedure of the Objective Assessment
All vehicles in this work were measured on a test track. To ensure accurate and 
meaningful results, tests were only run when the track was dry and experiencing no 
or very little side wind. All vehicles were equipped with the same measurement 
equipment (steering robot, the gyro, etc.). The relevant vehicle data was determined 
and documented for all vehicles. The most important criteria are loading state, tyre 
dimension and filling pressure, steering type, engine type, gear setup, drive setup 
and the position of measurement sensors.
Loading State:
All vehicle measurements were carried out with “minimal loading”, i.e. the 
measurement equipment (steering robot, measurement computer, etc.), the driver 
and the empty vehicle weight.
Tyres:
The tyres have a substantial influence on the driving performance, which 
necessitates an exact description of the tyre types, the state of wear and the tyre 
pressure. New tyres were used for all vehicles. All tyres were treaded in on the 
respective vehicles over a distance of 100 km without excessive exertion. The tyre 
type corresponded to the respective recommendations of the individual vehicle 
manufacturer. Due to the diverse test programme the tyres are subject to a certain 
amount of wear and tear. The corresponding test programme was put together in 
such a way as to carry out the most intensively abrasive tests (e.g. steady state 
circuit test) at the end. The tyre pressure corresponded to the respective 
manufacturer’s specification.
Track:
All open loop tests conducted with the steering robot are performed on the dynamic 
driving surface of the BMW test track. The surface integrity and therefore also the 
roughness can be treated as homogenous. The average incline of the driving 
surface is smaller than 2%. Nevertheless, traffic cones are used as orientation 
points positioned on the track, so the individual manoeuvres are always performed 
on the same area. Markings are applied to the surface, in order to provide further
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orientation for tests such as the skid-pan manoeuvres. A straight section of public 
road outside of the test area was used for the closed-loop straight driving test.
Weather Conditions:
The maximum wind velocity for all tests did not exceed the permissible limit of 5 m/s. 
The external temperature varied between 10° and 30°C.
4.4 Data Processing
Post processing of the measured time signals of the vehicle response like steering 
wheel angle, torque, lateral acceleration etc. is required for the signal distortions and 
the extraction of the objective parameters. These signal distortions are caused 
through different signal delays in the measurement chain, different sensor positions 
and sensor off-sets. For example some signals depend on the sensor position in the 
vehicle. So a transformation to a vehicle reference point must be undertaken in 
order to enable a valid comparison for different vehicles. Therefore all measurement 
signals are corrected to ensure an extraction of high quality objective parameters.
4.4.1 Signal Delay
The run time of the different measurement signals are influenced by the different 
preliminary filters, sensors and amplifiers implemented in the measurement chains. 
Figure 4-9 shows the signal delays for the individual parts of the measurements. 
Particularly striking is the difference in delay between the fast channels, such as 
steering wheel angle, compared to the slow channels of the gyroscopic platform. 
These differences must be corrected to get objective parameters independent of the 
used measurement equipment.
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Figure 4-10 shows an example of a transfer function between the yaw rate and the 
steering wheel angle. The influence of the difference in signal duration is presented 
in the diagrams for amplitude response (left) and phase response (right). The 
different signal durations have no effect on the amplitude response but significant 
differences are seen in the phase response. The blue line shows the phase 
response with the raw measurement data and the red line shows the data after 
correction (delay correction-on). It is therefore clear that data correction is vital for 
the accurate generation of objective parameters from the phase response. All 
measurement signals in this work were corrected in dependence of the individual 
duration of each signal.
Mlramas2V00 -  40deg, 80 kmfh, 0.5 ~ Z 5  t-fe
0.5
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Figure 4-10: Transfer function for the yaw rate/steering wheel angle [82]
4.4.2 Vehicle Reference Point
The objective parameters which describe the steering response of the vehicles 
should be specified on a load-independent vehicle reference point R, according to 
ISO Norm 15037-1 [59]. It is therefore recommended to locate this point in the 
vehicle’s plane of symmetry, in the middle of the wheelbase and at the height of the 
centre of mass at normal weight. For this work the reference point in vertical 
direction is defined at 50% of the vehicle height, due to the difficulty to acquire the 
height of CoG. Usually it is not possible to position the corresponding measurement 
sensors at the vehicle reference point, meaning a transformation from the 
measurement point to the vehicle reference point has to be undertaken. This 
enables the comparison the measured characteristics of different vehicles. To
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perform this task the vehicle is therefore treated as a rigid body, which rotates with 
an angular velocity. The measurement signals lateral velocity and acceleration were 
transferred from the sensor positions to the vehicle reference [82].
4.5 Objective Param eters
Vehicle measurements are required to enable an objective characterisation of a 
vehicle’s steering characteristics. To compare the recorded time data directly is 
rather difficult, therefore objective parameters are extracted out of the time data. An 
objective parameter could be a peak value, value of time delay, amplification factor, 
bandwidth of a hysteresis loop, etc. This chapter lists the definitions of the objective 
parameters used. These objective parameters are calculated for all conducted 
vehicle tests in this work.
4.5.1 Weave Test
The Weave Test is useful for obtaining vehicles' on-centre steering feel. A steady- 
state operating status is achieved by means of a constant sinusoidal steering wheel 
angle input. To extract objective parameters from different measured signals, the 
various signals are mapped in pairs against each other in a Cartesian coordinate 
system. Each variable pair results in a hysteresis loop, which enables derivation of 
objective parameters. Selected objective parameters are shown in Figure 4-11.
2 - x  v f
B
1 Ordinate deadband




Specific area = — -
Figure 4-11: Weave test
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These parameters are partly defined in ISO 13674-1, or originate from publications 
concerning on-centre handling behaviour (see listed references). Further 
parameters have been introduced for the investigation of steering feel to describe 
the steering characteristic even more extensively. They are listed in Table 4-7.
Parameter Unit Description Reference
Steering-wheel Torque versus Steering-wheel angle
1 Steering stiffness [Nm/°] Average gradient over range ± x°, where x = 10 % of peak Steering angle [52]
2 Steering stiffness at zero steer [Nm/1] Gradient evaluated at zero Steering angle [52]
3 Steering friction [Nm] Ordinate deadband [52]
4 Angle hysteresis [°] Abscissa deadband [52]
5 Stiffness Torque/angle [Nm/1] Torque amplitude / angle amplitude [40]
6 Loss angle Torque/angle D Unit less parameter to describe the time delay [40]
7 5 Degree value of Steering Torque [Nm] Steering Torque when Steering angle is 5 deg, away from centre [66]
Yaw velocity versus Steering-wheel angle
8 Yaw velocity response gain [(°/s)/°] Average gradient over range ± x°, where x = 20 % of peak Steering angle [52]
9 Yaw velocity time delay [s] Time delay of yaw velocity with respect to Steering angle input
10 Yaw stiffness at zero steer angle [(°/s)/°] Top slope of the hystereses
11 Stiffness yaw velocity / angle [(7s)/°] Yaw velocity amplitude / angle amplitude
12 Loss angle yaw velocity/angle 0 Unit less parameter to describe the time delay
Yaw velocity versus Steering-wheel Torque
13 Response deadband [Nm] Abscissa deadband [52]
14 Stiffness yaw velocity / Torque [Nm/1] Yaw velocity amplitude / Torque amplitude [40]
15 Loss angle yaw velocity /  Torque n Parameter to describe the time delay [40]
Lateral acceleration versus Steering-wheel angle
16 Steering sensitivity (m/s2)/° Average gradient over range ± x°, where x = 20 % of peak Steering angle
17 Minimum Steering sensitivity (m/s2)/° Minimum instantaneous gradient evaluated within range ± 1 m/s2* [52]
18 Steering sensitivity at 1 m/s2 (m/s2)/° Gradient evaluated at 1 m/s2* while Steering away from centre [52]
19 Steering sensitivity at 0 deg (m/s2)/0 Gradient evaluated at 0 deg top branch of the hysteresis while Steering away from centre
20 Lateral acceleration deadband [m/s2] Ordinate deadband [52]
21 Angle deadband [°] Abscissa deadband [52]
22 Steering hysteresis [°]
Area bounded by hysteresis loop and ordinate values 
± 1 m/s2**, divided by 2 m/s2 (equivalent to average 
angle deadband).
[52]
23 Lateral acceleration time delay [s]
Time delay of lateral acceleration with respect to 
Steering angle input
24 Stiffness lat acceleration / angle (m/s"2)/0 Lat acceleration amplitude / angle amplitude [52]
25 Loss angle lat acceleration / angle 0 Unit less parameter to describe the time delay [40]
26 Area of lat acceleration / angle [m/s2*0] Area in the loop of lateral acceleration vs. Steering angle [40]
Steering-wheel Torque versus lateral acceleration
27 Torque at 0 m/s2 Nm -  positive [Nm]
28 Torque at 0 m/s2 Nm -  negative [Nm] ± Torque levels at ± 1 m/s2* while Steering away from centre [52]
29 Torque at 1 m/s2 Nm -  positive [Nm] [52]
30 Torque at 1 m/s2 Nm -  negative [Nm] ± Lateral acceleration levels at 0 N m [52]
31 Lateral acceleration at 0 Nm - positive [m/s2] [52]
32 Lateral acceleration at 0 Nm - negative [m/s2] Gradient evaluated at 0 m/s2 [52]
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Parameter Unit Description Reference
33 Torque gradient at 0 m/s2 [Nm/(m/
s2)]
[52]
34 Torque gradient at 1 m/s2 [Nm/(m/
s2)]
Gradient evaluated at 1 m/s2* while Steering away 
from centre [52]
35 Torque hysteresis [Nm] Ordinate deadband [52]
36 lateral acceleration hysteresis [m/s2] Abscissa deadband [52]
37 Stiffness Torque / lat acceleration [Nm/°] Torque amplitude / lat acceleration amplitude [52]
38 Loss angle Torque / lateral acceleration D Unit less parameter to describe the time delay [40]
39 Peak value of lateral acceleration [m/s2] [40]
40 Peak value of yaw rate [°/s]
41 Peak value of Steering Torque [Nm]
42 Peak value of roll angle [°]
Side slip angle versus yaw velocity
43 Ratio max Side Slip Angle to Yaw  Velocity [°/(°/s)]
44 Specific Area Side Slip Angle Yaw  velocity [° 2 /s]
45 Max value of Roll rate [°/s]
46 Time delay of roll rate [S ]
47 Ratio max roll rate / max lat acc [(7s)/(m
1**)}
Table 4-7: Objective parameter list for weave test
4.5.2 Step Input Test
This test is useful for determining the vehicle response to a fast ramp steering wheel 
angle input at a predetermined value. The vehicle response is measured from 
before the input until the vehicle has achieved a steady state driving condition. The 
respective objective parameters are defined and described in ISO 7401 [93]. The 
reference point for the response time parameters is the time when the steering 
wheel angle reaches the 50%. To illustrate the parameters, Figure 4-12 shows an 
example time response of the steering wheel angle input and steering response.
Steering Input




4 90%-value of it’s new 
steady-state value
T  Response time
Tmax6 Peak response time
Figure 4-12: Step Input test
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Table 4-8 shows the defined objective parameters.
Parameter Unit Description Reference
1 Yaw rate response time [s]
Response time is defined as the time, measured from 
the point when the Steering-wheel angle change is 
50% completed, for a vehicle transient response first 
to reach 90% of its new steady state value.
[56]
2 Yaw rate peak response time [s] [56]
3 Lateral acceleration response time [S] [56]
4 Lateral acceleration peak response time [S]
Peak response time is the time measured from the 
origin for a vehicle’s transient response to reach its 
peak value.
[56]
5 Roll rate peak response time [S] [56]
6 Roll angle response time [S] [56]
7 Roll angle peak response time [S] [56]
8 Overshoot value of lateral acceleration -
Overshoot values are calculated as a ratio: difference 
of peak value minus steady-state value/steady-state 
value
[56]
9 Overshoot value of yaw rate - [56]
10 Static yaw rate response gain [(°/s)/°]
Yaw steady state value / Steering angle steady state 
value [56]
11 Static response gain of roll angle vs. lateral acceleration
[° 2
(m/s2)]
Roll angle steady state value /  lateral acceleration 
steady state value [56]
12 TB characteristics [s/°] T m a x  P [56]
13 Steady state Steering Torque [Nm]
14 Yaw rate response time 25% [s]
15 Yaw rate response time 50% [s]
16 Lateral acceleration response time 25% [s]
17 Lateral acceleration response time 50% [s]
18 Roll angle response time 25% [s]
19 Roll angle response time 50% [s]
20 Steering Torque response time 25% [s]
21 Steering Torque response time 50% [s]
22
Steady state Steering 
Torque/steady state Steering 
angle
[Nm/°]
23 Side slip angle steady state value n
24 Max value of roll angle n
25 Max value of roll rate [°/s]
26 Ratio of max roll rate vs. steady state value of lateral acceleration /(m /s2)]
Table 4-8: Objective parameter list for step input test
4.5.3 Single Sine Input Test
This open-loop manoeuvre tests the steering response to one period of sinusoidal 
steering wheel angle input [57]. The test is comparable with a double lane change 
manoeuvre of a vehicle. To illustrate the measured signals, the steering wheel angle 
input and steering response of the vehicle are presented as an example in Figure 
4-13.
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Figure 4-13: Single sine input test
Table 4-9 shows the parameters, which were defined in ISO/TR 8725 [57].
Parameter Unit Description Reference
Steering-wheel torque versus steering-wheel angle
1 Steering Torque response time [s]
Time difference between small change of Steering 
Torque (25%) and 50% Steering input
2 Steering Torque response time gradient [Nm/s] Gradient of the small change of Steering Torque [71]
3 Steering Torque time lag [s] [57]
4 Steering Torque time lag first peak [s] [57]
5 Steering Torque time lag second peak [ S ] [57]
6 Steering Torque gain [Nm/s] Ratio between Steering Torque (first peak) and the Steering wheel angle maximum amplitude [57]
7 Asymmetry factor Steering Torque -
10*log(max value at initial right turn/ max value at 
initial left turn) [57]
8 Steering Torque ratio -
Ratio between the second peak value and the first 
peak value of the Steering Torque
9
Steering Torque peak to peak 
value / Steering angle peak to 
peak
[Nm/s]
Yaw velocity versus steering-wheel angle
10 Yaw velocity [deg/s] The first peak value on the yaw velocity [57]
11 Yaw velocity time lag [s]
Time lag between yaw velocity and Steering wheel 
angle [57]
12 Yaw velocity time lag first peak [s] [57]
13 Yaw velocity time lag second peak [s] [57]
14 Yaw velocity time lag ratio RT -
Ratio between the time lag at the second peak and 
the time lag at the first peak [57]
15 Yaw velocity gain [(deg/s)/deg]
Ratio between yaw rate (first peak) and the Steering 
wheel angle maximum amplitude
16 Yaw velocity ratio RpsiD -
Ratio between the second peak value and the first 
peak value of the Steering Torque
17 Yaw rate response time [s]
Time different between small change of yaw 
rate(25%) and 50% Steering input
18 Yaw rate response time gradient [(deg/s)Is] Gradient of the small change of yaw rate
Yaw velocity versus steering-wheel torque
19 Max yaw velocity/max Steering Torque
[(deg/s) 
/ Nml The first peak values
20 Yaw velocity Steering Torque time lag [s]
Time lags between yaw velocity and Steering wheel 
angle
Lateral acceleration versus steering wheel angle
21 Lateral acceleration [m/s2] The first peak value on the lateral acceleration
22 Lateral acceleration time lag [s]
Time lags between lateral acceleration and Steering 
wheel angle [57]
23 Lateral acceleration gain [m/s2/°] Ratio between lateral acceleration (first peak) and the Steering wheel angle maximum amplitude [57]
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Parameter Unit Description Reference
24 Lateral acceleration ratio ray Ratio between the second peak value and the first peak value of the lateral acceleration [57]
25 Lateral acceleration response time [s]
Time different between small change of lateral 
acceleration (25%) and 50% Steering input [57]
26 Lateral acceleration response time gradient
[(m/s")/
s]
Gradient of the small change of lateral acceleration [57]
27 Asymmetry factor lateral acceleration
10*log(max value at initial right turn/ max value at 
initial left turn) [57]
Steering-wheel Torque versus lateral acceleration
28 Max Steering Torque/ max lateral acceleration
[Nm/(m/
s2)]
29 Side slip angle gain m Ratio between side slip angle (first peak) and the Steering wheel angle maximum amplitude
30 Max roll angle/max. lateral acceleration
[7(m/s")
I
31 Roll angle vs. lateral acceleration time lag [s]
32 Max side slip angle / max lateral acceleration [7m/s2]
33 Side slip angle vs. lateral acceleration time lag [s]
34 Max roll rate /max. lateral acceleration
[(7s)/(m
!&)]
35 Roll rate vs. lateral acceleration time lag [s]
Table 4-9: Objective parameter list for single sine test
4.5.4 Frequency Response Test
This frequency response test is used to determine the transfer function of a vehicle, 
as a relationship of steering response to steering wheel angle input. The amplitude 
and phase are considered separately. By means of a fast Fourier transform (FFT) 
analysis, the time data is transformed into the frequency domain. For each signal 
e.g. lateral acceleration and yaw velocity, the transfer function (gain and phase 
angle) regarding the steering wheel angle can be presented on a graph as shown in 
Figure 4-14. From the amplitude and phase of the transfer functions, the defined 
objective parameters can be derived in a further step.
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Figure 4-14: Frequency response test
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Table 4-10 shows the objective parameters used for this work from the frequency 
response test.
Parameter Unit Description Reference
1 Yaw rate gain at 0.4Hz r/s/°i
2 Yaw rate gain at 0.7Hz [7$ n
3 Yaw rate gain at 1 Hz [°/s / °]
4 Yaw rate phase angle at 0.4Hz n
5 Yaw rate phase angle at 0.7Hz n
6 Yaw rate phase angle at 1Hz n [58]
7 Lateral acceleration gain at 0.4Hz [m/s2 /°]
8 Lateral acceleration gain at 0.7Hz [m/s2 /°]
9 Lateral acceleration gain at 1 Hz [m/s2 /°]
10 Lateral acceleration phase angle at 0.4Hz [°]
11 Lateral acceleration phase angle at 0.7Hz n
12 Lateral acceleration phase angle at 1Hz n
13 Natural frequency [Hz] Frequency where peak value of yaw rate gain at the speed of 80 km/h
14 Peak value of yaw rate at Nat Freq [7s]
15 Peak value of lateral acceleration at Nat Freq [m/s2]
16 Peak value of Steering Torque at Nat Freq [Nm]
17 Peak value of roll angle at Nat Frq [°]
18 Yaw rate value at 45 deg [7s]
19 Frequency yaw rate phase lag at 45 deg [Hz] [107]
20 Steering stiffness at 0.4 Hz [Nm/°]
21 Steering stiffness at 0.7 Hz [Nm/°]
Table 4-10 : Objective parameter list for frequency response test
4.5.5 Steady-State Circular Test
This test involves piloting the vehicle around a circle with constant radius at 
increasingly higher speed. This open-loop test determines the steady state 
cornering behaviour of the vehicle. The yaw rate, roll angle, steering wheel torque 






Figure 4-15: Steady-state circular test
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Table 4-11 represents the extracted objective parameters in accordance with ISO- 
4138 [55].
Parameter Unit Description Reference
1 Avg. lateral acceleration [m/s2] Average lateral acceleration [55]
2 Steering wheel angle at x lateral acceleration [m/s2] Steering wheel angle versus lateral acceleration [55]
3 Ratio Steering-wheel Torque/angle at x lateral acceleration [m/s2]
Ratio Steering-wheel Torque - Steering wheel angle 
versus lateral acceleration [55]
4 Steering Torque at x lateral acceleration [m/s2] Steering-wheel Torque versus lateral acceleration [55]
5
Steering-wheel Torque/lateral 
acceleration at x lateral 
acceleration
[m/s2] Steering-wheel Torque lateral acceleration gradient versus lateral acceleration [55]
6 Yaw velocity at x lateral acceleration [m/s2] Yaw velocity versus lateral acceleration [55]
7 Side slip angle at x lateral acceleration [m/s2] Side slip angle versus lateral acceleration [55]
8 Roll angle at x lateral acceleration [m/s2] Roll angle versus lateral acceleration [55]
X = 0.1g / 0.2g / 0.3g / 0.4g / 0.5g / 0.6g according to subtest
Table 4-11: Objective parameter list for steady-state circular test
4.5.6 Transient Response Test
This test procedure is for determining the quasi-static state steering response of 
passenger cars by measuring steering characteristics of the vehicle at a very slow 
steering wheel angle input of 5 deg/sec. The purpose of the test is to analyse the 
lateral acceleration, steering wheel torque, etc. as function of the steering wheel 
angle at different vehicle speeds [53],
Table 4-12 shows the extracted objective parameters.
Parameter Unit Description Reference
Steering-wheel Torque versus Steering-wheel angle
1 Offset Steering angle correction n
2 Steering Torque at 5 inclining part of curve Nm [Nm]
3 Steering Torque at 10 inclining part of curve Nm [Nm]
4 Steering Torque at 20 inclining part of curve Nm [Nm]
5 Steering Torque at 30 inclining part of curve Nm [Nm]
6 Max Steering Torque Nm [Nm]
7 Hysteresis height at 5 Nm [Nm]
8 Hysteresis height at 10 [Nm]
9 Hysteresis height at 20 [Nm]
10 Hysteresis height at 30 [Nm]
11 Derivative Steering-wheel Torque/angle at the 1 of the curve
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Parameter Unit Description Reference
12 Derivative Steering-wheel Torque/angle at 5 Nm/deg [Nm]
13 Derivative Steering-wheel Torque/angle at 10 [Nm]
14 Derivative Steering-wheel Torque/angle at 20 [Nm]
15 Derivative Steering-wheel Torque/angle at 30 [Nm]
Steering-wheel Torque versus lateral acceleration
16 Steering-wheel Torque at 3m/s2 [Nm]
17 Hysteresis at 3m/s2 [Nm]
Steering-wheel Torque-lateral acceleration gradient versus lateral acceleration
18 Steering-wheel Torque - lateral acceleration gradient at 1 m/s2
[Nm/(m/
s2)]
19 Steering-wheel Torque - lateral acceleration gradient at 2 m/s2
[Nm/(m/
s2)]
20 Steering-wheel Torque - lateral acceleration gradient at 3 m/s2
[Nm/(m/
s2)]
21 Maximum gradient between 1 and3 m/s2
[Nm/(m/
s2)l
Steering-wheel Torque-Steering wheel angle gradient versus lateral acceleration
22 Steering-wheel Torque - Steering angle gradient at 1 m/s2 [Nm/°]
23 Steering-wheel Torque - Steering angle gradient at 2 m/s2 [Nm/°]
24 Steering-wheel Torque -Steering angle gradient at 3 m/s2 [Nm/°]
25 Maximum gradient between 1 and3 m/s2 [Nm/°2]
Steering-wheel angle versus lateral acceleration
26 Steering angle gradient at 1 m/s2 [7 m/s2]
27 Steering angle gradient at 3 m/s2 [7 m/s2]
28 Hysteresis at 10 Steering angle [m/s2]
Yaw velocity versus lateral acceleration
29 Yaw velocity gradient at 1 m/s2 [(°/s)/(m/s*)l
30 Yaw velocity gradient at 3 m/s2 [(7s)/(m
/s*)]
31 Hysteresis at 4/s yaw rate [m/s2]
Roll angle versus lateral acceleration
32 Roll angle at 0.5 m/s2 declining part of curve [°]
33 Roll angle at 1 m/s2 inclining part of curve deg t°]
34 Roll angle at 3 m/s2 inclining part of curve deg n
35 Roll angle gradient between 1 and3 m/s2 [7  m/s2]
Table 4-12: Objective parameter list for transient response test
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4.5 . 7  Straight-Line Driving
This test differs from the others because it is a closed-loop test in which the 
objective parameters are influenced by the steering wheel angle input of the driver 
(see chapter 2.5.1). This test describes the steering feel of the vehicle during 
nominally straight-line driving. The test procedure is essentially a straight path- 
following task.
Table 4-13 shows the specified objective parameters in accordance with ISO/TS 
20119(60].
Parameter Unit Description Reference
1 Frequency in the area +/-0.40 Steering angle [%]
Freq. of the Steering angle in the area of +/- 0.4° 
calculates the values from the histogram in this area, 
by sum up.
2 Steering angle area of 70% frequency [°]
Steering angle area, frequency takes place in 70 %, 
calculated from the middle to the outside.
3 Frequency in the area +/-0.40 yaw velocity [%]
Freq. of the yaw velocity in the area of +/- 0.4° 
calculates the values from the histogram in this area, 
by sum up.
4 Yaw velocity area of 70% frequency n
Area of the yaw velocity, frequency takes place in 
70 %, calculated from the middle to the outside [45] [17]
5 Frequency in the area ±0.4° lateral acceleration [%]
Freq. of the yaw velocity in the area of +/- 0.4° 
calculates the values from the histogram in this area, 
by sum up.
6 Lateral acceleration-area of 70% frequency t°]
Area of the lateral acceleration, frequency takes place 
in 70 %, calculated from the middle to outside
7 Yaw velocity (standard deviation) [ ]
Standard deviation from the vector charged to the 
yaw velocity.
8 Yaw velocity (integration) [(°/s)2] Integrating the spectral power density in the area of 0.2 to 3 Hz, approach with trapezium method.
9 Steering angle (integration) [(°)2] Integrating the spectral power density in the area of 0.2 to 3 Hz, approach with trapezium method.
10 Lateral acceleration (integration) [(°/s2) 2]
Integrating the spectral power density in the area of 
0.2 to 3 Hz, approach with trapezium method.
11 Lateral acceleration (standard deviation) [ ]
Standard deviation from the vector charged to the 
lateral acceleration. [74]
12 Steer angle (standard deviation) [ ]
Standard deviation from the vector charged to the 
steer angle. [74]
13 Number of corrective Steering actions. [ ]
Counting the omen changes of the derivation of the 
Steering angle. [17]
14 Derivation of the steer angle [ ]
Standard deviation from the vector charged to the 
derivation of the Steering angle. [74]
15 Steering work (integration) [J]
Integrating the Steering work over the complete used 
time period of the measuring. [17]
16 Effective Steering angle (integration) n
Integrating the effective Steering angle over the 
complete used time period of the measuring.
Table 4-13: Objective parameter list for straight-line driving test
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5 Analysis of Subjective Assessments and Objective 
Parameters
The quality of data, used for the subjective assessments and the objective 
parameters derived out of the measured signals, is very important in establishing 
robust and reliable relationships. Consequently, it is necessary to check the acquired 
data regarding reproducibility, independency and variance. This is required to gain 
reliable results from the correlation analysis. In this chapter statistical tests are 
introduced to check the quality and significance of the collated subjective assessment 
results and the derived objective parameters.
5.1 Subjective Assessment
The subjective assessment of steering feel is achieved by means of the especially 
tailored questionnaire (see Figure 3-3), which is a collection of assessment criteria 
(AC). For each assessment criterion the assessment index (Al) and the 
corresponding statement criterion (SC) must be rated by the test drivers. The 
subjective assessment of a criterion should be one variable on a metric scale and is 
considered the dependent variable. In order to get one metric variable the two parts 
of the subjective assessments, namely the assessment index and the corresponding 
statement criterion, must be combined. To achieve this, the statement criterion is 
used as sign for the assessment index, hence positive and negative assessment 
index values are recorded. In a next step this scales are put together at the number 
+/-10, which is the optimum. The legitimacy of this procedure is confirmed in [16] and 
delivers with the help of the statement criterion for each assessment index a positive 
or negative sign. Therefore a “two-sided assessment index” is generated, which 
satisfies the requirement for a single scale and contains the information of the 
assessment index and the statement criterion.
A transformation of the two-sided assessment index is also introduced in this chapter, 
which meets the statistical distribution requirements. This so called Transformed 
Assessment Index is examined, regarding its significance, using variance analysis 
(ANOVA). Afterwards a test of the multicollinearity is performed to check the design 
of the questionnaire.
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5.1.1 Transformation of the Subjective Assessment
A necessary assumption for the regression analyses is the normality of the 
independent and the depended variable [37], A visual check of the “two-sided 
assessment index” histogram is the simplest diagnostic. Figure 5-1 shows the 
histogram for all subjective assessments in this work.
25 r I T T T I T T T T----
20
0 -2 -4 -6 -8 +/-10 8 6 4 2 0
Assessment Index (Al)
Figure 5-1: Original distribution of marks for subjective assessment
It can be seen that the subjective assessments with marks nine and ten are very 
rarely awarded. This is due to the description of the assessment index (Fehler! 
Verweisquelie konnte nicht gefunden werden.). The written descriptions for such 
an assessment with a mark of eight are “Vehicle is good and meets all expectations” 
and “Customer is satisfied”. So the mark eight is usually awarded for good and 
satisfying vehicle behaviour by the test drivers. The marks nine or ten are only given 
for outstanding vehicle characteristics. The vehicle must clearly show in this case 
better behaviour than the other vehicles in the same vehicle segment. Such a case 
arises e.g. for vehicles with an active steering system (AFS), which reduces the 
steering wheel angle demand during parking enormously compared to the 
conventional vehicles.
From Figure 5-1 it can be seen that the subjective assessment marks are clearly not 
normally distributed. In order to obtain an approximate normal distribution, which is 
necessary for the following regression analyses, the subjective assessment results 
must be processed. The compression of the range around the rating of eight
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(negative) and eight (positive) is particularly important. By means of an empiric 
transformation function, this range is condensed (Table 5-1). All assessments with a 
mark more than plus nine, or less than minus nine, will be defined as zero and a 
transition zone to a linear transformation is defined.
x = -0,1 y + 0,825 for 0 < y < 8
x = -0,025 ■ (y+9) for 8 < y < 9
x = 0 for 9 < y < 10
x = -0 ,1 y -0,825 for - 8 < y < 0
x = -0,025 • (y-9) for - 9 < y < -8
X n o for -10 < y < -9
Table 5-1: Subdivided transformation function
In order to smooth the transformation, sample points were defined and the function 
was transformed using a third order, Lagrange interpolation function [12]. The 
subdivided function and the interpolation function are illustrated in Figure 5-2. The 
horizontal-axis represents the transformed assessment index, the vertical-axis shows 
the original assessment index.
+4
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Transformed Assessment Index (TAI)
Figure 5-2: Mathematical transformation of subjective assessment Index
The transformation is applied for all subjective assessments in this work. The 
transformed subjective assessment index (TAI) can be seen in Figure 5-3. It shows 
the resulting distribution, which is closer to the normal distribution.
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Transformed Assessment Index (TAI)
Figure 5-3: Distribution of the TAI
Table 5-2 highlights the most important values of the original subjective assessment 
scale with those after the transformation








Table 5-2: Scale transformation
Figure 5-4 shows the mathematical procedure for the transformation in detail, 
explained in the form of a flow chart.
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Assessment Index 
( A l )
1r >4
A l ( + 1 )
Transformation of the scale 
See Figure 5-2
Transformed Assessment Index 
(T A I)
Figure 5-4: Flowchart for Transformation of subjective Assessment Index
Table 5-3 contains an example of the original subjective assessments (Al), the 
statement criteria (SC), and the corresponding transformed assessment index (TAI) 
for a subjective assessment criterion for one vehicle segment.
Test driver















1 7 6,5 6,5 7 6 6,5 6,5 6 7 7
® : 2 8 9 7 8 8 8 8 8,5 6,5 7,5
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1 0,109 0,169 0,169 0,109 0,225 0,169 0,169 0,225 0,109 0,109
a) 2 0 0 -0,11 0 0 0 0 0 -0,17 0,057
1  ; 3 0,109 0,109 0,109 0,109 0,169 0,169 0,109 0,225 0,109 0,225
>  : 4 0,057 0,109 0,109 0,109 0,169 0,109 0,109 0,225 0,109 0,057
i 5 0,109 0,109 0,109 0,109 0,109 0,057 0,109 0,169 0 0,057
Table 5-3: Transformed subjective assessments
The mean values for the subjective assessment results (Al, SC, and TAI) for all 
investigated vehicles are listed in appendix 10.1.
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5.1.2 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
ANOVA stands for a statistical technique to determine whether samples are from 
populations with equal means. ANOVA implies that two independent estimates of the 
variance from the variable are compared. One that reflects the general variability 
within the groups, and another that represents the differences between the groups. 
Detailed mathematical information regarding ANOVA can be found in [2] and [37].
The analysis is performed on the assessments results of each vehicle or group. 
Significant differences arising between the vehicles or groups can therefore be 
detected. ANOVA is a hypothesis test. Under Null-hypothesis conditions, it is agreed 
that there is an absence of significant differences between the groups. The aim is to 
reject the Null-hypothesis and confirm the existence of significant differences 
between the vehicles for an assessment criterion within one vehicle segment. To 
ensure the statistical power of regression results, only assessment criteria with 
significant differences for a minimum of three out of five vehicle segments will be 
further considered.
The main procedure of the ANOVA is shown in Figure 5-5. Each vehicle segment is 
analysed separately with the help of the transformed assessment index and consists 
of five vehicles. The five independent vehicle segments give corresponding five 
groups of data. Each vehicle was assessed through ten test drivers, so yielding 10 
subjective assessments. The aim is to reject the Null-hypothesis and to confirm the 
significant differences of the vehicles for one assessment criterion within one vehicle 
segment. Therefore the calculated p-value must be smaller than the required 
significance level of 0.1
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TAI,,a TAI2,a ......................TAI,,
t a i1b t a i2 B ............................
T A I,e ................................TAI„
D = 10 O ii tn
Number of test drivers Number of vehicles
Number of data in each group Number of groups of data
MSW = SSw/dfw
IZZ
dfw = C(D-1) SSW — SSb = dfb = C-1
Degree of freedom
E t_____  _____vj
Y.D-^AI j-TA I) Degree of freedom





Existence of significant 
differences for this criterion
Absence of significant 
differences for this criterion
Figure 5-5: Flow chart - ANOVA of subjective rating
The transformed assessment indices (TAI) for each vehicle are grouped in lines, as 
seen in Table 5-3. In this example, each vehicle was assessed by ten test drivers. 
Consequently ten subjective assessment results exist for each vehicle.
Table 5-4 shows an example of results from the ANOVA analysis based on the 
figures from Table 5-3.
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A N O V A : Single Factor - -  ■ — ........
SUMMARY - -- ■ - ■ - -
— —  —
G roups Count Sum Average Var iance
V eh ic le  A 10 1,5640 0,1564 0,0021
V eh ic le  B 10 -0,2211 -0,0221 0,0043
V eh ic le  C 10 1,4446 0,1445 = 0,0024
V eh ic le  D 10 1,1653 0,1165 0,0024
V eh ic le  E 10 0,9403 0,0940 0,0021
TOTAL 50 4,8931 0,0979 0,0000
A N O V A
---------- -------------
Source o f  Varia tion SS d f MS F P-value F c r i t
Betw een Groups 0,2035 4 0,0509 19,1094 0,000000003 2,5787
W ithin G roups 0,1198 45 0,0027 .... --................
Total 0,3234 49 - - - -- ------------ -  ■-------------
---
Table 5-4: ANOVA results from Table 5-3
In order to be able to reject the null-hypothesis, Fcaicuiated (from the test sample) must 
be larger than Fcriticai (given in F-table, e.g. in [49]), which are dependent upon the 
defined significance level and the sample size. The F-value calculated from the 
sample data (Table 5-4) is 19.1094, which is larger than Fcrit= 2.5787. Therefore the 
null hypothesis can be rejected with a set significance level of a = 0.1. It can thus be 
claimed that significant differences exist between the assessments for the individual 
vehicles within this vehicle segment. It essentially means that the test drivers were 
able to distinguish differences in the steering feel of the vehicles. Alternatively 
consideration can be given to the p-values for FcaiCuiated and Fcriticai. The p-value is the 
smallest significance level that is required, in order to legitimately reject the null- 
hypothesis. The null-hypothesis is rejected if the calculated p-value is smaller than 
the required value.
According to Table 5-4, the p-value for the above-mentioned example is 
0.000000003. This means that the null-hypothesis can be rejected with a significance 
level of a = 0.000000003 (99.999999997%). The existence of meaningful differences 
for the chosen significance level is accepted.
The following table shows the p-values for the ANOVA for all five vehicle segments (A 
to E) and the 26 subjective assessment criteria. The results with a p-value > 0.1 are 
highlighted in grey. This indicates insignificant differences in the subjective 
assessments of an assessment criterion for the individual vehicles, within one vehicle 
segment.
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P -V alu e of A N O VA  fo r the su b jective  
A s s e s s m e n ts A




1 Parking - Steering torque magnitude 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000
2 Parking - Steering torque profile 0 ,003791 0 ,2 2 0 9 5 0,00239 0,00235 0,00114
3 Steering torque ON-centre (80krrVh) 0,00000 0,00571 0,00003 0,00000 0,00028
4 Steering torque ON-centre (120krrVh) 0,00000 0,00012 0,00005 0,00000 0,00001
5 Steering torque OFF-centre (80krrVh) 0,00000 0,00389 0,00001 0,00000 0,00248
6 Steering torque OFF-centre (120krrYh) 0,00000 0,00000 0,00001 0,00000 0,00000
7 Torque during cornering at 80-100 km/h 0,00001 0,00000 0,00001 I 0 ,3 9 2 2 7 0 ,3 7 4 7 6
8 Centre fell at 80 krrVh 0,00000 0,00000 0,00405 0,00000 0,00010
9 Centre fell at 120 knVh 0,00000 0,00175 0,00687 0,00000 0,00805
10 Centre fell at 160 knVh 0,00000 0,01042 0,00018 0,00001 0,02210
11 Steering friction at 80-120krrVh 0,00000 0,00001 0,00000 0.00000 , 0 ,4 8 0 5 7
12 Steering response from the middle 0,02419 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00013
13 Steering response under lateral acc. 0,06009 0,00000 0,00000 0,00000 0,00015
14 Straight-driving correction effort 0,10911 0 ,3 7 8 5 3 0,05720 a 0 ,8 3 1 7 0 0 ,7 3 8 8 2
15 Steering precision at 80-120krrVh 0,00000 0,00243 0,00004 H 0 ,3 7 7 6 0 0,00000
16 Feedback at 80-120km/h 0 ,0 79 9 4 i| 0 ,1 2 0 8 8 0,00013 0,00000 0,00063
17 Disturbance on straight-ahead drive 0,00021 0,00409 0,4 371 1 0,00026 0,00000
18 Disturbance under lateral acceleration 0,00006 0,00000 | 0,8 222 1 0,01919 0,00000
19 Steering angle demand during parking 0,00274 0,00002 0,06570 0,00179.-; 0 ,7 5 0 9 5
20 Steering angle demand at 80krrVh 0,00011 0,00019 0,01891 0,00000 0,00565
21 Steering angle demand at 120krrVh 0,00002 0,00002 0,00041 0,00000 0,00000
22 Steering returnability on full lock 0,00077 0,00010 0,00991 0,00000 0,00000
23 Remaining angle from full lock 0,05301 0,01807 | 0 ,1 4 8 0 4 0,00000 0,00000
24 Remaining angle at 50krrVh 0,00001 0,00196 | 0 ,4 9 1 4 9 0,00011 0,00581
25 Remaining angle at 80knVh 0,03542 0 ,0 10 8 0 1 1 ,0 000 0 0 ,0 2 2 2 4 1 0 ,5 1 1 1 4
26 Max steering velocity during parking 0,00000 0,00000 0,00289 0,00003 0,01064
Table 5-5: P-Values for ANOVA of subjective assessment for all vehicle segments
Table 5-6 shows a summary of all subjective assessment criteria, in which one or 
more vehicle segments do not show significant differences (i.e. assessed with almost 
identical marks). Fields highlighted grey indicate the assessment criteria which did 
not show a sufficient significance level in two or more vehicle segments. This lack of 
significant differences within an assessment criterion suggests one or more of the 
following:
The test drivers feel identical characteristics for different vehicles within a 
vehicle segment concerning an assessment criterion
The test drivers inter-individual differences in perception lead to different 
assessment results for the same vehicle
Test drivers may have used different driving strategies to assess the vehicle, 
which led to different assessment results for a vehicle
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- The influence of external disturbances (e.g. side wind, road surface) lead to 
different assessment results for the vehicle
Criteria No. Assessment Criteria (AC)
Vehicle Segm ents with 
Insufficient 
Significance Level
2 Parking steering torque undulation 1
7 Holding torque during cornering at 80-100 km/h 2
11 Steering friction 1
14 Straight driving correction effort 4
15 Steering precision 1
16 Feedback/disturbance 1
17 Feedback/disturbance on straight-ahead drive 1
18 Feedback/disturbance under lateral acceleration 1
19 Steering angle demand during parking 1
23 Remaining angle from full lock 1
24 Remaining angle low speed (50km /h) 1
25 Remaining angle high speed (80km /h) 2
Tabie 5-6: Assessment criteria with insufficient significance level
For the detection of reliable links between the subjective assessments and the 
objective parameters by means of the regression analyses, it is important to consider 
only subjective assessment results which show, for each assessment criterion, 
significant differences within vehicle segments. To ensure the statistical power of the 
regression analyses only assessment criterion with significant differences for 
minimum of three out of five vehicle segments will be further considered.
In Table 5-6 the assessment criterion “Straight driving correction effort” shows an 
insufficient significance level for four of the five vehicle segments. It is assumed that 
the assessment results of the criterion are strongly influenced by the chosen driving 
strategy of the individual test driver, as well as external influences such as side wind 
and road surface. These problems have also been experienced in other research 
works, as summarized and described in [17]. Based on the explained conditions the 
criterion “Straight driving correcting effort” is rejected for the regression analysis.
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5.1.3 Multicollinearity
Multicollinearity represents the level to which any variable’s effect can be predicted or 
accounted by another variable in the analysis. The analysis of multicollinearity of the 
subjective assessments investigates the dependency of one assessment criterion on 
another, and delivers a level of dependency between the different criteria. This 
information can be used to optimise the questionnaire through a selective reduction of 
assessment criteria without any loss of explanatory power.
A mutual dependence between two variables or assessment criteria can be indicated 
by the VIF-factor (Variance Inflation Factor). The VIF factor is a function of the 
correlation coefficient (ft2) between two variables:
WF = — L
l - R -
VIF >10 means a strong dependency between the variable, here a strong
dependency between two assessment criteria.
10 > VIF >2.5 means a minor dependency between the variable exists, here a 
minor dependency between two assessment criteria.
VIF < 2.5 means that the independency of the subjective assessment criteria is
confirmed. The interaction between the assessment criteria is 
negligible.
Figure 5-6 shows the principle methodology. In order to obtain representative results 
the transformed assessments of all twenty-five vehicles were analysed for each 
assessment criterion together. Each pair of assessment criteria was correlated and 
the respective VIF calculated. Table 5-7 shows the multicollinearity results (VIF 
values) for the different pairs of subjective assessment criteria. Cells with a VIF value 
greater than 2.5 are highlighted in grey.
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2 5  V e h i c l e s
Criterion 1 TA I„ t a i12 . . • • TA I125
Criterion 2 T A I2.1 t a i22 . . • • t a i1i25
Criterion i TA.IU TA Ii2 . . • • TA Iws
Criterion j H > TA Ij, • TA Ij25
Criterion 26 Lt a i 26,, t a i26i2 . . ■ • t a i2625
Criterion /: Criterion j :




between criterions / und j
See [2]




Independent Dependence of Criteria highly
criteria criteria dependent on
each other
Figure 5-6: Multicollinearity analysis of subjective assessment
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r
Parking - Steering torque magnitude
Parking - Steering torque profile
Steering torque ON-centre (80km/h)
Steering torque ON-centre (120km/h)
Steering torque OFF-centre (80km/h)
Steering torque OFF-centre (120km/h)
Torque during cornering at 80-100 km/h
Centre fell at 80 km/h
Centre fell at 120 km/h
Centre fell at 160 km/h
Steering friction at 80-120km/h
Steering response from the middle
Steering response under lateral acc
Straight-driving correction e ffort
Steering precision at 80-120km/h
Feedback at 80-120km/h
Disturbance on straight-ahead drive
Disturbance under lateral acceleration
Steering angle demand during parking
Steering angle demand at 80km/h
Steering angle demand at 120km/h
Steering returnability on full lock
Remaining angle from full lock
Remaining angle at 50km/h
Remaining angle at 80km/h
Max steering velocity during parking
Table 5-7: Multicollinearity results (VIF) for the subjective assessment criteria
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The feedback after the assessments of the vehicles from the test drivers indicated 
that following pairs of assessment criteria show strong interdependencies and should 
be merged.
3 and 4: Steering torque on-centre at 80km/h and 120km/h
5 and 6: Steering torque during cornering at 80km/h and 120km/h
8, 9 and 10: Centre-feel at 80km/h, 120km/h and 160km/h
12 and 13: Steering response from the middle or under lateral acc.
17 and 18: Disturbance/Feedback during straight-line or under lat. acc.
- 20 and 21: Steering angle demand at 80km/h and 120km/h
Table 5-8 summarizes the statistical results of the multicollinearity analysis. The 
presumed similarities of the assessment criteria, due to insufficient differences, are 
also shown mathematically through the corresponding VIF values.
# Assessment Criteria # Assessment Criteria VIF
3 Steering Torque on-centre (80km/h) 4 Steering Torque on-centre (120km/h) 4,95
3 Steering Torque on-centre (80km/h) 5 Steering torque off-centre (80km/h) 3,01
4 Steering Torque on-centre (120km/h) 5 Steering torque off-centre (80km/h) 3,36
4 Steering Torque on-centre (120km/h) 6 Steering torque off-centre (120km/h) 2,50
4 Steering Torque on-centre (120km/h) 9 Centre feel at 120 km/h < 5° 3,08
4 Steering Torque on-centre (120km/h) 10 Centre feel at 160 km/h < 5° 3,18
5 Steering torque off-centre (80km/h) 6 Steering torque off-centre (120km/h) 3,49
5 Steering torque off-centre (80km/h) 8 Centre feel at 80 km/h < 5° 2,56
5 Steering torque off-centre (80km/h) 9 Centre feel at 120 km/h < 5° 2,51
5 Steering torque off-centre (80km/h) 10 Centre feel at 160 km/h < 5° 2,99
8 Centre feel at 80 km/h < 5° 9 Centre feel at 120 km/h < 5° 9,58
8 Centre feel at 80 km/h < 5° 10 Centre feel at 160 km/h < 5° 5,66
9 Centre feel at 120 km/h < 5° 10 Centre feel at 160 km/h < 5° 9,48
12 Steering Response from the middle (80km/h) 13 Steering Response under lateral acceleration 10,70
12 Steering Response from the middle (80km/h) 21 Steering angle demand High speed (120km/h) 3,27
13 Steering Response under lateral acceleration 21 Steering angle demand High speed (120km/h) 3,29
17 Feedback/disturbance on straight-ahead 18 Feedback/disturbance under lat. acceleration 3,17
20 Steering angle demand Low speed (80km/h) 21 Steering angle demand High speed (120km/h) 3,67
22 Steering return ability on full lock 23 Remaining angle from full lock 3,29
Table 5-8: Multicollinearity of the subjective assessment criteria II
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High interdependency is particularly shown for different vehicle speeds of several 
assessment criteria between 80 and 120 km/h (assessment criteria: 3/4, 5/6, 8/9/10, 
20/21). It can be assumed that the effects of different vehicle speeds (80 to 120 km/h) 
are negligible for these subjective assessments.
The criteria “Steering response from the middle” and “Steering response under lateral 
acceleration” (assessment criteria 12/13) show high interdependency. It can be 
assumed that the vehicle response characteristics for small and medium lateral 
acceleration levels are comparable. A distinction of the response behaviour for 
straight driving and during cornering appears unnecessary.
The criteria “Feedback-Disturbance straight-ahead” and “under lateral acceleration” 
(assessment criteria #17/18) are interdependent with respect to the assessments. It 
can therefore be assumed that the vehicles show insignificant dissimilarity, regarding 
feedback/disturbance behaviour for the criteria straight-line driving and driving in a 
curve.
Table 5-9 shows all assessment criteria that show multicollinearity and were identified 
by the test drivers as being similar.
Assessment Criteria # Multicollinearity New Assessment Criteria
3,4 Dependence Steering Torque on-centre
5, 6 High dependence Steering torque off-centre
8, 9,10 High dependence Centre feel
12, 13 High dependence Steering Response
17, 18 Dependence Feedback/disturbance
20, 21 High dependence Steering angle demand
Table 5-9: Summary of multicollinear assessment criteria
The information from the multicollinearity analysis is useful for an optimization of the 
used questionnaire for future investigations. The number of assessment criteria can 
be reduced without any loss of explanatory power. The right column of the Table 5-9 
shows a proposal for generic names, under which the dependent assessment criteria 
could be grouped. These results will, naturally, be naturally taken in account for the 
following selection of reliable regression results.
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Figure 5-7 shows an adapted questionnaire, which considers the results from above. 
The assessment criteria are summarised in accordance of Table 5-9. Furthermore, 
the quantity of boxes for the statement criterion (SC) is reduced from seven to just 
three boxes. The evaluation of the assessments shows that this quantity is sufficient 
to meet the conditions from chapter 3.1.2.2.








km Date: / /
Configuration num .:_
Method of Assistance:____________________________
Air Pressure: _____ bar (Front), ______ bar (Rear)
Load: _____ kg (Front), ______ kg (Rear)
A s s e s s m e n t  C r ite r ia A l S C
Parking 1. steering torque Level
2. steering torque Progression
Steering torque on-centre 3. 80-120 km/h, +/-10°-15°
Steering torque off-centre 4. 80-120 km/h, +/-30°-50°
Torque during cornering 5. for 80-100 km/h
Centre feel 6. for 80-120 km/h < 5 °
Steering friction 7. for 80-120km/h
Steering response 8. for 80 km/h
Straight-line, correction effort 9. for 80-120km/h
Steering precision 10. for 80-120km/h
Feedback / Benefit 11. for 80-120km/h
Feedback / Disturbance 12. all driving conditions
Steering angle demand 13. during parking
14. 80-120 km/h
Steering returnability 15. on full lock
Remaining angle 16. from full lock
17. low speed (50km/h)
18. high speed (80km/h)








too low | too high
undulated
too low [] | too high
too flat [ | too steep
too low [_ | too high
too weak Q | too strong
too low £ | too high
too slow Q | too fast








Figure 5-7: Optimised questionnaire for subjective assessment
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5.2 Objective Param eters
The objective assessment of the steering characteristics and vehicle handling is 
based on vehicle dynamics measurements. All vehicle response values and the 
steering wheel torque and angle are recorded. Out of these time signals the more 
handy objective parameters can be derived. The detailed explanation of the individual 
driving tests, variation of test configurations and derivation of objective parameters 
are described in chapter 4.1 and 4.5 respectively. A big advantage of the use of the 
objective parameters is the enormous data reduction compared with the time data. 
However, the number of considered objective parameters is still huge. Table 5-10 
shows the quantity of derived objective parameters for the different vehicle tests and 
configurations.
D r i v i n g  M a n o e u v r e s
Q uantity  o f te s t  
con d itions
Q uantity  of 
o b jec tiv e  
p a ra m e te r
O b je c tiv e  
p a ra m e te r  p e r  
te s t
Q uantity  o f  
re p e a tin g  p e r  
te s t
Q uantity  o f  d a ta  
p e r  te s t
Weave Test 17 47 799 3 2397
Step Input 3 26 78 3 234
Single Sine Input 14 35 490 3 1470
Transient Steering 5 43 215 3 645
Steady State Circuit 6 8 48 3 144
Frequency Response 3 21 63 3 189
Straight Driving 1 16 16 5 80
T o t a l 49 196 1 7 0 9 2 3 5159
Table 5-10: Quantity of objective parameters
Despite the robust measurement equipment and the use of computer programs to 
extract the objective parameters, inaccuracies are inherent in measurement due to 
external disturbances or imperfection of the measurement equipment. Visual 
inspection of the data is not possible due to the large numbers of data. This chapter 
analyses the quality of the objective parameters. In order to accomplish this, 
Analyses of Variance (ANOVA) and multicollinearity checks are performed.
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5.2.1 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
ANOVA (analysis of variance) is carried out to prove the existence of significant 
differences between groups of data (see 5.1.2). By applying ANOVA the objective 
parameters can be determined, regardless of whether the steering characteristics of 
individual vehicles differ within a certain vehicle segment. Essentially, ANOVA aids 
the identification of the objective parameters which are best suited to the identification 
and description the differences between the various vehicles.
Every vehicle measurement for open-loop manoeuvres was repeated at least three 
times by a steering machine. Closed-loop manoeuvres (straight-driving tests) were 
repeated five times to reduce the effect of driver-caused influences on the data. 
Consequently, three to five sets of data exist for each test configuration. The 
arithmetic mean values of the objective parameters are calculated and used for 
further analyses.
The ANOVA test for an objective parameter delivers a p-Value. By comparing these 
p-Values, the differences in the objective parameters can be evaluated. The 
parameter can be considered significant if it shows a significant difference within a 
data group, in this case vehicle segment (p-Value < a). For the analysis of variance a 
significance level of a = 0.1 was set. The ANOVA results were summarised in 
separate tables for the various tests and vehicle segments. For example, Table 5-11 
shows the p-Values for the weave test for one vehicle segment.
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P -V a lu e s  o f A N O V A  
fo r o b jec tive  p a ra m e te rs  
(W e a v e  Test)
Test - configurations
0.00 0.00 0.00Steering stiffness 
Steering s tiffn e ss  at zero  steer 0 O 0T0 00  ,6  00
Steering fric tion 0.00 0.00 0.00
THffi 6oo|o,ooAngle hysteresis




S Degree value o f Steering Torque 
Vaw velocity response gain
0 00 :0 00
0.02 0.00
Yaw velocity time delay 0.00 0.00
Yaw stiffness at zero steer angle 
Stiffness yaw velocity/angle 0.00 0.00
Loss angle yaw velocity/angle 0.00 0.00
Stiffness yaw velocity/torque 




Minimum steering sensitivity 0.03 0.03
5:54T0'.'5SSteering sensitivity at lrrvs2 
Steering sensitivity at 0 deg 0.03 0.00
Lateral acceleration dead band
o 66 [6 6oAngle deadband
Steering hysteresis 0.00 0,00
Lateral acceleration time delay 0.00
Stiffness I at _ acceleration/angle 0.00 0.00 0.00
Loss angle I at acceleration/ angle
Area lat_accelerat ion/ angle
F (^  ’ iV ‘ (V2Torque at 0 rrvs2 - positive
orqueat 0 m/s2 - negative
to rq u e  at 1 m/s2 - positive 
Torque at 1 nVs2 - negative
— —i":
0.00 I 0 .0110 000 0 01 01)0
i_ateral acceleration at ONm- positive 0.04 0.00 0.00 I 0.0 I 0 000 o3To oo W  To0,0010.00Lateral acceleration at ONm - negative
[o oo fo 06 T5Torque gradient at 0 m/s2 
Torque gradient at 1m/s2
00 0 00
0.18 0970.14 0.-6[7torque hysteresis
Lateral acceleration hysteresis 
Stiffness torque/la t acceleration
[0.001OPO [01)0 |0 
u o o ^  r i W  o oo To o-i
Loss angle torque/lat_acceJeration 
Pe3 Talue ol laE accelerati n
0,0010,00 (3W315 TOT TOo
0.00 TO .00
Peak value o f yaw rate o ' T T F
Peak value o f steering torque 0 lrTiTo no (J.00T0
Peak value o f ro ll angle 
Ratio max S ideSlip Angle to Yaw Velocity
0 0 5 |0 .0 0 |0 .0 0
Specific Area Side Slip Angle Yaw velocity 
max value of ft oil rate (w ith removed o ffse t)
D .4 71 0 .0 3  10.00
( H T  04 ; 00
time delay o f ro ll rate 
ratio max roll rate / max lat acc
0.26 j0 .96  | J u f
u./l#  u O u lO  uu
Table 5-11: P-Values for ANOVA of objectives parameters for weave test
The objective parameters are examined regarding their significant differences. This 
analysis is carried out separately for each individual vehicle segment. Only objective 
parameters with significant differences are used for the following regression analyses.
The next table registers the vehicle segments (number) with valid p-numbers (<0.1) 
for corresponding test configurations. The quantity of measured vehicle segments is 
displayed in the first row for the respective test configurations. Objective parameters 
which do not show significant differences for the individual vehicle segments are 
highlighted in grey cells.
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I Test - configu ra tions




P - V a l u e s  o f  A N O V A  































































































1 1 I 1
Quantity o f m easured vehic le  segm ents| 445Z r T 444T " 5 5 ~4~ 3 3 4 44
1 Steering s tiffn e ss T 7 "F" :>"T" T 7 T "3" 7 " " 7 ~ r 7 ~ T 7 7 7
2 ■ Steering s tiffn e s s  at z e ro  s tee r T 7 7"7 1 7 7 7 5 7"7 " 7 7 7 7 7 7
3 Steering fric tion 7 7 ^ 7717 777 5"| 5 5 77 77 7 7
4 A ng le  hys te res is 1 7 5 57"7777 5 7 ~ 77'7777
5 S tiffne ss  torque/angle 4 77"77777 3 5 5" 77 7 7 ' 7 7
8 I Loss angle to rque/angle 7 4 7 7 FT 7 7 7 5 5 5 7 7 7 7 7 7
7 5 Degree va lue  o f Steering Torque 7 7 3~ 7 777 7 5 5 57777 4“ 7
8 ■ Yaw  ve loc ity  response  gain t 777777 7 7 7777 7 7 7 79|B Y aw  ve loc ity  time delay ~T7157 777 7 S5 5 777 7 J 7 7
10 Y aw  s tiffn e s s  at ze ro  s tee r angle t 7 .7 7"777 7 577"777777
1 I S tiffne ss  ya w  ve locity/ang le ■47“7 7—7 7 7 577 7Z“F7 7712 Loss angle yaw  ve locity/ang le 7 37 7 37 7 z 5 5 7 17 7 77
1 ■Response deadband 7 ' T5~F57“77 7 577“77lE77
14r l
S tiffne ss  ya w  ve loc ity /to rque 7 7 5 7 7 7 7 5 7 7 7 7 777 7
1b 1■ ■ Loss angle yaw  ve loc ity /to rque 7 7 7 " 7 7 7 7 Z J 7 ” 77 7 3 3 T" 7 7
16 Steering sensitiv ity T 7 7 5 5 777 77 5 7777 7 7
17 Minimum s teering  sensitiv ity ~ T 777 77777 " 7 ~ 7 7 7 7 777
18 Steering sensitiv ity  at 1 rrVs2 7 7 1 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7777 7 7
19 ■ Steering sensitiv ity  at 0 deg 717 7j7 7 777 7 3 5 77 7 7 7 7CO
o 20 Lateral accelera tion  deadband 7 j 7 5
5 77 7 4"7 " 77 7 777 7 7
21 A ngle  deadband 7 7 F ] 7 7 31 77 3 *77 4 ’ “ cr 777 7
i 22 Steering hys te res is 77 57 7 7 77 777 7 777 7
£ 23 1 Lateral accelera tion  time delay
7 7 ‘T 7777u77"7"7 7 77 7 7 7
LL
8>
24 S tiffness  la ta cce le ra tio n /a n g le "4 7 7 5 5 7 47 ~5~ ~F7 " 77 7 777
2b Loss angle la ta cce le ra tio n /a n g le 7 7 b 7 7 4 ~4 7 5 5 77 7777 7
1 26 A rea  lat accelera tion /ang le
7 7 b 77 7 77 5 5 7 7 77 77 7
f 2 / Torque at 0 rrVs2 - positive 7 7 5 77777 5 7 “ 5 77 3u77 7
o 28 Torque at 0 rrv's2 - negative 7 7 b 5 7 7 T7 5 7 777 77 T7
29 Torque at 1 rrVs2 - positive 7 7 Lt-~F
5 777 7 7 5 7777 7 " 7
30 Torque at 1 rrVs2 - negative 7 7 7 7~47 T F 5 5 5 77 7 “ 7“4
F T Lateral accelera tion  at ONm - positive 7 7 ■ r 7 7 7 7 7 77 7 1 77 3 7
"32" ■ Lateral accelera tion  at ONm - negative 7 7 " IT 577 7 5 7 777 7 7 77
[33 Torque gradient at 0 rrVs2 T 7
E
7 7 7 77 7 77
Z L Z
77
E34" Torque grad ient at 1 rrVs2 1 77hr7 77 7 37 F7 0"O'7 [ 7 Pr"33 Torque hys te res is 7 7 7 77 4 7 5 5 5 7 7 7 77
36 Lateral accelera tion  h ys te res is 7 7 o"Z 5 " 7 4 7 7 “7 5 7 777 7 7
"37 ■ S tiffness  to rque/la t accelera tion 7 7
T
77 4 7 5 7 3 7 7 " 7 7 7 7
■37 Loss angle to rq u e /la ta c c e le ra tio n 7 7 F 7 7 4 7 7 5 S 7 7 7 |4 ~ 7 [ 7
■37 l% ak va lue  o f la ta c c e le ra tio n 7 7 7 7 7 4 7 5 5 5 7 [ 7 7 7 7 7
"43 Fteak va lue of yaw  rate i 7 5”7 7 T 7 4 7" 7 7 '2 7 4“4“7
"4T Rsak va lue o f s teering to rque 7 7 7 7 7 4 7 5 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
7" Rsak va lue o f roll angle 7 7 7 7 s
7 7 7 3 7 7 " 7 7 7 7 7 743 Ratio max Side Slip A ng le  to  Y aw  Velo 77 7 7 F3”IE7 3 7 57z 7777"44" ■ Specific  A re a  Side Slip A ng le  Y aw  vel ■'O'77777773 7 7 777 7 7 " 743 1 max va lue  of Roll ra te (w  ith rem oved o 7hr7 777 [ T 7 6 7 6 7hr7 77 7
T3 time delay of roll rate 7”2 7 7 7 777 P T 77 7 777 7 7
"47" ratio max roll ra te  / max lat acc 7 Z7 ' 47 7 7 LZT7 7 ” 7 7 3 7 7 7
Table 5-12: ANOVA results of objectives parameters for weave test
Test configurations that show insignificant results for more than half of the objective 
parameters are marked in grey. The steering wheel angle input for the marked 
configurations always conforms to 2.5 deg. It can be stated that small steering angle 
amplitudes (here 2.5°) do not deliver significant objective parameters for the weave 
test.
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Objective parameters that show insignificant results for more than half of the objective 
parameters are also marked in grey. It must be noted that the measured signals from 
the pair of lateral acceleration vs. steering wheel angle do not deliver significant 
objective parameters (#17, 18, 19, 21 22 and 23). This can also be said for the 
measured signal of the roll angle (#42, 45, 46, and 47) and for the objective 
parameters regarding sideslip angle (#43 and 44).
For the following regression analyses only objective parameters with significant 
differences within a vehicle segment are considered. Each objective parameter must 
meet the ANOVA conditions for at least for four of the five vehicle segments. The 
summarised ANOVA results for the other vehicle tests, in accordance to Table 5-12, 
can be found in Appendix 10.2
5.2.2 Multicollinearity of Objective Parameters
The multicollinearity analysis of objective parameters examines the independency of 
the individual objective parameters in relation to each other. This knowledge is 
necessary for choosing the appropriate objective parameters, as independent 
variables for the regression analyses. Furthermore, it allows a revision and reduction 
of the objective parameter list for the individual vehicle tests. The mutual dependency 
of two objective parameters is characterised using the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF). 
In order to attain a representative sample size, all test configurations and vehicle 
segments are analysed together for the calculation of VIF values.
As an example, the multicollinearity results for the weave test (VIF values) are 
displayed in the Table 5-13. The numerical VIF values are differentiated by colour as 
follows:
VIF >10 Strong dependency of the objective parameters. The corresponding
cells are coloured dark grey
10 > VIF >2.5 Possible dependency of the objective parameters. The 
corresponding cells are coloured light grey.
VIF < 2.5 Independency of the objective parameters. No interaction between
the objective parameters occurs. The corresponding cells are not 
coloured.
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Table 5-13: Multicollinearity results for objectives parameters for weave test
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The results with the strongest parameter dependencies are summarised below.
• Parameter combination 1 with 2; VIF = 22,7 
“Steering stiffness” with “Steering stiffness at zero steer”:
Comments: Definition of both parameters is very similar (see 4.5)
• Parameter combination 20 with 26; VIF = 14,3
“Lateral acceleration deadband” with “Area of lateral acceleration/angle” 
Comments: Parameter 20 describes the ordinate scale for the region of 
hysteresis curve of parameter 26
• Parameter combination 21 with 22; VIF = 2139 
“Angle deadband” with “Steering hysteresis”
Comments: Parameter 21 describes the abscissa scale for the region of 
hysteresis of parameter 22.
• Parameter combination 27 with 35; VIF = 14,8 
Parameter combination 28 with 35;VIF = 12,7
“Torque at 0 m/s2 -  positive” and “Torque at 0 m/s2 -  negative” with “Torque 
hysteresis”
Comments: The sum of the parameters 27 and 28 is the value of parameter 
35.
• Parameter combination 29 with 30; VIF = 43,4
“Torque at 1 m/s2 -  positive" with “Torque at 1 m/s2 -  negative”
Comments: Definition of the parameters is very similar due to the symmetrical 
hysteresis curve at the centre area.
• Parameter combination 29 with Parameter 41; VIF = 26,3
Parameter combination 30 with Parameter 41; VIF = 16,7
’’Torque at 1 m/s2 -  positive” and “Torque at 1 m/s2 -  negative” with “Peak 
value of steering torque”
Comments: A linear relationship exists for small steering wheel angle inputs.
• Parameter combination 31 with 36; VIF = 19
Parameter combination 32 with 36; VIF = 19,8
’’Lateral acceleration at 0 Nm positive” and “Lateral acceleration at 0 Nm 
negative” with “Lateral acceleration hysteresis”
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Comments: Definition of the parameters is very similar due to the symmetrical 
hysteresis curve at the centre area.
• Parameter combination 39 with 40; VIF =10,1
’’Peak value of lateral acceleration” with “Peak value of yaw rate”
Comments: For the linear region of vehicle handling, the parameters are of 
approximately proportional magnitude at steady state condition. Mathematical 
relationship can be deduced from the single-track model.
• Parameter combination 42 with 45; VIF = 34,9 
’’Peak value of roll angle” with “Max. Value of roll rate”
Comments: Peak roll rate is proportional to the peak roll angle.
The results of the multicollinearity analysis could be used to review the objective 
parameters. The number of derived objective parameters can be reduced without a 
significance loss of explanatory power. This reduction process is not carried out for 
this work, but for future investigations a reduced number of objective parameter 
would have nearly the same expressiveness. The multicollinearity analysis results is 
taken in account in the selection process of second independent variable for the multi 
regression analyses between subjective assessments and objective parameters.
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6 Simple Regression Analysis
6.1 Regression Analyses -  Relationship of Subjective- 
Objective Assessments
The main aim of this work is the establishment of a robust methodology to describe 
the subjective assessment of steering feel with objective assessments i.e. objective 
parameters. In other words, a mathematical relationship is required. Due to the 
nature of the subjective and objective assessments no exact link can exist. 
Therefore in this case statistical methods must be applied. As discussed in Chapter 
2.6.1, regression analysis is the best suited tool for such investigation. The 
objective of the regression analyses is to find correlation between the dependent 
variable in response to changes of an independent variable. In our case the 
objective parameters, which are characterising the objective assessments, are 
independent variables and the transformed assessment index, which represents for 
the subjective assessment of the steering feel, is the dependent variable in the 
statistical terminology. The detailed statistical methodology can be found in 
specialised literature e.g. [2] and [37]. This work focuses on forms of linear and 
multi-linear regression analyses.
The examination of the regression results regarding vehicle segment dependency or 
independency is necessary. Vehicle segment dependency denotes that the 
individual vehicle segments have different steering characteristics, according to 
designed differences in vehicle concepts (e.g. steering response for luxury saloon 
vs. sport roadster). Vehicle segment independency denotes that identical steering 
characteristics are observed and expected, independent of the respective vehicle 
segment. Due to the possible dependency of the subjective assessments from the 
vehicle segment, the individual vehicle segments are firstly analysed separately. 
However, any found relationship for a vehicle segment must satisfy a universal 
validity, i.e. the detected relationships must qualitatively occur in other vehicle 
segments, too.
Not all relationships between subjective assessment criteria and objective 
parameters can be sufficiently explained by a simple regression model with only one 
independent variable. Therefore, a multi-linear regression analysis is applied. These
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analyses concentrate on subjective assessment criteria, which cannot be 
adequately explained using a simple linear regression model. Through a selective 
elimination process of correlation results, with further statistical tests and knowledge 
in vehicle handling, consistent regression results are established for the individual 
vehicle tests.
6.2 Simple Regression Analyses
The simple regression analysis is equivalent to the linear regression analysis 
described in Chapter 2.6 .1.1. One subjective assessment criterion should be 
explained by one objective parameter. However, here the term simple regression 
analysis is used to stress the assumed nonlinear relationships between subjective 
and objective assessments. The assumed nonlinearity is already accommodated in 
the transformation to get the Transformed Assessment Index (TAI), described in 
chapter 5.1.1. Hence, a nonlinear regression analyses is performed but the 
dependent variable (subjective assessment) and not the independent variable 
(objective parameter) is transformed (in accordance with the statistical literature). 
For this reason the term simple regression analysis is used for this “nonlinear 
regression”. However, the linear regression formulae can be used because the TAI 
represents the independent variable of subjective assessments.
6.3 Simple Regression Analyses for each Vehicle Segment
The subsequent simple regression analysis for the individual vehicle segments is 
developed with the help of a confidence interval for subjective assessments. The 
regression results are further studied to detect their general validity, which will be 
confirmed when qualitatively similar relationships between the subjective 
assessments and the objective parameters for the other vehicle segments are 
attained. The selection of the reliable regression results takes place with the help of 
further statistical tests and practical considerations, regarding vehicle handling. 
Figure 6-1 shows the used methodology for the calculation of the confidence interval 
of the subjective assessments, the calculation of the mean value of the objective 
parameters and the calculation and storage of valid simple regression models. The 
selection process of reliable regression results is also shown.
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Figure 6-1: Flowchart for simple regression analysis and selection process
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6.4 Confidence In terval for the Subjective A ssessm ent
The analysis of the subjective assessments shows a consistent trend for almost all 
criteria. A general understanding exists amongst the test drivers regarding most 
favourable steering feel and steering characteristics of a vehicle. In spite of this 
general understanding, variations exist in the assessment results. These variations 
can be explained by the individual preferences of the test drivers. The calculation of 
a mean for the several subjective ratings of each criterion is an appropriate method 
to get only one numerical value. However, due to the small number of assessments 
for each criterion (max. ten assessments per vehicle), individual ratings have a 
strong influence on the mean value. Therefore an exclusive use of a mean rating is 
not used for this work. In order to achieve more reliability, the subsequent 
regression analyses were performed with the mean value and the corresponding 
confidence interval of the subjective assessments.
The confidence interval gives an estimated range of values which is likely to include 
a certain percentage of the subjective assessments, specified with the confidence 
level. This interval is calculated from the several assessments for a criterion given 
by the test driver. For the following analyses a confidence level of 90% was chosen. 
Figure 6-2 shows for example the confidence interval of the subjective assessment 
of different vehicles for one vehicle segment.
0.15 
0.1














Figure 6-2: Confidence interval for subjective rating
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6.5 Regressions Analysis for a Vehicle Segm ent
For the regression analysis, a concrete value for each vehicle inside the confidence 
interval is necessary. Therefore, the regressions analyses were conducted by 
combining three values for each vehicle. These are the mean, the maximum and 
minimum value of the confidence interval of 90%. This procedure gives 243 (35) 
possible regressions per vehicle segment. Figure 6-3 shows an example of the 
regression analysis of one vehicle segment (five vehicles with different objective 
parameter values) with three regression lines by varying only the three values of 
vehicle 5 (mean, maximum and minimum value of the confidence interval).









Figure 6-3: Regression analysis by changing the subjective assessment values
The quality of regression analysis results is described with the help of the 
correlations coefficient and a p-value. The correlation coefficient indicates the 
strength of the association between two variables. The sign + or -  indicates the 
direction of the relationship. The value can range from -1 to +1, with +1 indicating a 
perfect positive relationship, 0 indicating no relationship, and -1 indication a perfect 
negative relationship. The p-value represents the minimal significance level, under 
which the existence of a dependence of the both variables can be confirmed. For 
this work, a significance level of a=0.1 was defined. The corresponding lowest 
correlation coefficient for a sample size of 5 vehicles is 0.8054 (see [49]). For 
regression coefficients greater than 0.8054, or p-value smaller than 0.1, the 
existence of a reliable relationship between two variables can be confirmed. All
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regressions which satisfy these requirements were stored and the corresponding 
regression line are displayed in a chart.
Figure 6-4 shows for example all regression lines by combining the three values of 
confidence interval of each vehicle for one vehicle segment. Together the regression 
lines yield a so-called line bundle with a uniform trend.
Objective parameter
Figure 6-4: Regression bundle
For every vehicle segment in this work, the relationships between different 
subjective assessment criteria and derived objective parameters were analysed. In 
the case of valid results for an assessment criterion, the relevant regression lines or 
regression bundles are plotted together in a diagram. The obtained diagrams (e.g. 
Figure 6-5) show the objective parameters of the analysed vehicles on the x-axis 
and the corresponding subjective rating (transformed assessment index) on the y- 
axis. The regression lines or regression bundles for each vehicle segment are 
printed in different colours. Generally the obtained diagrams can be differentiated in 
following types:
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Type 1: The regression lines or bundles of the different vehicle segments show an 
uniform trend and overlap strongly.
0 .2 5
I I I I I I I I
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1. W eave Test Test configuration 10: '120krrYh , 10deg , 0.5Hz 
Parameter 5 : 'Stiffness torque/angle '
Figure 6-5: Type 1 regression results
Type 2: The regression lines or bundles of the different vehicle segments show a 
uniform trend and are almost independent
0 .2 5
1. W eave Test Test configuration 05: '80krrVh , 20deg , 0.5Hz 
Parameter 11 : 'Stiffness yaw velocity/angle'
Figure 6-6: Type 2 regression results
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Type 3: The regression line or bundles of the different vehicle segments have 
different trends (positive and negative correlation coefficients)
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1. W eave Test Test configuration 01: '80krrVh , 2.5deg , 0.25Hz 
F^rameter 1 : 'Steering stiffness '
Figure 6-7: Type 3 regression results
Type 4: Not all vehicle segments show valid regression results
1. W eave Test Test configuration 04: '80km/h , 10deg , 0.5Hz 
Parameter 6 : 'Loss angle torque/angle '
Figure 6-8: Type 4 regression results
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Type 5: No vehicle segment shows valid regression results
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1. W eave Test Test configuration 17: '160knrVh , 20deg , 0.5Hz 
Parameter 12 : 'Loss angle yaw velocity/angle ’
F ig u r e  6 - 9 :  T y p e  5 r e g r e s s io n  r e s u l t s
Regression results from Type 1 and Type 2 show reliable and uniform relationships 
between the subjective assessment criterion and the corresponding objective 
parameter for the vehicle segments. The regression results from Type 3 to Type 5 
show, for different vehicle segments, no significant and uniform relationship.
Not every subjective assessment criteria can be logically combined with a certain 
vehicle test or test configuration. For example, it makes no sense to investigate a 
relationship of the assessment criterion “steering wheel torque at parking” with the 
“weave test”. Similar restrictions apply for the different vehicle speed of the 
assessments and the vehicle tests. For example the regression results for the 
assessment criterion “Steering Torque off-centre 120km/h” not accepted from a test 
configuration at 80km/h or 160km/h.
For example Table 6-1 shows the meaningful combinations for the weave test. 
Invalid combinations are highlighted in grey. In Appendix 10.3 the meaningful 
combinations are given for the other tests.
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1 P ark ing  s teering  torque level
2 P ark ing  s teering  torque progression
3 S te erin g  torque o n -c e n tre  ( 8 0 k m /h  )
4 S te erin g  torque o n -cen tre  ( 1 2 0 k m /h  )
5 S teering  torque off-centre  ( 8 0 k m /h  )
6 S teering  torque off-centre ( 1 2 0 k m /h  )
7 H olding torque during cornering (8 0 -1 0 0 k m /h )
8 C e n tre  feel: at 80  k m /h  < 5 °
9 C e n tre  feel: at 1 20  k m /h  < 5 °
1 0 C e n tre  feel: a t 1 60  k m /h  < 5 °
11 S te erin g  friction
12 S teering  response: from  th e  m idd le  ( 8 0 k m /h  )
13 S teering  response: under lateral a cc e le ratio n
14 Straight-driving correction  effort
15 S te erin g  precis ion
16 F e e d b a c k  /  benefit
17 F e ed b a c k  /  d is tu rb an ce  on s tra igh t-ahead  drive
18 F e ed b a c k  /  d is tu rb an ce  under lateral a cc e le ratio n
19 S te erin g  ang le  dem and: During parking
20 S te erin g  ang le  dem and: Low  s p ee d  ( 8 0 k m /h  )
2 1 S te erin g  ang le  dem and: H igh sp eed  ( 1 2 0 k m /h  )
2 2 S te erin g  returnability  on full lock
23 R em ain ing  angle: From  full lock
24 R em ain ing  angle: Low s p ee d  ( 5 0 k m /h  ) j
2 5 R em ain ing  angle: H igh s p ee d  ( 8 0 k m /h  )
2 6 M a x . s teering  ang le  sp eed
T a b le  6 - 1 :  M e a n in g f u l  c o m b in a t i o n s  o f  a s s e s s m e n t s  a n d  t e s t  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s
The following conditions for the regression results were defined to ensure reliable 
relationships between the subjective assessments and the objective parameters
1. Regression results are accepted if at least 4 out of 5 vehicle segments have 
a p-value < 0.1 and a uniform trend (sign of the correlation coefficient)
2. Regression results are only accepted for meaningful combinations of the 
subjective assessment criteria and objective parameters out of relevant 
vehicle tests
3. ANOVA of the objective data must be satisfied for at least 4 out of 5 vehicle 
segments (see 5.1.2)
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Table 6-2 shows for example the effects of these conditions on the regression 
results for the weave test. The conditions reduce the number of regressions from 
theoretical 20774 raw results to 235 valid results. The equivalent tables are shown 
in Appendix 10.4 for the other vehicle tests.
Weave Test 
Linear Regression

































































































1 Parking steering torque level 799 17 15 0 0
2 Parking steering torque progression 799 220 184 0 0
3 Steering torque on-centre ( 80km/h ) 799 90 81 19 9
4 Steering torque on-centre ( 120km/h ) 799 77 68 39 16
5 Steering torque off-centre ( 80km/h ) 799 156 129 53 15
6 Steering torque off-centre ( 120km/h ) 799 173 148 43 14
7 Holding torque during cornering (80-100km/h) 799 151 126 61 5
8 Centre feel: at 80 km/h <5° 799 63 54 23 5
9 Centre feel: at 120 km/h <5° 799 142 124 49 7
10 Centre feel: at 160 km/h <5° 799 184 148 27 6
11 Steering friction 799 106 84 75 27
12 Steering response: from the middle ( 80km/h ) 799 89 84 19 19
13 Steering response: under lateral acceleration 799 129 115 32 29
14 Straight-drivng correction effort 799 425 0 0 0
15 Steering precision 799 121 93 93 44
16 Feedback / benefit 799 76 54 54 1
17 Feedback /  disturbance on straight-ahead drive 799 177 166 0 0
18 Feedback / disturbance under lateral acceleration 799 191 160 0 0
19 Steering angle demand: During parking 799 379 312 0 0
20 Steering angle demand: Low speed ( 80km/h ) 799 127 119 63 27
21 Steering angle demand: High speed ( 120km/h ) 799 99 89 25 25
22 Steering retumability on fell lock 799 78 67 0 0
23 Remaining angle: From full lock 799 112 90 0 0
24 Remaining angle: Low speed ( 50km/h ) 799 315 252 0 0
25 Remaining angle: High speed ( 80km/h ) 799 107 100 0 0
26 Max. steering angle speed 799 76 57 0 0
20774 3880 2919 675 249
Table 6-2: Selection Process for the results of regression analysis
Table 6-3 shows a summary of the 235 valid regression results for the weave test. A 
matrix with the possible combinations of objective parameters and subjective 
assessments is displayed. Test configurations which deliver valid regression results 
are recorded according to their numbering in the respective cells. This type of table 
was also generated for the other vehicle tests and forms the basis for further 
examination of the regression results.
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46 Time delay of roll rate
[specific Area Side Slip Angle Yaw velocity
Peak value of steering torque
Peak value of yaw rate
32 | Lateral acceleration at ONm • negative
29 iTorque at 1 nVs2 - positive
26 {Area lat_acceleration/angle
25 {Loss angle lat_acceterat>on/angle
Stiffness lat_accelerat>on/angle
Steenng sensitivity at 0 deg
17 [Minimum steenng sensitivity
15 'Loss angle yaw velocity/torque
13 'Response deadband
12 (Loss angle yaw velocity/angle
11 (Stiffness yaw velocity/angle
7 |5 Degree value of Steering Torque
Steering friction
Steering stiffness
Table 6-3: Linear regression results for the weave test
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6.5.1 Examination of Regression Results
The following examination of the obtained regression results is based on the 
extracted tables from chapter 6.5. These tables show the number of the test 
configurations, with valid regression results, for all combination of objective 
parameter and subjective assessment criteria.
As a next step, all valid regression results were visually checked. Therefore the 
relevant diagrams with regression lines or bundles were examined and subdivided 
into three different types, which are defined as follows:
1) Regressions results are accepted on the basis of valid mathematical 
relationships and satisfying logical considerations and vehicle handling 
principles. These kinds of results are marked in extracted tables from chapter
6.5 in green (example shown in Table 6-4). For example, in Figure 6-10 the 
subjective assessment criterion “Steering Response from the middle: 
80km/h” shows a mathematically valid correlation with the objective 
parameter “Stiffness Yaw Velocity/Angle”. All vehicle segments have a 
uniform relationship between the objective parameter and the subjective 
assessment criterion. The values of the objective parameter for the different 
vehicle are widely dispersed. The subjective assessments for the individual 
segments show both positive and negative ratings.
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1. W eave Test Test configuration 05: '80km/h , 20deg , 0.5Hz 
Parameter 11 : 'Stiffness yaw velocity/angle '
F ig u r e  6 - 1 0 :  E x a m p le  o f  a c c e p t e d  r e g r e s s io n  r e s u l t s
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2) Regression results are dismissed on the basis of their lack of stability. These 
results are marked in yellow in extracted tables from chapter 6.5 (example 
shown in Table 6-4). For example, in Figure 6-11 the subjective assessment 
criterion “Steering Precision” shows a mathematically valid regression with 
the objective parameter “Frequency Yaw Rate Phase Lag at 45°”. The 
stability of the shown regression is only guaranteed for one vehicle segment 
(pink). The other vehicle segments show no reliable and uniform trend 
concerning the relationships of the variables. These regression results, which 
show similar instability, are not considered further for this work.
-0.15
-0.25
6. Frequency Response Test configuration 03: '100krrVh , 0.4g , von 0.2 bis 2.8Hz 
Parameter 19 : 'Frequence Yaw Rate Phase Lag at 45 deg '
co05 </)c o w £ a: cl a> o> > c
F ig u r e  6 - 1 1 :  E x a m p le  o f  d i s m is s e d  r e g r e s s io n  r e s u l t s
3) Regression results are dismissed on the basis of practical considerations. 
These kind of results are marked in red in the extracted tables from chapter
6.5 (example shown in Table 6-4). For example, the assessment criterion 
“Steering torque off-centre” cannot be described by the objective parameter 
“Torque at 1m/s2” from the weave test, because the value of this objective 
parameter quantifies only the “on-centre” area. A relationship of both the 
variables is doubted under engineering principles of vehicle handling.
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Specific Area Side Slip Angle Yaw velocity
Side Slip Angle to Yaw Velocity
| Peak value of steering torque
I Peak value of yaw rate
istiffness torque/lat_acceleratlon
I Torque hysteresis
Torque gradient at 1 rrVs2
.Torque gradient at 0 rrVs2
(Lateral acceleration at ONm - negative
iTorque






Loss angle yaw velocity/angle
| Stiffness yaw velocity/angle






T a b le  6 - 4 :  E v a lu a t io n  o f  r e s u l t s  o f  l i n e a r  r e g r e s s io n  f o r  w e a v e  t e s t  ( T a b le  6 - 3 )
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6.5.2 Selection of Final Regression Results
The final selection of the regression results takes place with consideration of the 
multicollinearity results and the tables of regression results for the different vehicle 
tests, as seen in chapter 6.5.1.
The multicollinearity analysis of the subjective assessment criteria regarding their 
dependencies shows following clusters:
Steering torque on-centre at 80km/h and 120km/h
- Steering torque off-centre at 80km/h and 120km/h
- Holding torque during cornering 80km/h -  100 km/h
- Centre feel at 80, 120 and 160 km/h 
Steering friction
Steering precision
- Steering response from the middle and under lateral acceleration)*1
- Steering angle demand during lane change at 80km/h and 120km/h)*1
These dependent subjective assessment criteria can be explained by the same 
objective parameter (independent variable), as seen in Table 6-4. For example, the 
objective parameter “Peak value of yaw rate” delivers significant regression results 
for the criterion “Steering response from the middle” Using the same objective
parameter, similar results are also obtained for the assessment criterion “Steering
response under lateral acceleration”.
This knowledge regarding the dependency or multicollinearity of several assessment 
criteria is used for the final selection of valid and robust regressions.
The results for the objective parameter regarding their multicollinearity are also 
considered for each vehicle test separately to select the best regressions. 
Dependent or multicollinear objective parameters also lead to similar regressions. 
For example, the objective parameter from the weave test “Torque at 1 m/s2 -  
positive” shows reliable relationships to the subjective assessment criterion 
“Steering torque on-centre 120 km/h” (see Table 6-4). The objective parameter 
“Torque at 1m/s2 - negative” behaves multicollinearly with the objective parameter
1 Criteria marked with * forms an additional top-level group
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“Torque at 1m/s2 -  positive” and shows exactly the same regression results for the 
assessment criterion “Steering torque on centre 120 km/h”.
This knowledge regarding the dependency or multicollinearity of several objective 
parameters is used for the final selection of valid and robust regressions.
For the final selection of regression results, the number of valid regressions results 
from different test configurations is considered as an additional measure of quality 
and robustness. That means that the reliability of the regressions increases with the 
number of test configurations which show valid regression results.
The selection process for the weave test, which takes into account the above- 
mentioned points is shown in Table 6-5. The most multicollinear objective 
parameters are highlighted in grey, which are, in this case, always a pair of adjoining 
rows. To simplify the selection process, only valid regression results with plausible 
vehicle handling principles are displayed (green marked cells, see Table 6-5). The 
selected final regression results are marked with a coloured loop and will be 
discussed in the following chapters for each vehicle test separately.
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(with removed offset)
Specific Area Slip Angle Yaw velocity
Peak value of steering torque




Torque gradient at 0 m/s2
iLateral acceleration at ONm • negative
Lateral acceleration at ONm - positive
Torque at 1 m/92 -
atOdeg
T a b le  6 - 5 :  F in a l  s e le c t io n  o f  r e g r e s s io n  r e s u l t s  f o r  w e a v e  t e s t
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6.6 Vehicle Segment Dependency Examination
An important issue, concerning the interpretation of the regression results, is the 
examination regarding vehicle segment dependency. Vehicle segment dependency 
exists due to the different expectations of the test drivers regarding steering 
characteristics, i.e. the same vehicle response of two vehicles are rated differently 
when belong to different vehicle segments (e.g. luxury saloon vs. sport roadster). 
Vehicle segment independency means identical steering characteristics are 
expected independent of the respective vehicle segment.
The regressions results out of the simple regression analyses (6.2) applied to each 
vehicle segment already gives an indication of the vehicle segment (in) dependency. 
The regression results and respective diagrams from Type 1 (see Figure 6-5) show 
a uniform trend for all individual vehicle segments. The characteristic attribute is a 
strong overlap of the valid regression lines or bundles. An independency of the 
relationship of subjective assessments and objective parameters from the vehicle 
segments can be assumed.
Regression results and respective diagrams from Type 2 (see Figure 6-6) also show 
regression results with a uniform trend for all vehicle segments. The position of the 
regression lines or bundles for the individual vehicle segments is rather different. 
The lines or bundles are nearly independent from each other. A vehicle segment 
dependency can be assumed. However, a purely visual inspection is time 
consuming and rather difficult. Therefore statistical methods are used to get a 
method to identify vehicle segment (in) dependency.
Two types of simple regression analyses are used.
a. Simple regression analysis with all vehicles in one group, without 
consideration of the affiliation of the vehicles to a vehicle segment, (see 
6 .6 .1)
b. Simple regression analysis with Dummy Variables and with all vehicles in 
one group (see 6 .6 .2)
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6.6.1 Simple Regression with All Vehicles
Here all 25 vehicles are put into one group to increase the statistical degree of 
freedom to 23. Simple regression analysis is then carried out with the mean value of 
the subjective assessments of each vehicle. The influence of the position of the 
subjective assessment mean for this large sample is minor compared to the 
regression with only five vehicles. Therefore, in this regression analysis the 
consideration of the confidence interval can be neglected.
Using the example of the weave test, Figure 6-12 shows a regression analysis for 
the assessment criterion “Steering response from the middle” and the objective 









1. W eave Test Test configuration 05: '80krrVh , 20deg , 0.5Hz 
Parameter 11 : 'Stiffness yaw velocity/angle '
F ig u r e  6 - 1 2 :  L i n e a r  r e g r e s s io n  a n a l y s i s  w i t h  2 5  v e h ic le s
6.6.2 Simple Regression with Dummy Variables
In a next step for the examination of vehicle segment dependency, a simpie 
regression analysis was applied by using the dummy variable regression ([2], [37]). 
A dummy variable represents one category of a non-metric independent variable. 
Any non-metric variable with k  categories can be represented by k - 1  dummy 
variables.
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The simple regression with dummy variables investigates, for each subjective 
assessment criterion, all measured vehicles together with consideration for the 
different means of the vehicle segments. To represent the non-metric variable 
“vehicle segment”, it is necessary to create four dummy variables X2, X3, X4 and X5 
to analyse five different vehicle segments. The variables represent the different 
vehicle segments, as shown in Table 6-6 . The regression coefficients for the dummy 
variables (b2 -  b5) represent differences between the means of each vehicle 
segment.
The regression function can be written as follows
Y — + b^X ^ + h^X^ + b^X ^ + b^X4 + b5X 5
Y = dependent variable (transformed assessment index, TAI)
Xi -  independent variable (objective parameter) 
b0 = constant
bi, b2, b3, b4, b5 = Regression coefficients
X2, X3, X4, X5, = Dummy variables, defined in the following table
Vehicle segment
A B C D E
x2 0 1 0 0 0
x3 0 0 1 0 0
X4 0 0 0 1 0
X5 0 0 0 0 1
Table 6-6 : Dummy variable values for analysis of each vehicle segment
The dummy variable regression technique yields parallel regression lines. Every 
regression line displays the best alignment (minimum discrepancies) for the various 
data groups; in this case the different vehicle segments.
The coefficients can be described as follows:
b1 = Gradient of the regression line
b0 = Intersection of regression line at the Y-axis for vehicle segment A 
b0 + b2 = Intersection of regression line at the Y-axis for vehicle segment B
b0 + b3 = Intersection of regression line at the Y-axis for vehicle segment C
b0 + b4 = Intersection of regression line at the Y-axis for vehicle segment D
b0 + b5 = Intersection of regression line at the Y-axis for vehicle segment E
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Using the previous example of the weave test, Figure 6-13 shows the regression 
lines with the dummy variable regression for the assessment criterion “Steering 










1. W eave Test Test configuration 05: '80krrVh , 20deg , 0.5Hz 
Parameter 11 : 'Stiffness yaw velocity/angle '
F ig u r e  6 - 1 3 :  R e g r e s s io n  a n a ly s is  w i t h  d u m m y  v a r ia b le
The regression with dummy variables was carried out with all investigated vehicles 
together. Due to this larger sample size the statistical power and generalisation (see 
2.6.1) of the dummy regression is stronger compared to the performed simple 
regression of the individual vehicle segments. It must be pointed out that this kind of 
analysis is only carried out for valid regression results und respective diagrams from 
Type 1 and 2 from chapter 6.5. The regression of the dummy variable, which is used 
for the following examination, of the vehicle segment dependency confirms therefore 
the validity of the selected simple regression results.
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6.6.3 Examination of the Vehicle Segment Dependency
For the examination of the regression results with respect to their level of vehicle 
dependency or independency, the simple regression with all vehicles and with 
Dummy Variables are compared. The results from both of these simple regression 
analysis methods are displayed and evaluated regarding the vehicle segment 
(in)dependency. Figure 6-14 shows the results from both methods for the 
assessment criterion “Steering response from the middle” and the objective 
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1. Weave Test Test configuration 05: '80krrVh , 20deg , 0.5Hz 
Parameter 11: 'Stiffness yaw velocity/angle '
F ig u r e  6 - 1 4 :  C o m p a r is o n  o f  r e g r e s s io n  a n a l y s e s  A  a n d  B
The bold black line represents the simple regression results with all vehicles. The 
parallel coloured lines represent the regression lines of the different vehicle 
segments from the dummy variable method. It can be seen that the regression lines 
do not share have the same gradient as line produced by simple regression. 
Furthermore, the means of the regression coefficient with dummy variable method 
differ significantly. Consequently, in this case a vehicle segment dependency can be 
assumed.
The evaluation of the following regression results of all individual manoeuvres, 
regarding their vehicle segment dependency -  or independency -  was carried out 
using the same approach.
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6.7 Discussion of the Finai Regression Results
In the final part of chapter 6 , the final results gathered using the explained 
methodologies are presented for the different vehicle tests. It must be pointed out 
that in the following chapters the x scales of the presented diagrams are removed 
for commercial reasons.
6.7.1 Weave Test
The objective of the weave test is to determine the on-centre handling characteristic 
of a vehicle subjected to a constant sinusoidal input. The most relevant assessment 
criteria for the subjective evaluation are “Steering torque on-centre”, “Steering 
torque off-centre”, “Centre feel”, “Steering friction”, “Steering precision", “Steering 
response”, and “Steering angle demand”. The regression results for the weave test 
are displayed in Table 6-5. The examination of the regression results regarding their 
reliability and robustness is carried out according the methodology described. The 
best-suited results, for the relevant assessment criteria, are marked with a circle in 
the table.
Steering Torque on-centre at 80km/h and 120km/h
The objective parameters “Stiffness torque/angle” and “Torque at 1m/s2” show a 
strong relationship with the assessment criterion “Steering Torque on-centre”. The 
objective parameters show valid regression results for the different test 
configurations 5/9/10/11. The large number of test configurations confirms the 
robustness of the selected regression results.
Figure 6-15 shows for example the diagram of the regression analysis for the 
subjective assessment criterion “Steering torque on-centre” and the objective 
parameter “Torque at 1m/s2 -  negative”. The diagram shows the uniform regression 
bundles of the different vehicle segments.
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1. Weave Test Test configuration 10: '120krrVh , 10deg , 0.5Hz 
Parameter 30 : Torque at 1 nVs2 - negative '
F ig u r e  6 - 1 5 :  W e a v e  T e s t :  R e g r e s s io n  f o r  “S t e e r in g  t o r q u e  o n - c e n t r e ”
The criterion “Steering torque on-centre” seems to be a vehicle segment 
independent assessment criterion. It is seen in the above diagram that the
regression bundles are overlapping. The target area (intersection of the lines with
the assessment at 0) is about the same for the individual vehicle segments. The 
prediction for segment-independency is investigated with the help of the dummy 
variables (see chapter 6.6.3). In Figure 6-16 the trend of the regression line for all 
analysed vehicles (bold black line) is compared with the regression lines for the 
individual vehicle segments (coloured regression lines).
The trend of all regression lines is almost identical. Furthermore, it is apparent that 
the mean deviation of the individual regression lines for each vehicle segment 
(intersection with the Y-axis) is small. Vehicle segment independence for the 
assessment criterion “Steering torque on-centre” is therefore confirmed.
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1. Weave Test Test configuration 10: '120knVh , 10deg , 0.5Hz 
Parameter 30 : Torque at 1 m/s2 - negative '
F ig u r e  6 - 1 6 :  W e a v e  T e s t :  D u m m y  R e g r e s s io n  f o r  ‘‘S t e e r in g  t o r q u e  o n - c e n t r e ”
With respect to vehicle handling, the relationship between the mentioned objective 
parameters and assessment criterion is comprehensible. The small difference in on- 
centre steering wheel torques for the individual vehicle segments appears negligible. 
Similar steering wheel torque levels at the on-centre area are required for all vehicle 
segments to ensure an optimum on-centre steering torque level, which is essential 
for an excellent steering feel.
The statement is supported by results from the research of Dettki [25]. He suggests 
a similar objective parameter “gradient of steering wheel torque -  steering angle”, 
derived from the weave test, which can be used as a general evaluation for steering 
feel.
Centre feel at 80 and 120km/h
The interdependent objective parameters “Steering stiffness” and “Steering stiffness 
at zero steer” show reliable regression results for the assessment criteria “Centre 
feel at 80 and 120km/h”. Furthermore, the interdependent objective parameters 
“Angle deadband” and “Steering hysteresis” give robust regression results for the 
assessment criterion at 80km/h. The interdependent objective parameters “Torque 
at Om/s2 -  negative” and “Torque at Om/s2 -  positive” show stable relationships with 
the assessment criterion “Centre feel at 120km/h.
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1. Weave Test Test configuration 10: '120knVh , 10deg , 0.5Hz 
Parameter 2 : 'Steering stiffness at zero s teer'
F ig u r e  6 - 1 7 :  W e a v e  T e s t :  R e g r e s s io n  f o r  “ C e n t r e  f e e l ”
Figure 6-17 shows for example the diagram of the regression analysis for the 
criterion “Centre feel” and the objective parameter “Steering stiffness at zero steer”. 
The criterion “Centre feel” is a vehicle segment independent variable, because of 
the identical target areas (intersection of the lines with the assessment at 0) and the 
fact that the regression lines overlap greatly, as shown above. The segment 
independency is confirmed by the dummy variable regression. The corresponding 
diagram (Figure 6-18) shows an identical trend for all regression lines. The mean 
deviation of the individual regression lines for each vehicle segment (intersection 
with the Y-axis) is small.
From a vehicle-handling point of view, “Centre Feel” can only be described with 
simultaneous consideration of steering wheel torque build-up and the corresponding 
steering response, caused by small steering wheel angle inputs around the centre 
position. Regression results are detected for two different “types” of objective 
parameter. Firstly those which describe the steering wheel torque build-up, namely 
the parameter “Steering stiffness”. Secondly those which describe steering 
response, namely the parameters “Angle deadband” or “Steering hysteresis”.
Regression results detected with the interdependent objective parameters “Torque 
at Om/s2 -  negative” and “Torque at Om/s2 -  positive” are also of interest. These
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parameters are extracted from the signals steering wheel torque and lateral 
acceleration, around the centre position. It remains ambiguous why these results are 
only significant for a higher driving speed of 120 km/h.
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1. W eave Test Test configuration 10: '120krrVh , 10deg , 0.5Hz 
Parameter 2 : 'Steering stiffness at zero s te e r '
F ig u r e  6 - 1 8 :  W e a v e  T e s t :  D u m m y  R e g r e s s io n  f o r  “ C e n t r e  f e e l ”
Steering friction
For the assessment criterion “Steering friction”, the objective parameters “Yaw 
stiffness at zero steer angle”, for test configuration #4, and “Torque gradient at 
Om/s2”, for test configurations #6 and #8, show valid regression results. The named 
configurations only feature small steering wheel angle inputs between 5° and 10°. 
These test configurations cover regression results obtained between 80km/h and 
120km/h vehicle speed. Steering friction determines how the steering wheel is 
perceived, through the impression of stickiness. This stickiness is related to the 
steering wheel torque and the steering response for small steering wheel angles. 
Therefore, both of the named regression results are logical from vehicle handling 
point of view.
Figure 6-19 shows the diagram of regression results for the criterion “Steering 
friction” and the objective parameter “Torque gradient at Om/s2”. The target area 
(intersection of the lines with the assessment at 0) is almost identical for the 
individual vehicle segments. Therefore, vehicle segment independency for the
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assessment criterion “Steering friction” can be assumed. The dummy variable 
regression confirms this finding as shown in Figure 6-20. It shows an identical trend 
for all regression lines and very small deviation of the mean for the individual 
segment regression lines, compared with the regression line for all vehicles 
analysed together (bolded black line). With regard to vehicle handling, the vehicle 
segment independence appears logical. Outstanding steering feel requires a certain 
level of friction in the subsystems of front-axle and the steering system, however a 
general requirement to lower or increase the friction level for different vehicle 
segments is not known. Contrary to this, the automotive industry makes a huge 
effort to lower the friction in certain components, in order to improve the steering feel 
for the on-centre driving.
1. W eave Test Test configuration 08: '120knVh , 5deg , 0.25Hz 
Parameter 33 : Torque gradient at 0 nVs2 '
F ig u r e  6 - 1 9 :  W e a v e  T e s t :  R e g r e s s io n  f o r  ‘‘S t e e r in g  f r i c t i o n ”
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1. W eave Test Test configuration 08: '120krrVh , 5deg , 0.25Hz 
Parameter 33 : Torque gradient at 0 nVs2 '
F ig u r e  6 - 2 0 :  W e a v e  T e s t :  D u m m y  R e g r e s s io n  f o r  “S t e e r i n g  f r i c t i o n ”  
Steering precision
The subjective assessment criterion “Steering precision” shows stable regression 
results for the following objective parameters:
• “Response deadband”
• “Stiffness lat. acc
• “Lat. acc. at ONm -  negative”
• “Lat. acc. at ONm -  positive”
• “Torque hysteresis”
• “Lat. acc. hysteresis”
• “Peak value of yaw rate”
The individual regression results are relevant for the test configurations between 
80kmh and 120km/h, which correspond with the speed of the subjective 
assessment.
The quantity of valid and robust regressions for this assessment criterion, using the 
various test configurations, leads to a focus on the following objective parameters: 
“Response deadband”, “Lat. acc. at 0 Nm -  positive” and “Lat. acc. hysteresis”.
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Several test configurations show extremely robust analysis results for these 
parameters.
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1. W eave Test Test configuration 08: '120knVh , 5deg , 0.25Hz 
Parameter 3 1 : 'Lateral acceleration at ONm- positive '
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1. W eave Test Test configuration 08: '120krrVh , 5deg , 0.25Hz 
Parameter 3 1 : 'Lateral acceleration at ONm-positive '
F ig u r e  6 - 2 2 :  W e a v e  T e s t :  D u m m y  R e g r e s s io n  f o r  “S t e e r i n g  p r e c i s i o n ”
The subjective criterion “Steering precision” appears to be a segment independent 
variable. The regression bundles of the different vehicle segment overlap frequently, 
as shown in Figure 6-21. The target areas (intersection of the line bundle with the 
assessment at 0) are similar for the individual vehicle segments. The assertion of 
segment independency is confirmed with the help of the dummy variable regression
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(Figure 6-22). The regression line for all analysed vehicles (bold black line) runs 
parallel to the individual regression lines, which consider the different vehicle 
segments. With regards to vehicle handling, the assessment criteria “Steering 
precision” is focused on minimised steering corrections during driving. Therefore the 
selected parameters are logically suitable to describe the assessment criterion 
“Steering precision”.
Steering response from the middle and under lateral acceleration
The subjective assessment criteria “Steering response from the middle” and 
“Steering response under lateral acceleration” are strongly interdependent. For the 
selection of robust regression results, it is considered that the same objective 
parameters are consulted for both assessment criteria. A further interdependency 
exists between these assessment criteria and the criteria “Steering angle demand at 
low (80km/h) and high (120km/h) speeds”. It is apparent that similar objective 
parameters, with similar test configurations, should be selected to gain consistent 
results. The objective parameters identified are:
• “Stiffness yaw velocity/angle”
• “Steering sensitivity”
• “Stiffness lat. acc./angle”
• "Peak value of lat. acc.”
• “Peak value of yaw rate”.
An examination of the individual regression results shows that test configuration ‘4 
and #5 (80km/h, 10° and 20° steering angle amplitude, 0.5Hz steering frequency) 
yield very robust regression results for all of the named objective parameters.
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1. W eave Test Test configuration 05: '80knVh , 20deg , 0.5Hz 
Parameter 11 : 'Stiffness yaw velocity/angle '
F ig u r e  6 - 2 3 :  W e a v e  T e s t :  R e g r e s s io n  f o r  “S t e e r i n g  r e s p o n s e ”
For this assessment criterion the steering response after a steering wheel angle 
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1. W eave Test Test configuration 05: '80knVh , 20deg , 0.5Hz 
Parameter 11 : 'Stiffness yaw velocity/angle '
F ig u r e  6 - 2 4 :  W e a v e  T e s t :  D u m m y  R e g r e s s io n  f o r  “S t e e r i n g  r e s p o n s e ”
Figure 6-23 shows the regression results for the assessment criterion “Steering 
response from the middle” and the objective parameter “Stiffness yaw 
velocity/angle”. The diagram shows that the regression bundles for the individual
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vehicle segments do not overlap. The target areas (intersection of the line bundle 
with the assessment 0) for the individual vehicle segments are noticeably different. 
A segment dependency can be assumed. This can be confirmed by dummy variable 
regression (Figure 6-24). The trend of the regression lines for the individual vehicle 
segments is not equal to that of the regression line for vehicles analysed together. 
Therefore this is an example of an assessment criterion which is influenced by 
vehicle segment.
Steering angle demand during lane change at 80km/h and 120km/h
The subjective criteria “Steering angle demand during lane change at 80km/h” and 
“Steering angle demand during lane change at 120km/h” are strongly 
interdependent; hence the same objective parameters are selected.
The selected objective parameters are:
• “Stiffness yaw velocity/angle”
• “Steering sensitivity”
• “Stiffness lat. acc./angle”
• “Peak value of lat. acc.”
• “Peak value of yaw rate”.
The same parameters are used for the criterion “Steering response from the middle 
and under lateral acceleration”.
An examination of the regression results shows that the test configurations #4, #5 
(80km/h, 10° and 20° steering angle amplitude, 0.5Hz steering frequency), #10 and 
#11 (120km/h, 10° and 20° steering angle amplitude, 0.5Hz steering frequency) 
attain very robust regression results for almost all of the listed objective parameters.
The magnitude of the steering response after a certain steering wheel angle input, 
while driving in a straight line, is of most interest. The selected objective parameters 
also describe the vehicle response after a steering angle input; hence the principles 
of vehicle handling are endorsed.
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1. W eave Test Test configuration 11: '120krtVh , 20deg , 0.5Hz 
Parameter 24 : 'Stiffness lat. acceleration/angle '








1. W eave Test Test configuration 11: '120krtVh , 20deg , 0.5Hz
Parameter 24 : 'Stiffness lat. acceleration/angle '
F ig u r e  6 - 2 6 :  W e a v e  T e s t :  D u m m y  R e g r e s s io n  f o r  “S t e e r i n g  a n g le  d e m a n d ”
Figure 6-25 for example the regression results for the assessment criterion “Steering 
angle demand at 120km/h” and the objective parameter “Stiffness lat. 
acceleration/angle”. It is apparent from Figure 6-26 that the criteria “Steering angle 
demand during lane change at 80km/h” and “Steering angle demand during lane 
change at 120km/h” are vehicle segment dependent variables (only the results for 
120km/h) are shown). The regression lines for the individual vehicle segments 
overlap infrequently, as shown in the diagram. The target areas (intersection of the
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line bundle with the, assessment 0) vary hugely for some vehicle segments. The 
vehicle segment dependency is confirmed with the help of the dummy variable 
regression (see Figure 6-26). The trend of the regression line for the analysis of 
vehicles together (bold black line) is different compared with the regression lines for 
the individual vehicle segments. The vehicle segment dependency is endorsed by 
the general expectations of fast steering response behaviour of a sport roadster, 
compared with a slower response of a luxury saloon car. In addition, from vehicle 
handling point of view, it is comprehensible that the steering wheel angle 
requirement, concerning a change in path, varies for different vehicle segments at 
the same speed.
6.7.2 Step Input Test
The primary objective of the step input test is to determine the transient response 
behaviour of a vehicle, i.e. the steering response of the vehicle to certain steering 
wheel angle inputs. The “Steering Response” and “Steering Angle Demand” are, 
consequently, potential subjective assessment criteria to be answered. Further 
regression analyses were also carried out for the assessment criteria “Holding 
torque during cornering” and “Steering Precision”. Table 6-7 shows the examined 
regression results. The objective parameters are displayed for the above mentioned 
subjective assessment criteria. The regression results for the various test 
configurations are noted in the corresponding cells. The examination of the 
regressions results, regarding their reliability and robustness, is carried out 
according the methodology described in the first part of the chapter. The selected 
final regression results for the assessment criteria are circled. However, for “Holding 
torque during cornering” and “Steering Angle Demand” no reliable results are found.
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value of Roll angle (with removed offset)
Side Slip angle steady
Steady State Steenng Torque/steady state
Steering Torque Response Time 50%
Steenng Torque Response Time 25%
Roll Angle Response Time 50%
Ron Angle Response Time 25%
Steady State Steenng Torque
Gam Of Roll Angle vs. Lat Acc
Roll Angle Peak Response Time
Roll Angle Response Time
T a b le  6 - 7 :  S e le c t io n  o f  f i n a l  r e g r e s s io n  r e s u l t s  f o r  s t e p  i n p u t  t e s t
Steering response
The interdependency of the criteria “Steering response from the middle” and 
“Steering response under lateral acceleration” was detected with the multicollinearity 
analysis. The objective parameter “Static yaw rate response gain” yields stable 
regression results for both of these assessments. The response of the vehicle upon 
appropriate steering wheel angle inputs can therefore be described with the help of 
the steady state value for yaw amplification. Contrary to the literature e.g. [87], [114] 
the steady state driving condition was successful in the description of steering 
response of the step input test.
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2. Step Input Test configuration 01: '80km/h , 0.4g 
Parameter 10 : 'Static Yaw Rate Response Gain '
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2. Step Input Test configuration 01: '80krrVh , 0.4g 
Parameter 10 : 'Static Yaw Rate Response Gain ’
F ig u r e  6 - 2 8 :  S t e p  i n p u t  t e s t  -  D u m m y  r e g r e s s io n  f o r  “S t e e r i n g  r e s p o n s e ”
It is shown in Figure 6-27 that the assessment criterion “Steering response” can be 
considered as segment dependent variable. The regression lines for the individual 
vehicle segments illustrate no intersection, i.e. the target values for the individual 
vehicle segments are different. The assumption of segment dependency is 
confirmed with the help of the dummy variable regression (Figure 6-28). The trend of 
the regression line analysed for vehicles together (bold black line) is different to the 
regression lines for the individual vehicle segments. The y-axis intersections, for the
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individual segment regression lines, vary considerably. The assumption of vehicle 
segment dependency for this assessment criterion is confirmed by the step input 
test. This underlines the outcome of the weave test regression results.
Steering precision
The objective parameters “maximum value of roll rate” and “ratio of maximum roll 
rate vs. steady state value of lateral acceleration” show a clear interdependency, 
detected with the multicollinearity analysis. For the subjective assessment criterion 
“Steering precision”, stable regression results could be verified with the above- 
mentioned objective parameters for test configuration #2 (100km/h, 4m/s2). The 
maximum roll rate, achieved during the step input test, represents a measure of the 
















2. Step Input Test configuration 02: '100knVh , 0.4g 
Parameter 25 : 'max value of Roll rate (w ith removed o ffs e t) '
F ig u r e  6 - 2 9 :  S t e p  I n p u t  T e s t :  R e g r e s s io n  f o r  “ S t e e r i n g  p r e c i s i o n ”
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2. Step Input Test configuration 02: '100knVh , 0.4g 
Parameter 25 : 'max value of Roll rate (w ith removed o ffs e t) '
F ig u r e  6 - 3 0 :  S t e p  I n p u t  T e s t :  D u m m y  r e g r e s s io n  f o r  “ S t e e r i n g  p r e c i s i o n ”
Figure 6-30 shows that a segment independency cannot be clearly confirmed for the 
assessment criterion “Steering precision”. The regression lines for the individual 
analysis methods intersect each other, despite insignificant differences in y-axis 
intercepts of the regression results with the dummy variable regression. The 
assumed vehicle segment independency for this assessment criterion was already 
confirmed in the weave test. The examination of this assessment criterion regarding 
vehicle segment independence with the step input test does not show the same 
clarity. From vehicle handling point of view, the hypotheses of vehicle segment 
independency for the criterion “Steering precision” remains unchanged.
6.7.3 Single Sine Test
The objective of the single sine test is to determine the transient response behaviour 
of a vehicle subjected to one period of sinusoidal input. The relevant subjective 
assessment criteria used for the analysis are “Steering torque off-centre”, “Steering 
friction”, “Steering response”, “Steering precision" and “Steering angle demand”. The 
regression results are displayed in Table 6-8. The examination of the regressions 
results, regarding their reliability and robustness, is carried out according the 
methodology described in the first part of the chapter. The best-suited results for the 
assessment criteria are circled.
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Steering torque off-centre
The regression analyses for the assessment criteria “Steering torque off-centre 
(80km/h)” and the objective parameters “max. yaw velocity/max. steering torque” 
and “max. steering torque/max. lat. acceleration” yield very stable regression results. 
Certain interdependency for these parameters is apparent, which was detected by 
the multicollinearity analysis. The robustness of the regression results for these 
objective parameters are underlined through the number of stable regression results
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acquired, using the various test configurations. The single sine test is therefore able 
to describe the assessment criterion “Steering torque off-centre” through the above- 
mentioned objective parameters. Figure 6-31 shows an example of one appropriate 
regression result.
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3. Single Sine Test configuration 06: '80knVh , 0.4Hz, 0.4g 
Parameter 28 : 'max Steering Torque/ max Lateral acceleration '
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3. Single Sine Test configuration 06: '80krrVh , 0.4Hz, 0.4g 
Parameter 28 : ’max Steering Torque/ max Lateral acceleration '
F ig u r e  6 - 3 2 :  S in g le  S in e  T e s t  -  D u m m y  r e g r e s s io n  f o r  “ S t e e r i n g  t o r q u e  o f f - c e n t r e ”
The assessment criterion “Steering torque off-centre” appears a vehicle segment 
independent variable. The regression lines for the individual vehicle segment are 
overlapped. The target areas for the individual vehicle segments are almost
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identical. The assertion of segment independence is confirmed with the help of the 
dummy variable regression (Figure 6-32). The trend of the regression line for the 
analysis of vehicles together (bold, black) shows the same gradient as the 
regression lines for the individual vehicle segments. The different vehicle segment 
regression lines show no strong variation. The vehicle segment independency for 
this assessment criterion can, therefore, be confirmed. By considering vehicle 
handling principles, it is understandable that the desired optimum steering wheel 
torque level, for low to medium lateral acceleration levels, should not vary 
tremendously between the investigated vehicle segments. An exception could be 
extremely sporty vehicles (e.g. race cars) which show larger differences of the 
steering wheel torque against the lateral acceleration level.
Steering response
The regression analyses show stable results for the assessment criteria “Steering 
response from the middle” and “Steering response under lateral acceleration”. The 
dependency of both assessment criteria has already been established; therefore the 
corresponding objective parameters should yield similar regression results for both 
assessment criteria. The objective parameters “yaw velocity gain” and “lateral 
acceleration gain”, which are correlated with the assessment criteria “Steering 
response from the middle” and “Steering response under lateral acceleration”, are 
also interdependent. This confirms the robustness of the selected regression results. 
Therefore, with help of the above-mentioned objective parameters, the single sine 
test can be applied to describe the vehicle response behaviour. Figure 6-33 and 
Figure 6-34 show an example of the regression result.
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3. Single Sine Test configuration 03: '80knVh , 0.2Hz, 0.4g 
Parameter 23 : 'Lateral Acceleration Gain ’
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3. Single Sine Test configuration 03: '80krrVh , 0.2Hz, 0.4g 
Parameter 23 : 'Lateral Acceleration Gain ’
F ig u r e  6 - 3 4 :  S in g le  s in e  t e s t :  D u m m y  R e g r e s s io n  f o r  “S t e e r i n g  r e s p o n s e ”
The vehicle segment dependency for the assessment criterion “Steering response” 
is also confirmed by the single sine test. The regression lines of the individual 
vehicle segments intersect the regression line of the analysis of all vehicles together 
(black bold line), i.e. a common trend is not noticeable. The dummy variable 
regression also shows clearly that the x-axis intersection for the individual 
regression lines vary considerably; therefore the vehicle segment dependency is 
confirmed.
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A detailed examination of the regression results shows that the stability of the 
results depends on the test configuration. The regression results show a higher 
stability for test configurations with a lower steering frequency.
6.7.4 Transition Test
The transition test specifies a procedure for determining the quasi-static directional 
control response of passenger cars, by measuring the quasi-static steering 
response. This constitutes an important factor regarding vehicle dynamics and road 
holding properties. It was assumed that the subjective assessment criteria “Steering 
torque off-centre”, “Steering response”, “Steering precision” and “Steering angle 
demand” could be explained with this test. The regression results for this test are 
shown in Table 6-9. The examination of the regression results, regarding practical 
considerations and mathematical stability, is concluded with the appropriate cells 
marked in colour, according to the distinction criteria described in section 6.5.1. For 
this test no reliable relationships could be found between the named assessment 
criteria and the derived objective parameters. The regression results which give 
meaningful relationships from aspects of vehicle handling are mostly unstable. 
Furthermore, individual reliable results show no systematic recurrences for 
interdependent objective parameters or subjective assessment criteria.
The importance of this test method, concerning the evaluation of a harmonic and 
steady trend between steering wheel torque and lateral acceleration or steering 
wheel angle, is obvious. In spite of this, the derived objective parameters in this 
work cannot be applied for the objective description of subjective assessments of 
passenger cars for low and middle lateral acceleration levels. One reason for this is 
mainly the variance of objective parameters due to the lack of repeatability, which 
are caused by steering angle offsets at the start of the test. A second reason is 
certainly the implemented filter in the regression analysis, which checks the valid 
combinations of subjective assessments and objective parameters (see appendix 
10.3). For further work, a determined widening of the filter is proposed, which could 
lead to additional valid regression results for the transition test.
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Roll angle gradient between 1 and 3 m's'^ deg/ (rrys/l2 
Roll angle at 3 m/s*2 declining part of curve deg 
Roll angle at 3 m/sA2 inclining part of curve deg 
: Roll angle at 1 rtVsA2 declining part of curve deg 
Roll angle at 1 rrVsA2 inclining part of curve deg 
Roll angle at 0.5 nVsA2 declining part of curve deg 
Roll angle at 0.5 rrVsA2 inclining part of curve deg 
Hysteresis at 4/s yaw rateOm/sA2 
Yaw velocity gradient at 3 m/sA2 
Yaw velocity gradient at 1 rrvsA2 
Hysteresis at 10 steenng angle 
Steering angle gradient at 3 nVs'2 
Steering angle gracfient at 1 nVsA2 
Maxirrvim gradient between 1 and 3 nYsA2 
Steering-wheel torque -steering angle gradient at 3 m' 
Steering-wheel torque - steering angle gradient at 2 m 
Steering-wheel torque • steering angle gradient at 1 m 
Maximum gradient between 1 and 3 rrvsA2 
Steering-wheel torque - lateral acceleration gradient £ 
Steering-wheel torque - lateral acceleration gradient a 
Steering-wheel torque - lateral acceleration gradient a 
Hystereses at SrrVs'S
Steering-wheel torque at 3rrVsA2 declining part of curvi 
Steenng-wheel torque at 3rrVsA2 inclining part of curve 
'Derivative steenng-wheel torque/angle at 30” 
Derivative steering-wheel torque/angle at 20” 
j Derivative steering-wheel torque/angle at 10” 
Derivative steering-wheel torque/angle at 5'
Derivative steenng-wheel torque'angle at the 1' of tl 
Hysteresis height at 30”
Hysteresis height at 20’
Hysteresis height at 10”
Hysteresis height at 5” 
max Steering Torque
Steering Torque at 30° declining part of curve 
Steenng Torque at 30* inclining part of curve 
‘Steenng Torque at 20* declining part of curve 
Steenng Torque at 20* inclining part of curve 
Steering Torque at 10* declining part of curve 
Steering Torque at 10’ inclining part of curve 
I Steering Torque at 5’ declining part of curve 
Steering Torque at 5* inclining part of curve 









Table 6-9: Final selection of regression results for transition test
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6.7.5 Steady-State Circular Test
The steady state circular test specifies a procedure for determining the steady state 
directional control response of passenger cars, by measuring the steady state 
steering response. This test can also be used for the identification of kinematics and 
elasto-kinematic effects. The subjective assessment criteria linked to this test are 
“Steering torque off-centre”, “Holding torque during cornering” and “Steering angle 
demand”. The regression results for the steady state circuit test are displayed in 
Table 6-10. The evaluation of the regression results, regarding practical 
considerations and mathematical stability, was carried out with the appropriate cells 
marked in colour, according to the distinction criteria already described. For this test, 
no reliable relationships could be found between the examined subjective 
assessment criteria and the derived objective parameters. The regression results, 
which give meaningful relationships from aspects of vehicle handling, are unstable. 
The steady state circular test offers, therefore, no contribution to the description of 
steering feel in passenger cars for the low and middle range of lateral acceleration 
levels. One explanation could by the relatively low proportion of steady state driving 
situations during the subjective assessments of the steering characteristics. In other 
words the subjective assessment of the steering feel is not directly affected by this 
kind of driving manoeuvre.
*0 to 8 K
8 Roll angle at Avg lateral acceleration ■ ■ 3
T ] Side slip angle at Avg lateral acceleration
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6.7.6 Frequency Response Test
The objective of the frequency response test is to determine the transient response 
behaviour of a vehicle. Characteristic values in the frequency domain are 
considered. The applicable subjective assessment criteria for this test are “Steering 
response”, “Straight driving correcting effort”, “Steering precision” and “Steering 
angle demand”. Previous research [35] and [70] of the steering angle activity at 
normal driving situations revealed that the most steering activity occurs between 0.1 
and 0.5Hz. This knowledge was used for the selection of reliable regression results. 
The objective parameters, which were extracted from the appropriate frequency 
response, should lie within this value range. Table 6-11 shows the examined 
regression results in the established scheme
Steering Stiffness at 0.7 Hz 
jSteering Stiffness at 0.4 Hz 
(Frequence Yaw Rate Phase Lag at 45 deg 
Yaw Rate value at 45 deg 
Peak value of Roll Angle at Nat Freq 
| Peak value of Steering Torque at Nat Freq
Peak value of Lateral Acceleration at Nat Freq 
Peak value of Yaw Rate at Nat Freq 
Natural Frequency
, Lateral Acceleration Phase Angle at 1 Hz 
Lateral Acceleration Phase Angle at 0.7Hz 
Lateral Acceleration Phase Angle at 0.4Hz 
Lateral Acceleration Gain at 1 Hz 
iLateral Acceleration Gain at 0.7Hz 
Lateral Acceleration Gain at 0,4Hz
6 YawRatePhaseAnglelHz
Ya wRatePhaseAngleO. 7 Hz 
Yaw Rate Phase Angle at 0.4Hz 
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Steering response and steering angle demand
The regression analyses for the assessment criteria “Steering response from the 
middle” and “Steering response under lateral acceleration” show stable results. 
Since the dependency of both assessment criteria has already been established, the 
corresponding objective parameters should yield similar regression results for both 
assessment criteria. This is true for the objective parameters “yaw rate gain at
0.4Hz” and “lateral acceleration gain at 0.4Hz”. With the help of multicollinearity 
analysis, a dependency was also identified between the assessment criteria 
“Steering response” and “Steering angle demand”. Therefore, both the objective 
parameters “yaw rate gain at 0.4Hz” and “lateral acceleration gain at 0.4Hz” are 
applicable for the description of the assessment criteria “Steering angle demand at 
low and high speed”. It can be noted that the steering response behaviour can be 
adequately described using objective parameters from the frequency response test.
Figure 6-35 and Figure 6-36 shows for example the regression results for the 
subjective assessment criterion “Steering response”.




6. Frequency Response Test configuration 03: '100krrVh , 0.4g , von 0.2 bis 2.8Hz 
Parameter 7 : 'Lateral Acceleration Gain at 0.4Hz '
F ig u r e  6 - 3 5 :  F r e q u e n c y  r e s p o n s e  t e s t :  R e g r e s s io n  f o r  “S t e e r i n g  r e s p o n s e ”
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6. Frequency Response Test configuration 03: '100knVh , 0.4g , von 0.2 bis 2.8Hz 
Parameter 7 : 'Lateral Acceleration Gain at 0.4Hz '
F ig u r e  6 - 3 6 :  F r e q u e n c y  r e s p o n s e  t e s t :  D u m m y  r e g r e s s io n  f o r  “S t e e r i n g  r e s p o n s e ’’
It is noticeable that the regression lines for the individual vehicle segments show a 
consistent trend in Figure 6-35. However, their position in relation to each other 
varies. The dummy variable regression also shows a considerable variation in x-axis 
intercepts for the individual vehicle segment lines. Furthermore, a definite difference 
in the trend of the regression lines can be seen, when comparing the analysis for all 
vehicles with the individual vehicle segment lines. The vehicle segment dependency 
is therefore confirmed for the assessment criteria “Steering response” and “Steering 
angle demand”.
6.8 Sum m ary o f Sim ple Regression Analysis
The aim of this investigation was to determine reliable links between the ratings of 
the subjective assessment criteria and objective parameters extracted from vehicle 
measurements. Simple regression analysis was carried out for all vehicles for 
various tests and configurations. All regression results were examined for validity 
and reliability with statistical and non-statistical knowledge. Overall a large number 
of reliable relationships were identified, suggesting simple regression analysis is a 
suitable tool for such an investigation. The quantity and quality of the found 
regression results differ depending on the studied vehicle test. The weave test 
delivers most results for the objective description of steering feel. The results cover 
assessment criteria such as “Steering wheel torque”, “Centre feel” as well as criteria
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like “Steering response”. Other tests, such as single sine, step input and frequency 
response, only yield results for assessment criteria concerning the steering 
response behaviour of a vehicle. The objective parameters derived from 
measurements during the steady state circuit test and transition test deliver no 
reliable regression results in this work. Overall, the weave test is the most suitable 
test to analyse on-centre steering feel, with respect to the interaction of steering 
wheel angle, steering wheel torque and the related steering response of the vehicle.
Furthermore, the vehicle segment dependency -  or independency -  for the various 
vehicle assessment criteria was examined with the help of dummy regression 
method. The regression models, for the criteria “Steering wheel torque”, “Centre 
Feel”, “Steering precision” and “Steering friction” are vehicle segment independent. 
That means that to gain an optimum steering feel, the same objective parameters 
are desired, regardless of steering feel.
For the assessment criteria which describe the vehicle response behaviour after a 
steering wheel input, such as the major criteria “Steering response” and “Steering 
angle demand”, a vehicle segment dependency has been identified. To achieve 
optimum steering feel for these criteria, the values of the corresponding objective 
parameters will vary depending on the vehicle segment.
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7 Multi Regression Analysis
Reliable relationships between the subjective assessments and objective 
parameters have been established using simple linear regression. However, by only 
using one independent objective parameter (simple linear regression) the dependent 
subjective assessment criterion can only be explained partly. The extent to which a 
parameter can explain a subjective assessment is quantified by the R2- value. By 
using an additional independent objective parameter the explanation power of 
regression model is enhanced, i.e. a higher R2- value can be achieved. In addition 
further relationships concerning the assessment criteria can be discovered. This 
model is referred to as the multi regression model and has been discussed in 
chapter 2.6. The multi regression equation, used here with 2 independent objective 
parameters, can be written as:
Y =  +  b^X  ^ + b-, X  i
Y = dependent variable (transformed rating of an assessment criterion TAI)
Xi = First independent variable (first objective parameter)
X2 = Second independent variable (second objective parameter)
The coefficients (b0, bh b2) are assigned by solving the regression equation. The 
degree of freedom of the regression model is important to ensure reliable results. A 
small number of observations or sample size (here the number of analysed vehicles) 
lowers the reliability of the regression model for a given number of independent 
variables. In order to increase the degree of freedom, and thus optimise the model 
validity, all 25 vehicles were considered together for the multi regression analysis. In 
this case, the influence of the individual test drivers’ ratings for the assessment 
criteria on the correlation results is small. Therefore, the mean value of the various 
ratings for each assessment criterion is used (see also chapter 6.4).
The display of the results of the multi regression analysis is more complex. For the 
linear regression (chapter 6 .2), only two variables (1 objective parameter and 1 
subjective assessment) are plotted. For the multi regression used here, 3 variables 
(2 objective parameters and 1 subjective assessment) must be displayed in a 3D 
diagram. Figure 7-1 shows an example.
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F ig u r e  7 - 1 :  3 D  R e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  a  m u l t i - l i n e a r  r e g r e s s io n
The z-axis displays the rating of the assessment criterion (TAI); the x- and y-axes 
show the physical values of the two objective parameters. The multi regression 
equation cannot be described by a regression line anymore but through a regression 
plane. The location of the regression plane, defined by the corresponding regression 
coefficients b0, bi, b2, is determined through the minimisation of the sum of the 
squares of the discrepancies of the observations (A1, A2, A3 ...).
In the above diagram the horizontal plane for the optimal assessment is displayed,
i.e. the transformed assessment index is equal to zero. In order to enable the 
derivation of the target value, the line of intersection of the regression plane with the 
plane of optimal assessment is determined. This line of intersection is then projected 
onto the horizontal plane of both objective parameters and therefore a 2D graphics 
can still be used, as shown in Figure 7-2. For a better valuation of the objective 
parameters of the several vehicles, two further lines of intersection are derived, with 
parallel horizontal planes with an assessment index of + 7.5 and -7.5, to give a 
better indication of the deviation from the optimum (dotted and dashed lines in 
Figure 7-2).
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F ig u r e  7 - 2 :  P r o je c t io n  o f  F ig u r e  7 -1  o n  a  h o r i z o n t a l  p la n e
Figure 7-2 shows as an example the multi regression results on a 2D diagram. The 
two objective parameters from the multi regression model are plotted on the y- and 
x-axes. The black bold line represents the area of an optimum subjective rating (Al 9 
or 10). The area between the blue dotted and dashed line stands for a subjective 
rating between the assessment indices of Al -7.5 and Al 7.5. The arrows indicate 
the direction of the deviation from the optimum rating in accordance to the used 
questionnaire for the different assessment criterion. With given values of the 
objective parameter of a vehicle this 2D diagram is suitable to estimate the 
corresponding subjective rating. The diagram further indicates in which direction the 
objective parameters must be altered to get an improved rating of a certain 
assessment criterion.
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7.1 Regression Results Examination and Selection 
Process
Within a test configuration, the multi regression analyses were carried out for every 
possible combination of subjective criteria with two different objective parameters. 
The number of objective parameter pairs per test is calculated using the following 
equation:
Number of  Parameters-1
Number _ o f  _  Parameter _  Pairs =
i
Hence, the number of possible regressions is calculated as follows:
Number of parameter pairs x Number of test configurations x Number of subjective 
assessment criteria
For example, for the weave test 47 objective parameters were defined up to 17 test 
configurations per vehicle and 26 assessment criteria. The number of regressions to 
be calculated is 474214. It obvious, due to the enormous amount of data, a 
determined reduction method is necessary. The examination and selection process 
regarding the reliability of the regressions is described later in the chapter.
For the verification of a reliable relationship between the objective parameter and 
subjective assessment (TAI), the following conditions must be satisfied.
1. Verification of the significance of the objective parameters
Through variance analysis (ANOVA), independent variables (i.e. objective 
parameters) are examined for any significant differences between the 
individual vehicles within one vehicle segment. The verification of the 
objective parameters was defined with a significance level of a=0.1
2. Verification of the of the Regression Function (F-Test)
Verification of the regression function as a whole, i.e. whether and how well 
the dependent variable Y can be explained by the regression model. Due to 
the large number of possible regression analyses and associated necessary 
data reduction, the significance level for the F-test was set with a=0.01.
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3. Verification of the regression coefficient (t-Test)
Examination of whether and how well the regression model independent 
variables (objective parameters) contribute to the explanation of the 
dependent variable Y. The significance level for the t-Test was also set with 
a= 0 .01 .
4. Verification of multicollinearity
Examination of whether the independent variables correlate with each other. 
The first independent variable should not appear as a linear function of the 
second independent variable. The verification of the multicollinearity was 
carried out with a VIF factor < 2.5 (see chapter 5.2.2).
5. Selection of meaningful combination of assessment criterion, objective 
parameter and test configuration
The combination of subjective assessment criterion and test configuration is 
limited. The meaningful combinations are listed, for the different vehicle 
tests, in Appendix 10.3.
Table 7-1 shows the results of the selection conditions on the regression models for 
the weave test. In this case the number of possible regression is reduced from 
474214 to 409.
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1 Parking steering torque level 1081 18377 461 9 2 2 0
2 Parking steering torque progression 1081 18377 105 5 5 2 0
3 Steering torque on-centre ( 80km/h ) 1081 18377 2165 206 118 96 49
4 Steering torque on-centre ( 120km/h ) 1081 18377 1579 123 62 48 33
5 Steering torque off-centre ( 80km/h ) 1081 18377 1241 51 33 25 9
6 Steering torque off-centre ( 120km/h ) 1081 18377 80 5 0 0 0
7 Holding torque during cornering (80-100km /h) 1081 18377 126 2 1 1 0
8 Centre feel: at 80 km /h <5° 1081 18377 1412 75 25 24 0
9 Centre feel: at 120 km/h <5° 1081 18377 1413 70 24 21 21
10 Centre feel: at 160 km /h <5° 1081 18377 1386 73 33 24 0
11 Steering friction 1081 18377 1570 145 110 107 107
12 Steering response: from the middle ( 80km /h ) 1081 18377 2937 193 77 52 10
13 Steering response: under lateral acceleration 1081 18377 3778 296 111 81 20
14 Straight-driving correction effort 1081 18377 74 10 0 0 0
15 Steering precision 1081 18377 864 54 31 28 28
16 Feedback / benefit 1081 18377 76 3 0 0 0
17 Feedback / disturbance on straight-ahead drive 1081 18377 104 5 3 1 0
18 Feedback / disturbance under lateral acceleration 1081 18377 532 30 26 23 0
19 Steering angle demand: During parking 1081 18377 458 40 23 21 0
20 Steering angle demand: Low speed ( 80km /h ) 1081 18377 1657 167 101 85 51
21 Steering angle demand: High speed ( 120km /h ) 1081 18377 3915 452 169 136 81
22 Steering returnability on full lock 1081 18377 314 8 1 0 0
23 Remaining angle: From fell lock 1081 18377 197 10 0 0 0
24 Remaining angle: Low speed ( 50km /h ) 1081 18377 1524 13 2 2 0
25 Remaining angle: High speed ( 80km /h ) 1081 18377 528 5 0 0 0
26 Max. steering angle speed 1081 18377 420 48 3 3 0
28106 477802 28916 2098 960 782 409
Table 7-1: Selection process of multi-linear regression analyses
Table 7-2 shows the valid regression results from the weave test for the assessment 
criterion “Steering friction”. The 1081 possible objective parameter pairs are 
displayed in a half matrix. Test configurations which deliver valid regression results 
appear in the corresponding cells according to their numbering.
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1. Weave Test
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T a b le  7 - 2 :  M u l t i - l i n e a r  r e g r e s s io n  r e s u l t s .  W e a v e  T e s t .  S t e e r i n g  f r ic t io n ,
As further step of the selection process, the number of valid regression results for 
the different test configurations is examined. The number of valid regressions per 
cell can be considered as a good measure for the stability of the relationship 
between an assessment criterion and the pair of objective parameters. That means 
that the robustness of the regression results increases with the number test 
configurations producing valid results.
Furthermore, the interdependencies of several assessment criteria are considered 
for the final selection. For example, the regression results for the assessment 
criterion “Steering torque on-centre at 80 km/h“ and the criterion “Steering torque 
on-centre at 120 km/h“ are very similar (chapter 5.1). The final selection of robust 
and significant regression results has taken place with consideration for the above­
described requirements.
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7.2 Discussion of the Finai Muiti Regression Results
Based on the results from the simple regression analyses with one independent 
variable, the weave test appeared to be the most suitable test to analyse steering 
feel almost entirely. This is especially true for the interaction of steering wheel angle, 
steering wheel torque and steering response. The general steering response 
behaviour can also be described with the other vehicle tests like step input test, 
single sine test, etc. It must be emphasised that these tests deliver significantly less 
information about the interaction of steering wheel angle and steering wheel torque. 
The multi regression analyses are, therefore, applied exclusively for the weave test 
in this work.
The sample size influences the statistical power and generalisation of the multi 
regression models. Therefore all vehicles are analysed together. This leads to 
restrictions for the application of multi regression analysis. Only vehicle segment 
independent assessment criteria from chapter 6 are investigated:
Steering torque on-centre 
- Steering friction 
Steering precision 
Centre feel
The following tables (Table 7-3 to Table 7-6) display the multi regression results, 
which were examined with the consideration already explained in chapter 7.1. The 
cells with multiple valid regression result for the different test configuration are 
marked in grey. The selected final regression results for the different assessment 
criteria are circled.
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7.2.1 Steering Torque On-Centre
For the strongly multicollinear assessment criteria “Steering torque on-centre“ at 
speeds of 80km/h and 120km/h, comparable regression results were detected (see 
Table 7-3 and Table 7-4). The selected regression results are linked by following 
pairs of objective parameters:
- #11 Stiffness yaw velocity/angle and #3 Steering friction
- #37Stiffness torque/lateral acceleration and #11 Stiffness yaw velocity
- #37 Stiffness torque/lateral acceleration and #16 Steering sensitivity
- #37 Stiffness torque/lateral acceleration and #24 Stiffness lat. acc./angle
The objective parameters #16 and #24 are strongly multicollinear, as mentioned in 
chapter 5.2, which also confirms the robustness of the selected results. From the 
vehicle handling point of view all selected results are meaningful. Each pair of 
objective parameters involves physical values around the centre position for the 
signals: steering wheel angle; steering wheel torque and the lateral acceleration or 
yaw rate. The test configuration with a steering wheel angle of 10deg and 0.5Hz 
delivers for both speeds reliable regression results. This value of steering wheel 
angle is also recommended for the subjective assessments for these criteria
Figure 7-3 shows for example the diagram of a selected regression result for the 
assessment criterion “Steering torque on-centre”. Displayed are the objective 
parameters “Stiffness yaw velocity/angle” and “Steering friction”, with the different 
vehicles marked by coloured symbols, the line of optimal assessment (bold black) 
and the lines of an Al rating of +/- 7.5 (dotted blue). The assessment trend (too low 
-  high) is indicated with the large arrows in both directions. An optimum assessment 
can be achieved with any “Steering friction” value, as long as it is combined with an 
appropriate “Stiffness yaw velocity/angle”. However, in practical terms there are 
certain limits of the validity.
The allocation of the individual vehicles shows no specific cluster, which confirms 
additionally the statement of vehicle segment independency for the assessment 
criterion “Steering torque off-centre”.
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S u b j e c t i v e  C r i t e r i o n  3 :  
S t e e r i n g  t o r q u e  o n - c e n t r e  
( 8 0 k m / h  )
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16 Steering sensitivity ( )
17 Minimum steering sensitivity
18 Steering sensitivity at 1 m/s2
1 ' Steering sensitivity at 0 deg
20 Lateral acceleration deadband
21 Angle deadband
Steering hysteresis
23 Lateral acceleration time delay
24 Stiffriess lat_acceleration/angle - ( )
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T a b le  7 - 3 :  M u l t i  r e g r e s s io n .  “S t e e r in g  t o r q u e  o n - c e n t r e  ( 8 0 k m / h ) "
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S u b je c t iv e  C rite r io n  4: 
S te e r in g  to r q u e  o n -c e n tr e  
( 1 2 0 k m /h  )
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At time delay of roll rate
ratio max roll rate / max lat acc
Table 7-4: Multi regression. “Steering torque on-centre (120km/h)”
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Subjective Rating 3 : 















Parameter 3 : 'Steering friction '
1. W eave Test Test configuration 04: ’80knVh , 10deg , 0.5Hz
F ig u r e  7 - 3 :  M u l t i  r e g r e s s io n  f o r  “S t e e r in g  t o r q u e  o n - c e n t r e “
7 . 2.2 Steering Friction
For the assessment criterion “Steering friction", multi regression results were found 
for the following pairs of objective parameters. The regression selection was led by 
the number of found regression results, which is dependent on the test configuration 
(see Table 7-5).
#11 Stiffness yaw velocity/angle and #6 Loss angle torque/angle
#15 Loss angle yaw velocity/torque and #8 Yaw velocity response gain
- #15 Loss angle yaw velocity/torque and #11 Stiffness yaw velocity/angle
The objective parameter pair #6 and #15 and the pair #8 and #11 are multicollinear, 
which confirms additionally the robustness of the selected results. All selected 
results are meaningful under consideration of vehicle handling principles. For the 
assessment of “Steering friction” the driver gauges the “compliance feel” regarding 
steering angle input, steering response and steering wheel torque build up. The 
derived objective parameters for the selected regression results describe exactly 
these phenomena. In a velocity range from 80 km/h to 120 km/h, the friction and 
viscosity around the centre position is assessed through small steering wheel angle 
amplitudes of about 10 degrees. This coincides with the test configurations (v = 80 -  
100 km/h and 5 = 5 to 10°) of the selected results.
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Figure 7-4 shows for example a selected regression result for the assessment 
criterion “Steering friction”. Displayed are the objective parameters “Loss angle yaw 
velocity /torque” and “Yaw velocity response gain”. Analogous to the previous figure, 
the different vehicles are shown in coloured markers. The line of the optimal 
assessment (bold black) and the lines for an Al of +/- 7.5 (dotted blue) are 
displayed. The assessment trend (too low -  too high) is indicated with the arrows.






















Parameter 8 : Y aw  velocity response gain '
1. Weave Test Test configuration 09: '120krrVh , 5deg , 0.5Hz
F ig u r e  7 - 4 :  M u l t i  r e g r e s s io n  f o r  “ S t e e r in g  f r i c t i o n “
In Figure 7-4 the vehicles predominantly show a too high rated “steering friction”. 
The allocation of the individual vehicles shows a strong overlapping which confirms 
additionally the vehicle segment independency for the assessment criterion 
“Steering friction”.
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Subjective Criterion 11: 
Steering friction
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Table 7-5: Multi-linear regression “Steering friction”
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7.2.3 Steering Precision
Subjective Criterion 15: 
Steering precision
5 Degree value of Steering Torque
Stiffness yaw velocity'angle
Steering sensitivity at 0 deg
Torque gradient at 0 nvs2
Peak value of steering tc
Side Slip Angle to
Table 7-6: Multi regression: “Steering precision”
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For the assessment criterion “Steering precision”, correlation results were found for 
the following objective parameters.
#11 Stiffness yaw velocity/angle and #3 Steering friction
#11 Stiffness yaw velocity/angle and #4 Angle hysteresis
#40 Peak value of yaw rate and #4 Angle hysteresis
The objective parameters “Steering friction” and “Angle hysteresis” show a mutual 
dependency. The identical regression results for both objective parameter pairs 
therefore confirm the robustness. Figure 7-5 shows for example the 2D diagram for 
the objective parameters #11 and #3. For this assessment criterion, only the 
“imprecise” trend is indicated.
The results underline the importance of the harmonic relationship between the 
vehicle response, steering wheel angle and steering wheel torque characteristics. 
The driver carries out a subjective assessment for the criterion “Steering precision” 
with the main focus on steering wheel angle input and corresponding vehicle 
response. The selected regression results are conforming to the principles of vehicle 
handling. Steering precision denotes that a vehicle should follow steering wheel 
angle input harmoniously and should require few steering wheel corrections to follow 
a desired path. The selected regression results with the corresponding pairs of 
objective parameters describe the vehicle response, and even the steering wheel 
torque level at the on-centre.
The assessment criterion “Steering precision” allows only a deviation from the 
optimum in one direction. Due to this, in Figure 7-5 only one arrow, which indicates 
the direction for an “imprecise steering behaviour”, is plotted. All vehicles show a 
certain deviation from the optimum assessment. A larger value of the parameter 
“Stiffness yaw velocity/angle” for all investigated vehicles should help to optimise the 
subjective assessments. The allocation of the individual vehicles shows a strong 
overlapping. It confirms the vehicle segment independency for the assessment 
criterion “Steering precision”.
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Parameter 3 : 'Steering friction '
1. Weave Test Test configuration 10: '120krrVh , 10deg , 0.5Hz
F ig u r e  7 - 5 :  M u l t i  r e g r e s s io n  f o r  “ S t e e r in g  p r e c i s io n  “
7.2.4 Centre feel
The assessment criterion “Centre Feel at 80km/h and 120km/h“ shows only for 
120km/h valid regression results, despite the confirmed multicollinearity between 
both criteria. However, this could be caused through the harsh requirements in order 
to reduce the number of valid results. The statistical valid regressions for 120km/h 
are presented in Table 7-7. It can be seen that the objective parameter “Stiffness 
torque/lat. acceleration” is involved in most of the detected results. The selection of 
the best suitable pairs of objective parameter for the description of “Centre feel” took 
place according to the number of valid regressions of the different test 
configurations.
- #37 Stiffness torque/lat. acceleration and #11 Stiffness yaw velocity/angle
- #37 Stiffness torque/lat. acceleration and #24 Stiffness lat. acc./angle
#37 Stiffness torque/lat. acceleration and #16 Steering sensitivity
- #37 Stiffness torque/lat. acceleration and #19 Steering sensitivity at Odeg
The objective parameters #11 and #24 and the objective parameter #16 and #19 are 
multicollinear, confirms the robustness of the results.
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From vehicle handling point of view all selected results are meaningful. For the 
assessment of “Centre feel” the driver assesses mainly the steering wheel torque 
built up from centre position and the corresponding vehicle response for small 
steering wheel angle inputs. The objective parameters related to the selected 
regression results are suitable to explain this vehicle behaviour.
Figure 7-6 shows a selected multi regression result for “Centre feel”. Displayed are 
the objective parameters “Stiffness torque/lat. acceleration” and “Stiffness yaw 
velocity/angle”. Analogous to the previous figures, the different vehicles are shown 
with coloured markers. The line of the optimal assessment (bold black) and the lines 
for an Al of +/- 7.5 (dotted and dashed blue) are displayed. The assessment trend 
(too weak -  too strong) is indicated.
Subjective Rating 9 : 















Parameter 11 : 'Stiffness yaw velocity/angle '
1. W eave Test Test configuration 09: '120krrVh , 5deg , 0.5Hz
Figure 7-6: Multi regression for “Centre feel at 120km/h”“
In Figure 7-6 the assessment for a couple of the shown vehicles (too weak) could be 
optimised with a larger value of “Stiffness torque/lat. acceleration”. That means a 
sharper steering wheel torque gradient around the centre position. This optimised 
steering wheel torque build up can be reached most simply with a changed tuning of 
the steering system (e.g. boost curve and torsion bar stiffness).
The allocation of the individual vehicles shows again a strong overlapping. The 
vehicle segment independency for the assessment criterion “Centre Feel” can 
consequently be confirmed.
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S u b j e c t i v e  C r i t e r io n  9 :  
C e n t r e  f e e l :  
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40 Peak value of yaw rate
‘ Peak value of steering torque
42 Peak value of roll angle
■ Ratio max Side Slip Angle to Yaw Velocity
44 Specific Area Side Slip Angle Vaw velocity
45 max value of Roll rate (with removed offset)
46 time delay of roll rate
37
Table 7-7: Multi regression: “Centre feel at 120km/h”
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7.3 Summary of Multi Regression Analysis
The objective of the multi regression analyses was the detection of reliable 
relationships between the dependent subjective assessments and two independent 
objective parameters. The multi regression analysis was only carried out for the 
vehicle segment independent assessment criteria “Steering Torque On-Centre”, 
“Steering Friction”, “Steering Precision” and “Centre Feel” to guarantee a sufficient 
number of observations. The weave test was exclusively analysed due to the 
promising results from the simple linear regression. A large number of relationships 
were identified, so a reduction to final results was necessary. The selection of 
reliable and robust regression results took place under consideration of 
multicollinearity of the subjective assessment criteria and the objective parameters. 
Additionally, vehicle-handling aspects were considered. Regression results are 
identified for the named assessment criteria, and correspond with the results 
obtained by simple regression analysis. The 2D diagrams of the regression results 
are used for a visual illustration of the relationship between the pairs of objective 
parameters and the corresponding rating of the assessment criteria.
The multi regression analysis confirms the crucial interactions of the variables 
“Steering wheel angle” and “Steering wheel torque” to the corresponding steering 
response variables “Lateral acceleration” and “Yaw rate”. This is most important for 
the quantitative and qualitative description of steering feel.
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8 Conclusion
Vehicle characteristics are significantly influenced by vehicle handling behaviour. A 
core element of this handling behaviour, and particularly important for the subjective 
driving experience, is “Steering feel”. Numerous definitions for steering feel exist, but 
for the purpose of this investigation it is considered an individual, subjectively 
sensed, complex experience, which appeals to different human senses and is 
affected by the vehicle and steering wheel response. The objective of this work was 
to develop a methodology to characterise steering feel both subjectively and 
objectively, thus allowing the identification of reliable correlations between the two 
types of assessment.
In order to gain a reliable database of subjective assessments and objective 
parameters, twenty-five vehicles, organised in five different vehicle segments, were 
analysed. For the subjective analyses of steering feel, a new, comprehensive 
questionnaire with twenty-six different assessment criteria was developed. An 
essential part of to this questionnaire is the extended rating scheme. It is based on a 
well-established open scale assessment scheme which is enhanced with a 
statement criterion. For the case that a less than optimal mark is awarded, the 
statement criterion is referred for a justification of the mark. Further important 
measures to ensure high-quality assessments include the exclusive use of 
experienced, professional test drivers, and an extensive briefing regarding the 
correct procedure for the assessment of every criterion. The statistical analyses of 
variance of the collected subjective assessments show very consistent results for 
almost all assessment criteria. Hence, a common understanding among the driving 
experts regarding a brand typical steering feel could be confirmed.
Based on the multicollinearity analyses, a further improved questionnaire was 
developed with a reduced number of assessment criteria. Essential for the effective 
statistical regression analyses of the subjective assessments was the development 
of a new nonlinear transformation. This led to an approximated normal distribution 
for the transformed assessment indices.
The objective characterisation of steering behaviour took place through vehicle 
measurements. These objective assessments were carried out for a number of 
different manoeuvres, namely the weave test, step input test, single sine test, 
transition test, steady-state circular test and frequency test. Furthermore, each
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manoeuvre was run for a number of different test configurations, within which values 
such as speed and steering wheel angle amplitude were varied. The wide range of 
measurements for the various test situations ensures the comprehensive description 
of the entire on-centre steering behaviour. Overall about 150 tests were conducted 
for each vehicle. All vehicles were equipped with extensive measurement 
technology to record the vehicle and steering wheel response. A steering robot was 
used exclusively to increase the quality of the measurement data. Objective 
parameters were extracted out of the measured time data for steering wheel angle, 
steering wheel torque and vehicle response values. To ensure efficient and accurate 
data processing for the derivation of the objective parameters, new automated 
analysis algorithms were developed. The value of the new algorithms is seen when 
considering the sheer number of extracted objective parameters.
This research has shown that, in order to comprehensively cover on-centre steering 
feel, existing ISO standards need to be extended to consider smaller lateral 
accelerations. However, the measurement technology used in this investigation 
reached its limits of accuracy for the small steering wheel angle inputs. The analysis 
of variance was used to identify the significance of the objective parameters, i.e. 
whether the objective parameters can explain differences in steering feel within a 
group of vehicles. Some of the used objective parameters were proved redundant, 
while other new objective parameters were discovered.
Simple, dummy and multi regression analyses were applied to identify valid 
relationships between the subjective assessments and the objective parameters. 
With the assumption that some assessment criteria are vehicle segment dependent, 
simple regression was used to analyse the database of results for every vehicle 
segment separately. Valid and reliable regression results were found for the weave 
test, the step input test, the single sine test and the frequency response test. No 
results were found for the quasi static circular test and the transition test. Dummy 
regressions were used to confirm the results attained from simple regression, using 
models with higher degrees of freedom. Dummy regression was also useful to 
identify vehicle segment dependency or independency for a given assessment 
criterion. The final selection of results took place with consideration of additional 
statistical tests and vehicle handling principles. From these results numerous 
relationships between the subjective and objective assessments were identified, and 
target areas for objective parameters were consequently delivered.
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It was found that the assessment criteria “Steering wheel torque”, “Centre feel”, 
“Steering precision” and “Steering friction” are vehicle segment independent. The 
assessments “Steering response” and “Steering wheel angle demand” are vehicle 
segment dependent criteria. These findings confirm the initial assumption that 
criteria for the assessment of the vehicle response are dependent from the vehicle 
segment. The weave test was detected as the test which explains the on-centre 
steering feel best.
Multi regression analysis was performed to detect further relationships between 
objective parameters and subjective assessment. Regression models with two 
independent objective parameters were used. The weave test was exclusively 
analysed due to its significance for on-centre steering feel. With respect to the 
statistical power of the regression models only vehicle segment independent 
assessment criteria like “Steering torque on-centre”, “Steering friction”, “Steering 
precision” and “Centre feel” were considered. Multi regression analyses showed 
valid regression results for all investigated assessment criteria. Furthermore, the 
multi regression results correspond with the results from simple regression analysis.
This thesis confirms the crucial interactions of the variables “Steering wheel angle” 
and “Steering wheel torque” with the corresponding steering response variables 
“Lateral acceleration” and “Yaw rate”. Summarized, it can be stated that the gradient 
of steering wheel torque/steering wheel angle curve and the gradients of the curves 
for lateral acceleration/steering wheel angle and yaw velocity/steering wheel angle, 
derived from the weave test for small steering wheel angle inputs, are most 
important for the quantitative and qualitative description of on-centre steering feel.
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Outlook
The characterisation of steering feel as shown in this thesis requires an enormous 
amount of work. Therefore, a condensed methodology could reduce the workload 
needed. The redundancy of many results of this work is an indication that the 
objective parameters could be derived from a reduced number of vehicle tests. 
Furthermore, the established relationships between subjective and objective 
assessments combined with vehicle simulation can be used to evaluate on-centre 
steering feel virtually and comprehensively. The newly gained knowledge regarding 
the objective description of steering feel can be utilised for a brand and vehicle 
segment specific optimization of steering feel in the future.
The established database in this work is the ideal basis for further investigations. 
For example, it could be used to identify if non-linear relationships between the 
subjective assessments and the objective parameters do exist. The developed 
methodology can also be used for investigations of steering feel at the driving limits. 
Until now, there was a distinctive lack of knowledge about the steering wheel torque 
having to increase or decrease to inform the driver about the vehicle state. 
Investigations about the steering feedback behaviour could also be conducted with 
the same methodology. However, for this kind of analysis other types of vehicle 
tests are necessary, such as wheel unbalance or brake disc fluctuation tests could 
be successful as an approach.
With the introduction of electro-mechanical steering systems new vocabulary 
appeared in the automotive press, for example “artificial” or "synthetic”. Therefore, a 
discussion about these adjectives becomes necessary : do they have to be 
considered on the subjective assessment questionnaire or not?. However, for the 
foreseeable future, the test drivers' will continue to have the last word in terms of 
fine tuning of the steering system in order to guarantee the "sheer driving pleasure".
Manfred Harrer University of Bath
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10.1 Subjective Ratings: O riginal and Transform ed Values
Subjective Ratings V e h ic le  s e g m e n t
A s s e s s m e n t  C r i t e r i a V e h i c l e  A V e h ic le  B V e h ic le  C V e h i c l e  D V e h ic le  E
s c Al T R A N S F s c Al TR A N S F s c Al T R A N S F SC Al TR A N S F s c Al TR A N S F
1 Parking - S teering torque m agnitude 5.0 7 ,5 0 ,0 7 5 4 .9 7 ,5 0 ,0 7 5 4.6 7,7 0 ,0 5 5 3,8 8,1 0 4 ,0 8 .0 -0 ,0 2 5
2 Parking - S teering torque profile 4 .0 8 -0 .0 2 5 4 ,0 8 .0 -0 ,0 2 5 3 ,9 7 ,7 -0 ,0 5 5 3.9 7 ,9 -0 ,0 3 5 3,1 7 .3 -0 ,0 9 5
3 S teering torque O N -centre  (80km /h ) 5 .0 7,5 0 ,0 7 5 3.9 7 .9 -0 ,0 3 5 3,9 8 ,0 -0 ,0 2 5 3,4 7.4 -0 ,0 8 5 2,9 7,1 -0 ,1 1 5
4 Steering torque O N -centre  (120km /h ) 4 ,0 8 -0 ,0 2 5 3 ,6 7 ,8 -0 ,045 3.9 8,1 0 3,1 7 ,3 -0 ,0 9 5 2,6 6,9 -0 ,1 3 5
5 Steering torque O FF-centre (80km /h ) 4 .0 8 -0 ,0 2 5 3.5 7 .5 -0 ,075 4,4 8,1 0 2,6 6.9 -0 ,1 3 5 3,1 7 ,0 -0 ,1 2 5
6 S teering torque O FF-centre (120km /h ) 5 .0 7 ,5 0 ,0 7 5 3 ,6 7,6 -0 ,0 6 5 4.3 8,1 0 2,6 6.7 -0 ,1 5 5 3,0 6 ,9 -0 ,1 3 5
7 Torque during cornering at 8 0 -1 0 0  km/fi 5 ,0 7 ,5 0 .0 7 5 4 ,0 7.9 -0 ,0 3 5 4.4 7,9 0 ,0 3 5 3 ,5 7 .7 -0 ,0 5 5 4,6 7 ,5 0 ,0 7 5
8 C entre  fell a t 8 0  km /h 3,0 7 -0 .1 2 5 2 .8 6 .9 -0 .1 3 5 4.1 7,9 0 ,0 3 5 3,0 6 ,9 -0 ,1 3 5 2.4 6,4 -0 ,1 8 5
9 C entre  fell a t 120  km /h 4.0 8 -0 ,0 2 5 2 ,9 7,0 -0 ,125 4,4 8,2 0 3,4 7 ,2 -0 ,1 0 5 2,4 6 ,5 -0 ,1 7 5
10 C entre  fell a t 160  km /h 4.0 8 -0 ,0 2 5 2 .9 7,2 -0 ,105 4,3 8,1 0 3,5 7,6 -0 ,0 6 5 2,4 6,6 -0 ,1 6 5
S teering friction a t8 0 -1 2 0 k m /h 6.0 6,5 0 ,1 7 5 5 ,8 6.6 0 ,1 6 5 4,1 8 ,0 0 ,0 2 5 4,7 7,4 0 ,0 8 5 2,6 7,1 -0 ,1 1 5
12 Steering resp o n se  from the m idd le 4 .0 8 -0 ,0 2 5 3 ,9 7 ,5 -0 ,0 7 5 4.1 8.1 0 3,9 7 ,6 -0 ,0 6 5 3,0 7 ,3 -0 ,0 9 5
13 Steering resp o n se  under lateral acc. 4 .0 8 -0 ,0 2 5 3.9 7,4 -0 ,085 4.1 8 .0 0 ,0 2 5 3,4 7 ,6 -0 ,0 6 5 3.1 7 ,3 -0 ,0 9 5
14 Straight-driving correction effort 5 .0 7 .5 0 ,0 7 5 4 .5 7 ,5 0 ,0 7 5 4.1 8 .0 0 ,0 2 5 4,3 7 ,9 0 ,0 3 5 5,1 7,1 0 .1 1 5
15 Steering precision a t 80 -1 2 0 k m /h 3,0 7 ,5 -0 ,0 7 5 3 .3 7,3 -0 ,095 4 ,0 8,4 0 3,0 7,1 -0 ,1 1 5 2,6 6,6 -0 ,1 6 5
16 Feed b ack  at 8 0 -1 20km /h 3.0 7 -0 ,1 2 5 2 ,5 6,6 -0 ,165 3,6 7 .9 -0 ,0 3 5 2,4 6,6 -0 ,1 6 5 3.8 6,4 -0 ,1 8 5
17 Disturbance on stra igh t-ahead  drive 4 .2 8 0 ,0 2 5 4.1 7.9 0 ,0 3 5 4.4 7 ,8 0 ,0 4 5 4.1 8 ,2 0 5.0 7.1 0 ,1 1 5
18 D isturbance under lateral acceleration 5,0 7 0 ,1 2 5 4 ,6 7,4 0 ,0 8 5 4.9 7,4 0 ,0 8 5 4,1 8.1 0 6,1 6,1 0 ,2 1 5
19 Steering an g le  d e m a n d  during parking 5.0 7,5 0 ,0 7 5 4 ,0 8 .9 0 4.6 7.6 0 ,0 6 5 4.8 7 ,5 0 ,0 7 5 4 .8 7.4 0 .0 8 5
20 Steering ang le  d em an d  a t8 0 k m /h 4.0 8 -0 ,0 2 5 3,9 8 ,2 0 3,9 7 ,9 -0 ,0 3 5 4,6 7 ,6 0 ,0 6 5 4,9 7,4 0 ,0 8 5
21 Steering ang le  d e m a n d  at 120km /h 4.0 8 -0 ,0 2 5 4 ,0 8,2 0 3,9 7 .9 -0 ,0 3 5 4,3 7 ,9 0 ,0 3 5 4 .6 7.9 0 ,0 3 5
22 Steering returnabilityon full lock 3.0 7 -0 ,1 2 5 3,3 7,1 -0 ,1 1 5 3,5 7 ,6 -0 ,0 6 5 2,3 6,2 -0 ,2 0 5 2.8 6.6 -0 ,1 6 5
23 R e m ain in g  ang le  from full lock 6,0 6 0 ,2 2 5 5,0 7,1 0 .115 4.8 7 ,4 0 ,0 8 5 5.4 6.4 0 ,1 8 5 4,7 7,1 0 ,1 1 5
24 R em ain in g  ang le  a t 50km /h 5,0 7 0 ,1 2 5 5.4 6 .9 0 ,1 3 5 4 ,6 7 ,8 0 ,0 4 5 5,1 7,0 0 ,1 2 5 4,1 7,9 0 ,0 3 5
25 R e m ain in g  angle a t8 0 k m /h 4,2 8 0 .0 2 5 5 ,0 7.4 0 ,085 4,1 7 ,9 0 ,0 3 5 4,3 7 .8 0 ,0 4 5 4,1 8,0 0 ,0 2 5
26 M ax steering velocity during parking 2.0 6 ,5 -0 ,1 7 5 2.0 6.1 -0 ,215 3,1 7 ,0 -0 ,1 2 5 3 ,3 7.4 -0 .0 8 5 1.4 5.6 -0 ,2 6 5
Subjective Ratings V e h ic le  s e g m e n t
CO
A s s e s s m e n t  C r i t e r i a V e h i c l e  A V e h ic le  B V e h ic le  C V e h i c l e  D V e h ic le  E
s c Al TR A N S F SC Al TR A N SF sc Al TR A N S F SC Al TR A N SF s c A! TR A N SF
1 Parking - S teering torque m agnitude 4 6 7,6 0 ,0 6 5 4 .3 8.0 0 ,0 2 5 3,9 8.1 0 4,8 7,4 0 ,0 8 5 4.8 7,2 0 ,1 0 5
2 Parking - Steering torque profile 4 ,0 8 -0 ,0 2 5 3,8 7,8 -0 ,045 3,9 7 ,9 -0 ,0 3 5 3,6 7.5 -0 ,0 7 5 3,9 7 ,9 -0 .0 3 5
3 Steering torque O N -centre (80km /h ) 3,6 7,7 -0 ,0 5 5 3,6 7.6 -0 ,065 2,6 7,0 -0 ,1 2 5 3,0 7,3 -0 ,0 9 5 3.9 7.9 -0 ,0 3 5
4 Steering torque O N -centre (120km /h ) 3.8 7,8 -0 ,0 4 5 3,5 7.6 -0 ,065 2.9 7,2 -0 ,1 0 5 3,3 7.4 -0 ,0 8 5 4.1 7.8 0 ,0 4 5
5 Steering torque OFF-centre (80km /h ) 3.6 7,7 -0 ,0 5 5 3,8 7 .8 -0 ,045 2,6 6,9 -0 ,1 3 5 2,8 6,9 -0 ,1 3 5 3.5 7,6 -0 ,0 6 5
6 Steering torque OFF-centre (120km /h ) 3 ,6 7.7 -0 ,0 5 5 4 .3 7.8 0 ,0 4 5 2,9 7 .0 -0 ,1 2 5 3,0 7 .2 -0 ,1 0 5 5,0 7,3 0 ,0 9 5
7 Torque during cornering at 8 0 -1 0 0  km/h 4,3 7 ,9 0 ,0 3 5 4 ,9 7,4 0 ,0 8 5 3.4 7.6 -0 ,0 6 5 3.6 7,8 -0 ,0 4 5 4,5 7.6 0 ,0 6 5
8 C entre  fell a t 8 0  km/h 2,9 7 -0 ,1 2 5 3.3 7.6 -0 ,0 6 5 2,4 6 ,7 -0 ,1 5 5 3,4 7,5 -0 ,0 7 5 4.1 8.0 0 ,0 2 5
9 C entre  fell a t 120  km/h 3,1 7,3 -0 ,0 9 5 3.4 7,4 -0 ,0 8 5 3.0 7 ,0 -0 ,1 2 5 3,5 7,6 -0 ,0 6 5 4,7 7.6 0 ,0 6 5
10 C entre  fell a t 160  km /h 3,8 7,8 -0 ,0 4 5 3.4 7,5 -0 ,0 7 5 3,1 7,3 -0 ,0 9 5 3,5 7,6 -0 ,0 6 5 4.4 7,8 0 ,0 4 5
11 Steering friction a t8 0 -1 2 0 k m /h 4,6 7,6 0 ,0 6 5 4,9 7 ,0 0 ,125 5,4 6,6 0 ,1 6 5 3,6 7 ,8 -0 ,0 4 5 3,4 7,6 -0 ,0 6 5
12 Steering resp o n se  from the m iddle 4 ,0 8 -0 ,0 2 5 3,6 7 .8 -0 ,0 4 5 2,6 7,1 -0 ,1 1 5 4.4 7,6 0 ,0 6 5 3.1 7,3 -0 ,0 9 5
13 Steering resp o n se  under lateral acc. 4 .0 8 -0 ,0 2 5 3,8 7 ,9 -0 ,035 3,1 7,2 -0 ,1 0 5 4,5 7,4 0 ,0 8 5 3.4 7,6 -0 ,0 6 5
14 Straight-driving correction effort 4,1 7,9 0 ,0 3 5 4.1 8,0 0 ,025 4 ,3 7 ,7 0 ,0 5 5 4,5 7,8 0 ,0 4 5 4,1 7,9 0 ,0 3 5
15 Steering precision a t8 0 -1 2 0 k m /h ■1 0 8.1 0 3.1 7.2 -0 ,1 0 5 3 ,0 7 ,3 -0 ,0 9 5 2,6 7,1 -0 ,1 1 5 2,8 7,1 -0 ,115
16 Feed b ack  a t 8 0 -1 20km /h 3,8 7 ,8 -0 ,0 4 5 2.6 6,6 -0 ,165 2,6 6,7 -0 ,1 5 5 4.1 7,1 0 .1 1 5 3,8 6,4 -0 ,1 8 5
17 D isturbance on stra ight-ahead drive 5,0 7,4 0 ,0 8 5 4 ,6 7,6 0 ,065 4.4 7 ,8 0 ,0 4 5 5,1 7 ,2 0 ,1 0 5 5,9 6.4 0 ,1 8 5
18 D isturbance under lateral acceleration 5,3 7,1 0 ,1 1 5 5,3 7 ,0 0 ,125 4 ,8 7,4 0 ,0 8 5 5.1 7 ,0 0 ,1 2 5 6,8 5,3 0 ,2 9 5
19 Steering a n g le  d e m an d  during parking 4.8 7,4 0 ,0 8 5 4 ,6 7,5 0 ,075 4,4 7 ,7 0 ,0 5 5 4,7 7 ,7 0 ,0 5 5 6,1 6,3 0 ,1 9 5
20 Steering a n g le  d e m an d  at 80km /h 4,3 7 ,8 0 ,0 4 5 4,4 7 ,7 0 ,0 5 5 4,4 7 ,6 0 ,0 6 5 4,1 7,8 0 ,0 4 5 5,6 6,6 0 ,1 6 5
21 Steering ang le  d e m an d  at 120km /h 4,0 8 -0 ,0 2 5 4,4 7,6 0 ,065 4,4 7 ,8 0 ,0 4 5 3,6 7,6 -0 ,0 6 5 4.9 7,4 0 ,0 8 5
22 Steering returnabilityon full lock 3,1 7 ,4 -0 ,0 8 5 l 9 6,1 -0 ,2 1 5 2,5 6 .7 -0 ,1 5 5 1,4 5,4 -0 ,2 8 5 1,8 5,5 -0 ,2 7 5
23 R em ain in g  ang le  from full lock 5,4 7 ,2 0 ,1 0 5 5.9 6 ,5 0 ,175 5,5 6 ,6 0 ,1 6 5 6,4 5.6 0 ,2 6 5 6,3 6,5 0 ,1 7 5
24 R em ain in g  ang le  a t 50km /h 4,8 7,5 0 ,0 7 5 5,0 7,1 0 .115 5,1 6 ,7 0 ,1 5 5 4,9 7.4 0 ,0 8 5 4.1 7,7 0 ,0 5 5
25 R em ain in g  ang le  a t8 0 k m /h 4,3 7,7 0 ,0 5 5 4.1 8,0 0 ,0 2 5 5,0 7 ,3 0 ,0 9 5 4.1 8,0 0 ,0 2 5 4,1 7,8 0 ,045
26 Max steering velocity during parking 2.3 6.6 -0 ,1 6 5 1.8 5,9 -0 ,2 3 5 3,9 8,1 0 1,9 6,3 -0 ,1 9 5 3,1 7 ,3 -0 ,0 9 5
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Subjective Ratings V e h ic le  s e g m e n t 0
A s s e s s m e n t  C r i t e r i a V e h ic le  A V e h ic le  B V e h ic le  C V e h i c l e  D V e h i c l e  E
SC Al TR A N S F sc Al TRANSF sc Al TR A N S F sc Al T R A N S F sc Al TR A N SF
■ Parking - Steering torque m agnitude 4,0 8 -0 ,0 2 5 3,3 7,6 -0 ,065 5,7 6 ,7 0 ,1 5 5 3.5 7.6 -0 ,0 6 5 2,8 6 ,7 -0 ,1 5 5
2 Parking - Steering torque profile 4 ,0 8 -0 ,0 2 5 3,8 7.9 -0 ,035 4,0 8 ,0 -0 ,0 2 5 3 ,0 7,1 -0 ,1 1 5 3,2 7 .3 -0 ,0 9 5
3 Steering torque O N -centre  (80km /h ) 3 ,5 7 .5 -0 ,0 7 5 3,8 7,9 -0 ,035 3,3 7 ,6 -0 ,0 6 5 2 ,3 6 ,4 -0 ,1 8 5 2,7 6 ,8 -0 ,1 4 5
4 Steering torque O N -centre  (1 20km /h ) 3,7 7,7 -0 ,0 5 5 3 7 7.8 -0 ,045 3.5 7 .5 -0 ,0 7 5 2 ,2 6,1 -0 ,2 1 5 2,5 6 .7 -0 ,1 5 5
5 Steering torque O FF-centre (8 0km /h ) 3 .8 7,8 -0 ,0 4 5 3.5 7,6 -0 ,065 3,7 7 ,6 -0 ,0 6 5 1.8 6 ,0 -0 ,2 2 5 2,7 6 ,5 -0 ,1 7 5
6 Steering torque O FF-centre (1 2 0 k m /h ) 3 ,5 7.6 -0 ,0 6 5 3 ,8 7,8 -0 ,045 3 ,5 7 .5 -0 ,0 7 5 1,8 6 ,0 -0 ,2 2 5 2,3 6 .6 -0 ,1 6 5
7 Torque during cornering at 8 0 -1 0 0  km/h 4 ,0 8 -0 ,0 2 5 3.7 7,6 -0 ,065 3,5 7 ,6 -0 ,0 6 5 2,5 6 ,6 -0 ,1 6 5 2,7 6 ,8 -0 ,1 4 5
8 C entre  fell a t 8 0  km /h 3,3 7 ,4 -0 ,0 8 5 3.8 7,8 -0 ,045 3.3 7 .3 -0 ,0 9 5 2 ,5 6 ,4 -0 ,1 8 5 2,5 6 ,3 -0 ,1 9 5
9 C entre  fell a t 120  km /h 3,3 7 ,5 -0 ,0 7 5 3,5 7,7 -0 ,055 3,5 7 ,5 -0 ,0 7 5 2 ,7 6 ,6 -0 ,1 6 5 2,5 6 ,5 -0 ,1 7 5
10 C entre  fell a t 160  km /h 3,5 7,7 -0 ,0 5 5 3,5 7.7 -0 ,0 5 5 3,7 7 ,7 -0 ,0 5 5 2,5 6 ,3 -0 ,1 9 5 2.7 6 .6 -0 ,1 6 5
Steering friction a t8 0 -1 2 0 k m /h 4,7 7,4 0 ,0 8 5 4 ,0 8,0 -0 ,025 4 ,5 7 ,3 0 ,0 9 5 2 ,7 6 ,7 -0 ,1 5 5 2,8 6 ,9 -0 .1 3 5
12 Steering resp o n se  from the m idd le 3 ,5 7.5 -0 ,0 7 5 4 .3 7,8 0 ,045 4 ,2 7 ,9 0 ,0 3 5 2 ,3 6,4 -0 ,1 8 5 2.3 6 .3 -0 ,1 9 5
13 Steering resp o n se  u nder lateral acc. 3 ,7 7,8 -0 ,0 4 5 4 ,2 7,8 0 ,045 3 ,7 7 .8 -0 ,0 4 5 2,5 6,4 -0 ,1 8 5 2 ,5 6 .4 -0 ,1 8 5
14 Straight-driving correction effort 4 ,2 7,9 0 ,0 3 5 4 ,2 8 ,0 0 ,025 4 .2 7 .8 0 ,0 4 5 4,5 7.4 0 .0 8 5 5,0 7 ,3 0 ,0 9 5
15 Steering precision a t8 0 -1 2 0 k m /h 3,5 7,7 -0 ,0 5 5 4 ,0 8,0 -0 ,025 3 ,7 7 .8 -0 .0 4 5 2,0 6 .3 -0 ,1 9 5 2,6 6 .7 -0 ,1 5 5
16 F eed b ack at 8 0 -1 20km /h 3,7 7 ,8 -0 ,0 4 5 3,8 7,8 -0 .045 3 ,2 7,4 -0 ,085 2,0 6 ,2 -0 ,2 0 5 2,3 6 .4 -0 .1 8 5
17 D isturbance on stra igh t-ahead  drive 5 ,0 7.3 0 ,0 9 5 4 ,8 7,6 0 ,065 4 .4 7 ,7 0 ,055 5,0 7,3 0 ,0 9 5 4 ,4 7 .6 0 ,0 6 5
18 D isturbance u nder lateral acceleration 4,8 7 ,2 0 ,1 0 5 5 ,0 7,4 0 ,085 4 ,8 7,4 0 ,0 8 5 5 .3 7 ,0 0 ,1 2 5 4,8 7 ,2 0 ,1 0 5
19 Steering a n g le  d e m an d  during parking 5,0 7,3 0 ,0 9 5 4 ,7 7.4 0 ,085 4 ,5 7 ,5 0 ,0 7 5 5 ,0 7.2 0 ,1 0 5 5 ,7 6 ,7 0 ,1 5 5
20 Steering angle d e m an d  at 80km /h 5,0 7.3 0 ,0 9 5 4 ,3 7.8 0 ,045 4 .7 7 ,5 0 ,0 7 5 5.2 7 ,0 0 ,1 2 5 5,5 6 ,8 0 ,1 4 5
21 Steering angle d e m a n d  at 120km /h 4 .8 7.4 0 ,0 8 5 4 ,0 8,0 -0 ,025 4 ,2 7 ,9 0 ,0 3 5 5.2 7 ,0 0 ,1 2 5 5,3 6 ,8 0 ,1 4 5
22 Steering returnabilityon full lock 3,3 7,4 -0 ,0 8 5 3,4 7,4 -0 ,085 2,2 6 ,3 -0 ,1 9 5 4,0 6 .8 -0 ,1 4 5 4 ,5 7 ,7 0 ,0 5 5
23 R em ain in g  ang le  from full lock 4.8 7 ,3 0 ,0 9 5 5 .2 7.1 0 ,115 5.8 6 ,3 0 ,195 4.8 7,3 0 ,0 9 5 4.8 7 ,2 0 .1 0 5
24 R em ain in g  ang le  a t5 0 k m /h 4.3 7,8 0 ,0 4 5 4 ,7 7.6 0 ,065 4 ,6 7 ,5 0 ,0 7 5 4 .2 7 ,8 0 ,0 4 5 4,5 7 .6 0 ,0 6 5
25 R em ain in g  ang le  a t 80km /h
26 M ax steering velocity during parking 3,2 7.4 -0 ,0 8 5 3,3 7 .6 -0 ,0 6 5 2 ,3 6 ,7 -0 .1 5 5 2,5 6 ,2 -0 ,2 0 5 1,8 6,1 -0 ,2 1 5
Subjective Ratings V e h ic le  s e g m e n t D
A s s e s s m e n t  C r i t e r i a V e h ic le  A V e h ic le  B V e h ic le  C V e h i c l e  D V e h i c l e  E
SC Al TR A N S F s c Al TR A N S F SC Al TR A N SF s c Al TR A N S F s c Al T R A N S F
1 Parking - S teering torque m agnitude 3 ,9 7,9 -0 ,0 3 5 5,4 6 ,9 0 ,135 5 .8 6 .6 0 ,1 6 5 5,0 7.4 0 ,0 8 5 5.9 6 ,5 0 ,1 7 5
2 Parking - Steering torque profile 3 ,8 7,8 -0 ,0 4 5 4.0 8.0 -0 ,025 2 .8 6 ,7 -0 ,1 5 5 3 ,9 7.8 -0 ,0 4 5 3.6 7 ,8 -0 ,0 4 5
3 Steering torque O N -centre  (80km /h ) 2 ,9 7,1 -0 ,1 1 5 4,3 7.8 0 ,0 4 5 4,1 7 ,9 0 ,0 3 5 3,3 7.4 -0 ,0 8 5 4 ,6 7.6 0 ,0 6 5
4 Steering torque O N -centre  (120km /h ) 3 ,3 7.4 -0 ,0 8 5 4 .3 7.8 0 ,0 4 5 4 .0 8 ,0 -0 ,0 2 5 3.4 7 ,6 -0 ,0 6 5 4 .5 7 .6 0 .0 6 5
5 S teering torque O FF-centre (80km /h ) 3 ,5 7,6 -0 ,0 6 5 4 ,0 7.6 -0 ,065 4 .0 8 ,0 -0 ,0 2 5 3.1 7.1 -0 ,1 1 5 4 .9 7.4 0 ,0 8 5
6 Steering torque O FF-centre (1 20km /h ) 4 .5 7.6 0 ,0 6 5 3.9 7.5 •0 ,075 3 .6 7 .7 -0 ,0 5 5 3,3 7,3 -0 ,0 9 5 4 .6 7 .6 0 ,0 6 5
7 Torque during cornering at 8 0 -1 0 0  km/h 4.4 7.8 0 ,0 4 5 4 .6 7,5 0 ,0 7 5 4 .9 7,4 0 ,0 8 5 4.3 7 ,8 0 ,0 4 5 4 .8 7 ,4 0 ,0 8 5
8 C entre  fell a t 8 0  km/h 2 ,8 6 ,9 -0 ,1 3 5 3,4 7,3 -0 ,0 9 5 3 ,5 7 ,6 -0 ,0 6 5 3,0 6 ,9 -0 .1 3 5 5,1 7 ,3 0 ,0 9 5
9 C entre  fell a t 120  km /h 3,1 7 ,2 -0 ,1 0 5 3,5 7,6 -0 ,0 6 5 3 .9 7 ,9 -0 ,0 3 5 3.3 7 ,2 -0 ,1 0 5 4,9 7 ,4 0 ,0 8 5
10 C entre  fell a t 160  km /h 3,4 7 ,5 -0 ,0 7 5 3,6 7,7 -0 ,055 4 ,0 7 .8 -0 ,0 4 5 3.3 7,3 -0 ,0 9 5 4 .6 7 ,5 0 ,0 7 5
11 Steering friction a t8 0 -1 2 0 k m /h 4 .9 7,6 0 ,0 6 5 3,6 7,7 -0 ,0 5 5 4,5 7 ,6 0 ,0 6 5 3.4 7.4 -0 ,0 8 5 4 ,6 7 .6 0 ,0 6 5
12 Steering resp o n se  from the m idd le 3,8 7.8 -0 ,0 4 5 3,3 7,3 -0 ,0 9 5 3 ,9 8.1 0 3,3 7.4 -0 ,0 8 5 4 ,3 7 ,6 0 ,0 6 5
13 Steering resp o n se  under lateral acc. 4 ,0 7 ,9 -0 ,0 3 5 3,4 7,5 -0 ,0 7 5 4,1 7 ,9 0 ,0 3 5 3,3 7,4 -0 ,0 8 5 4.4 7 ,5 0 ,0 7 5
14 Straight-driving correction effort 4 ,8 7,4 0 ,0 8 5 4 ,6 7.5 0 ,075 4 ,6 7,8 0 ,0 4 5 4.8 7 ,5 0 .0 7 5 4.6 7 ,6 0 ,0 6 5
15 Steering precision a t 80 -1 2 0 k m /h 3,3 7.4 -0 ,0 8 5 3,1 7,3 -0 .0 9 5 3 ,6 7 ,8 -0 .0 4 5 2 .9 7 ,3 -0 ,0 9 5 ' 7,1 -0 ,1 1 5
16 F eed b ack a t 8 0 -1 20km /h 2.4 6,6 -0 ,1 6 5 4.1 7.7 0 ,0 5 5 4.1 8 ,0 0 ,0 2 5 2,3 6 ,8 -0 ,1 4 5 2 ,9 7,1 -0 ,1 1 5
17 D isturbance on stra igh t-ahead  drive 4,1 8,6 0 4 ,9 7,4 0 ,0 8 5 5,1 7 ,2 0 ,1 0 5 4 ,4 7,8 0 ,0 4 5 5 .5 6 ,7 0 ,1 5 5
18 D isturbance under lateral acceleration 4,3 8,4 0 5,9 6,8 0 ,1 4 5 4.8 7,1 0 ,1 1 5 5,3 7 ,2 0 ,1 0 5 5,6 6 ,6 0 ,1 6 5
19 Steering ang le  d em an d  during parking 4,8 7,2 0 ,105 4.8 7,3 0 ,0 9 5 4 ,3 7 ,8 0 ,0 4 5 4 ,4 7,8 0 ,0 4 5 4.1 8 .0 0 ,0 2 5
20 Steering ang le  d em an d  at 80km /h 4.0 8,1 0 4 .4 7,8 0 ,045 4 .0 8 .0 -0 ,0 2 5 4 .4 7,8 0 ,0 4 5 3,8 7 ,9 -0 ,0 3 5
21 Steering ang le  d em an d  a t 120km /h 4,0 8,1 0 4 ,6 7,6 0 ,065 3,8 7,8 -0 ,0 4 5 4 ,5 7 ,7 0 ,0 5 5 3.6 7 .7 -0 ,0 5 5
22 Steering returnabilityon full lock 3,9 7 .9 -0 ,0 3 5 4,1 8,0 0 ,025 1,5 5 ,9 -0 ,2 3 5 1,8 6,1 -0 ,2 1 5 1.0 5 .7 -0 .2 5 5
23 R e m ain in g  ang le  from full lock 4,1 8,1 0 4,5 7,6 0 ,065 6.9 5 ,3 0 ,2 9 5 6 ,0 6 ,5 0 ,1 7 5 6,4 5 ,8 0 ,2 4 5
24 R e m ain in g  angle at 50km /h 4,4 7.9 0 ,0 3 5 4 ,3 7,9 0 ,0 3 5 5,3 6 ,9 0 ,1 3 5 4 ,4 7,8 0 ,0 4 5 4,8 7 ,3 0 ,0 9 5
25 R em ain in g  a n g le  a t8 0 k m /h 4 ,5 7,9 0 ,0 3 5 4.1 8,0 0 ,0 2 5 4 ,8 7 .5 0 ,0 7 5 4,1 7,9 0 ,0 3 5 4.1 7 ,9 0 ,0 3 5
26 M ax steering velocity during parking 2,6 7,1 -0 ,1 1 5 3,1 7,4 -0 ,0 8 5 3,3 7 ,3 -0 ,0 9 5 1.1 6 ,0 -0 ,2 2 5 2 ,3 6 .8 -0 ,1 4 5
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Subjective Ratings V e h i c l e  s e g m e n t  E
A s s e s s m e n t  C r i t e r i a V e h ic le  A V e h ic le  B V e h ic le  C V e h i c l e  D V e h i c l e  E
sc Al T R A N S F sc Al TR A N S F sc Al TR A N S F sc Al TR A N S F sc Al TRA N SF
1 Parking - Steering torque m agn itude 5.8 6 ,6 0,165 3 ,9 7,9 -0,035 5,6 6,7 0,155 5,3 7 ,0 0,125 5.1 7 ,2 0,105
2 Parking -  Steering torque profile 3 ,9 8 -0,025 3 ,9 7.9 -0,035 3 ,7 7 ,9 -0,035 3,6 7,7 -0 .0 5 5 3,1 7 ,3 -0,095
3 Steering torque O N -centre  (80km /h ) 4.1 8 0,025 4.1 7,8 0,045 3,6 7,6 -0,065 3,6 7 ,2 -0,105 3,4 7 ,3 -0,095
4 Steering torque O N -centre (120km /h ) 4,1 7.8 0,045 4,3 7,8 0,045 3,6 7 .5 -0,075 3,3 7,2 -0,105 3,4 7 ,4 -0,085
5 Steering torque O FF-centre (80km /h ) 3.7 7 ,9 -0,035 3.8 7,9 -0,035 3,7 7 ,6 -0,065 3.1 7.2 -0,105 3,1 7 ,3 -0,095
6 Steering torque O FF-centre (1 20km /h ) 3 ,5 7 ,7 -0,055 4.3 7.9 0,035 3,4 7,6 -0,065 3,0 7,1 -0,115 3,1 7 ,3 -0,095
7 Torque during cornering at 8 0 -1 0 0  km/h 4,1 7 ,8 0,045 4,7 7.5 0,075 4 ,3 7.9 0,035 4,3 7 .5 0,075 4 ,0 7 .6 -0,065
8 C entre  fell a t 80  km /h 3,6 7 ,7 -0,055 3,3 7,3 -0,095 3,4 7,5 -0,075 2,7 6,6 -0,165 2,6 6 ,6 -0,165
9 C entre  fell a t 120  km /h 4.1 8,1 0 3,7 7 ,5 -0,075 3,4 7,6 -0,065 2.8 6 .8 -0,145 3,0 6 ,8 -0,145
10 C entre  fell a t 160  km /h 3,9 8 -0.025 3,8 7,6 -0,065 4.0 7,8 -0,045 2,8 6 ,9 -0,135 2,9 6 .7 -0,155
11 Steering friction a t 8 0 -1 2 0 k m /h 4 ,9 7 ,3 0,095 4,7 7.4 0.085 4,1 7 ,9 0,035 4,5 7,5 0,075 4.8 7 ,0 0.125
12 Steering re sp o n se  from the m idd le 4 ,2 7.9 0,035 3,9 7,8 -0,045 3,2 7.4 -0,085 3,1 7,0 -0,125 3.1 7,2 -0,105
13 S teering re sp o n se  under lateral acc. 4 ,2 7 .9 0,035 3.8 7,9 -0,035 3.4 7 ,6 -0,065 3,3 7.0 -0,125 3,1 7,4 -0,085
14 Straight-driving correction effort 4 .5 7 ,6 0,065 4,5 7,5 0,075 4,4 7,8 0,045 4,5 7,6 0,065 4.3 7 .6 0,065
15 Steering precision a t 80 -1 2 0 k m /h 3 ,9 8 .2 0 3.6 7,7 -0,055 3,0 7,4 -0,085 2,0 6 ,2 -0,205 2,7 6 ,8 -0,145
16 F eed b ack at 8 0 -1 20km /h 3.6 7 ,6 -0,065 2,4 6,4 -0.185 3,6 7 .8 -0.045 3,3 6 .7 -0,155 2.6 6 .5 -0,175
17 D isturbance on stra igh t-ahead  dri\© 5,0 7 ,3 0,095 4.1 8.8 0 4 .7 7,6 0,065 5,3 6,9 0,135 4,8 7 ,4 0,085
18 D isturbance under lateral acceleration 4.7 7 ,6 0,065 4,1 8 .9 0 4,7 7.4 0,085 6,0 6,1 0.215 6.2 6.1 0,215
19 Steering a n g le  d e m a n d  during parking 4,7 7 ,5 0,075 4,2 7.4 0,085 4 .6 7.6 0,065 4.7 7.6 0,065 4.6 7 .6 0,065
20 Steering ang le  d em an d  a t8 0 k m /h 4 ,0 8 -0,025 4 0 8.0 -0,025 4 ,5 7 ,6 0,065 4 .4 7,5 0,075 5,0 7 ,2 0,105
21 Steering ang le  d e m a n d  at 120km /h 3.8 7.9 -0,035 3,7 7,9 -0,035 4,1 8,0 0,025 4 .2 7.7 0,055 5,0 7 .2 0,105
22 Steering returnabilityon full lock 3,5 7 ,5 -0,075 4.3 7 ,9 0,035 3,4 7 .6 -0,065 3 ,0 7,1 -0,115 2,2 6 ,2 -0,205
23 R em ain in g  ang le  from full lock 5.4 7 0,125 4.1 8,1 0 4 ,6 7 ,5 0.075 5,2 7 ,0 0,125 6,1 5,9 0,235
24 R em ain in g  ang le  at 50km /h 5.3 7,1 0,115 4.1 8.0 0,025 4 ,2 7 .7 0,055 4 ,5 7,5 0,075 4.1 7 .9 0,035
25 R em ain in g  a n g le  a t 80km /h 4,0 8 -0,025 4 .0 8,1 0 4.1 7 ,9 0,035 4 ,3 7,8 0,045 4,1 7 ,9 0,035
26 Max steering velocity during parking 3,0 7 -0,125 2.9 7 ,0 -0,125 2.4 6 ,9 -0,135 2,3 6 ,5 -0,175 1.8 6,1 -0,215
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10.2 ANOVA Results for Objective Param eters
A N O V A  
f o r  o b j e c t i v e  p a r a m e t e r s  
W e a v e  T e s t
r Test - configurations























































































































































Quantity of measured vehicle segments 4 4 5 5 5 4 4 4 T 5 5 4
■
T " 3 4 4 4
r steering stirrness T " T 3 T * 3 3 333 3 33 3 33"T
3 ■ Steering stiffness at zero steer ' 3333 33333 333 T33"T
3 1 Steering friction 3 33333333‘4“__j33333
3 1 Angle hysteresis :TT3 33 " 33333333333 3
3 1 Stiffness torque/angle ;tt333~333333333333
3 1 Loss angle torque/angle 33333333333 “T 3333
3_ 5 Degree value of Steering Torque TT333:333333 3333333
3 _ Yaw velocity response gain 23 3TT333 3333“333333
3 1. Yaw velocity time delay y
33333333 5 33333 3
TCT Yaw stiffness at zero steer angle 13 3~33 ~T3333333333 3
TT1 Stiffness yaw velocity/angle 3 33333333333333 3
77 |Loss angle yaw velocity/angle 3
3
3333333 5 5 33333 3
TJ] Response deadband 3 5 3333333 y 333333
TT Stiffness yaw velocity/torque ■ 3 3TT3333 3' 5 33
3
3333
TT Loss angle yaw velocity/torque i 33333333
__
y r 33 333 3
TT Steering sensitivity 2 3 3 TP333 33 r333333 3
T7 Mnimum steering sensitivity 3TT3333333 5TT3333 T3
TT Steering sensitivity at 1 rrVs2 '*“T^133333 333333333
W■ Steering sensitivity at 0 deg ~TTT433333 33333333W3 Lateral acceleration deadband 3TT333 33T}333333333
3(UTT Angle deadband ■5' 3333'3“33 3 53333333Ec3 Steering hysteresis 23333333 5333333333 ■ Lateral acceleration time delay 3TT3"7“3 43T'31333333330-
</)TT Stiffness lat_acceleration/angle 33333333 3333333tt
<13>TT Loss angle lat_acceleration/angle " 4333333 4" 33333333
oTT Area lat_acceleration/angle >3 TT33333 y33333 4~33<13S' TT Torque at 0 m/s2 - positive ; 333 4’3 3 53333333 3
OTT Torque at 0 nYs2 - negative ■ 33“6"33-3~4 5333333333TT Torque at 1 rrVs2 - positive ■ ■333 3^333 333333 y 33
TT Torque at 1 rrVs2 - negative 3 V 33TT333 3333 3 3 33
3T Lateral acceleration at ONm - positive ' 4 T * 333 333333333333
TT ■ Lateral acceleration at ONm - negative 3 333*333 3333333333
TT Torque gradient at 0 nVs2 ~T 33333 33333333 33
TT Torque gradient at 1 rrVs2 3TTTT33333 333333
y
33
3 Torque hysteresis 3 33 '33333 333 4"33y3 336 Lateral acceleration hysteresis 333333. 33333333 43 3
T7 ■ Stiffness torque/lat_acceleration 3 3333 433333333333
TT Loss angle torque/lat_acceleration 33TT 33333 333333333
3 Peak value of lat_acceleration 4333'333-4-333~3333 33
T7 Peak value of yaw rate 33333333 3333333 33
TT Peak value of steering torque T 3333333 33333 3 33
77 Peak value of roll angle 3TT'333333"33TT3 333 33
TT Ratio max Side Slip Angle to Yaw Veto 351 3"3333 33y 3 33y 33TT Specific Area Side Slip Angle Yaw vel TT3y 333333 3y
33 3 33
TT I max value of Ftoll rate (w ith removed c T~TTT3 3'33 3 53' 5 333y 33
T6" time delay of roll rate ~T3 3 3 33 y 3 3
- y - 3 33









fo r ob je c tive  
























Quantity of measured vehicle segments] 4 5 4to Yaw Kate Kesponse lime | 3 | b  1 |
“ 7 Yaw Kate Heak Kesponse lime r  1 2TOLateral Acceleration Response Time 1 J 0TOLateral Acceleration Peak Response 1
—5" Koll Kate Peak Kesponse lime 1 1
TO Roll Angle Response Time 2 I
" 7 Roll Angle 1-teak Kesponse Tme 2 I
“ S' Overshoot Value Of Lateral Accelerati 2
</) T T Overshoot Value Of Yaw Rate 5 3
aj TO Static Yaw Rate Response Gain b 3
o
E TT Static Response Gain Of Roll Angle vs b 3
£5 TO TB Characteristics 4 2 I
& TO Steady State Steering 1 orque 4 4 I
<n
CD
TT Yaw Rate Response Time 25% 4 5
2 TO Yaw Rate Response Time 50% 4“  5
oQ) TOLateral Acceleration Response Time 2! 5 5
o TOLateral Acceleration Response Time 51 5 5
TO koll Angle Response Time 25% ‘
TO Roll Angle Response Tme 50% 4 4
TO Steering Torque Response Tme 25% 4
T T Steering Torque Response rime 50% TO TO 4
TO Steady State Steering Torque/steady s 5 TO
TO Side Slip angle steady state value J 4 TO
TO max value of Roll angle (w ith removed 4 b TO
TO max value of Roll rate (w ith  removed o 3 b TO
TO Ratio or max Koll rate vs steady state \ 3 b TO
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Test - configurations
A N O V A  
f o r  o b j e c t i v e  
p a r a m e t e r s  
S i n g l e  S i n e

























































































































































Quantity of measured vehicle segments 4 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 4
T steering lorque response time TT" "^r T E T " E T T T E E E
E Steering Torque response time gradier 3 4 4 EEEEE 5 E E EEE
E Steering Torque time lag b b E 4 EE F T E EE E E E
E Steering Torque time lag first peak 4 3 b E EF T E"
a
E E E E E
E Steering Torque time lag second peak 2 5 5 E e E
a
E E EE E E E
E Steering Torque gain b b E 5 E e lE 5 E E E E E
F TAsymmetry factor steering torque 4 4 b E 5 e e E u r EE E E E
E Steering Torque ratio 4 4 E‘E E E E i t EEE
3
E
E Steering Torque peak to peak value /  s 4 5 E 5 5 EE
a
EEE 4 E
T U Y a w  Velocity 4 4 b E 4 4 EEa EEE E E
T T Y a w  Velocity time lag 2 1 E E 5r- T T E EF T EEEE E
T U Y a w  Velocity time lag first peak 1 2 1 EE T E~T E E E 2 E E
T U Y aw  Velocity time lag second peak 3 4 E EjT T 3 E EE E EE E
T T Y a w  Velocity time lag ratio H i 2 3 1 T T " 2 " 3' -r-- ~~T~T E E E E E
T U Y a w  Velocity Gain 4 u E E 5





T U Y a w  Velocity ratio RpsiD E
3 a
E E E E u EE E
T 7 Y a w  Rate response time 3 3 5 E2 j E T E 5 E E E E ET U Y a w  Kate response time gradient 3 4 b E 2 Y E E 5 E E E E E
T U max Y a w  Velocity/m ax steering torque 4 4 b e E
a
EEEE E E E E
UU yaw  velocity steering torque time lag 2 4 5 E 5 4 E 5 E " E E E E " E
U T Lateral Acceleration 4 5 5 - 4- 3 4 E E ~ E E E E E E
UU Lateral Acceleration time lag 4 b b E 3 ]E E E
___
E EE E E
UU Lateral Acceleration Gain 4 5 5 E 5 5 EE EE E E E
U T Lateral Acceleration ratio Ray 4 3 4 E ~5 E 5 E E E E 3 E
uu Lateral Acceleration response time 1 4 4 ET T E E E a E E E E EuuLateral Acceleration response time gre 1 0 1 E E j “T E E E_ jE E E E E
U 7 Asymmetriy factor lateral acceleration 4 3 4 E
e
E a
E 5 !E 4 E
a
E




E a E  . _ E Euuside slip angle gain 3 4 4 u r a E TTE " E E a E Euumax Roll Angle/max. Lateral Accelerati 4 0 5 T T a a a EE E E EEEU T Roll Angle vs Lateral Acceleration time 2 3 E 4 . a EEEE—a EEUU max Side Slip Angle / max Lateral Acc< 4 E 4 Ea a E EEa E EEUU Side Slip Angle vs Lateral Acceleratior 3 3 2 EE TTe aE" E E EE EU T max Roll rate /max. Lateral Acceleratio 2 1 b E- r j . , ” 4 “  —*— a E -|OT EEE__EEaUURoll rate vs Lateral Acceleration time 1 3L3FTZi1 b“2"z EE EEa
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ANOVA  
for objective  
param eters  
T rans ition  Tes t
est - configuration
N  (O ' t  W
Quantity of measured vehicle segments 4 5 5 4  3  
HFTse^feem^!ngelToTOcfio?^^“
Steering Torque at 5° inclining part of 3 
Steering Torque at 5“ declining part of
HKIKIKIEI
Steering Torque at 10“ inclining part of 
Steering Torque at 10“ declining part o
Steering lorque at 2 0 “ inclining part of 
Steering Torque at 20° declining part o 
Steering Torque at 3 0 J inclining part of 
Steering lorque at 3 0 “ declining part o 
max Steering Torque
U U U K J E I
Hysteresis height at 5 “ 
Hysteresis height at 10“
Hysteresis height at 2 t r  
Hysteresis height at 3 0 “
Derivative steering-w  heel torque/angle 
Derivative steering-w heel torque/ang!
Derivative steering-w heel torque/angle 
Derivative steering-w heel torque/angle
Derivative steering-w heel torque/angf 
Steering-w heel torque at 3nYsA2 mclin
Steering-w heel torque at 3rrVsA2 declii 
Hystereses at 3rrVsA2 
Steering-w heel torque - lateral acceler 
Steering-w heel torque - lateral acceler
Steering-w heel torque - lateral acceler 
Maximum gradient betw een 1 and 3 
Steering-w heel torque - steering ang
Steering-w heel torque - steering ang
Steering-w heel torque -steering angle 
Maximum gradient betw een 1 and 3 nV
Steering angle gradient at 1 rrVsA2 
Steering angle gradient at 3 rrVsA2 
Hysteresis at 10 steering angle
Y a w  velocity gradient at 1 rrVsA2 
Y aw  velocity gradient at 3 rrVsA2 
Hysteresis at 4/s yaw  rate rrv's/'2
Koll angle at 0.5 rtVs/'2  inclining part of 
Roll angle at 0 .5  rrVsA2 declining part ol 
Roll angle at 1 nVsA2 inclining part of c 
Roll angle at 1 rrVsA2 declining part of
iaSJIJi
fe iU U I
Roll angle at 3 rrVsA2 inclining part of c 
Roll angle at 3 nVsA2 declining part of 
Koll angle gradient between 1 and 3
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ANO VA  
for ob jective  
param eters  
S teady State C ircu it
T e s t- configurations











Quantity of measured vehicle segments 5 5 5 5 5 5
Cl) I A vg lateral acceleration b b b b b b
E
CO 2 Steering angle at A vg lat_acceleration b b b b b b
COn
3 Ratio steering torque/angle at Avg lat_ b b b b b b
LL.
(/) 4 Steering 1 orque at A vg lat_acceleratio b b b b b b
0)
> b Ratio Steering rorque/lat_acceleration b b b b b b
o t) Y a w  velocity at A vg lateral acceleratic b b b b b b
S ' / Side slip angle at A vg lateral accelera b b b b b b
o 8 Roll angle at A vg lateral acceleration b b b b b b
ANOVA 
fo r  o b je c tive  
pa ram ete rs  
F re q u en cy  R esponse
\  configure




































Quantity of measured vehicle segments 4 I 4J 5
T y aw Rate tiain at u.4Rz 8 3 b
~2 Yaw Rate Gain at 0.7Hz 3 |  3 j  5
~ 3 Yaw Rate Gain at 1Hz 3 3 5
Yaw Rate Ftiase Angle at t).4Hz 2 I 3 I 5
—T Yaw RateFtiaseAngle0.7Hz |  3 ] 3 | 5 |
~U Yaw F?ateRiaseAngle1Hz
CO/i\ ~T Lateral Acceleration Gain at 0.4hzQJ Lateral Acceleration Gain at 07Hz
c5 ~U Lateral Acceleration Gain at 1 Hz
A6 TU Lateral Acceleration Phase Angle at 0.CL
1/5 TT Lateral Acceleration Phase Angle at 0.<D
> T? Lateral Acceleration Phase Angle at 1t■■co T T Natural Frequency<x>JD TT Aeak value of Y aw Rate at Nat Freq
o TT Reak value of Lateral Acceleration at h|j0 ] 0 | 2 |
TT Heak value of Steering lorque at Nat F
T7 Fteak value of Roll Angle at Nat Sreq
TT Y aw Rate value at 45 deg
TT Frequence Yaw Rate Ftiase Lag at 45
T T T Steering Stiffness at 0 .4  Ftz
2T steering stirrness at 0./ Hz
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ANOVA  
for objective  
param eters  

















1Mercentage or steering angle in tne rar 3
2 Steering angle accounts tor 70% of th 3
3 Percentage of yaw rate in the range o 3
4 Yaw Rate accounts for 70% of the dis 4
5 Percentage of lateral acceleration in th b
3 Lateral acceleration accounts for 70% 3
/ Standard deviation of Yaw Kate b
8 Yaw velocity power spectrum b
y Steering angle pow er spectrum b
10 Lateral acceleration power spectrum b
Standard deviation of Lateral accelera b
12 Standard deviation of steering angle b
13 Number of sign changes of the steerin b
14 Standard deviation of the steering ang b
1b Integration of steering activity b1b Integration or tne effective steering an b
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10.3 Valid Com binations o f Subjective A ssessm ent and  
Test Configuration
V a l i d  C o m b i n a t i o n s  ( b l a n k )  o f  
S u b j e c t i v e  A s s e s s m e n t  a n d  T e s t  
C o n f i g u r a t i o n































































































































































- CM CO in CD 00 CT> o  ! - CM CO in CD N-
1 Parking steering torque level
2 Parking steering torque progression :
3 Steering torque on-centre ( 80km /h )
4 Steering torque on-centre ( 120km/h ) ___
5 Steering torque off-centre ( 80km /h )
6 Steering torque off-centre ( 120km /h )
7 Holding torque during cornering (80-100km /h)
8 Centre feel: at 80 km/h <5°
9 Centre feel: at 120 km/h <5°
10 Centre feel: at 160 km/h <5°
11 Steering friction
12 Steering response: from the middle ( 80km /h )
13 Steering response: under lateral acceleration
14 Straight-driving correction effort
15 Steering precision
16 Feedback / benefit
17 Feedback /  disturbance on straight-ahead drives
18 Feedback / disturbance under lateral acceleration
19 Steering angle demand: During parking
20 Steering angle demand: Low speed ( 80km /h )
21 Steering angle demand: High speed ( 120km/h )
22 Steering retumability on full lock
23 Remaining angle: From full lock
24 Remaining angle: Low speed ( 50km /h )
25 Remaining angle: High speed ( 80km /h )
26 Max. steering angle speed
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V a lid  C o m b in a tio n s  (b lan k ) o f  
S u b je c tiv e  A s s e s s m e n t  and  T e s t  






















Step Input Test - 04 co
1 P ark ing  s te erin g  torque le \« l
2 P ark ing  s te erin g  torque progression
3 S teering  to rque on -c e n tre  ( 8 0 k m /h  )
4 S teering  to rque o n -c e n tre  ( 120 km /h  )
5 S teering  to rque o ff-centre  ( 8 0 k m /h  )
6 S teering  to rque off-centre  ( 1 2 0 k m /h  )
7 Holding torque during cornering (8 0 -1 0 0 k m /h )
8 C en tre  feel: at 8 0  k m /h  < 5 °
9 C en tre  feel: at 1 20  k m /h  < 5 °
10 C en tre  feel: at 1 60  k m /h  < 5 °
11 S teering  friction
12 S teering  response: from th e  m iddle ( 8 0 k m /h  )
13 S teering  response: under lateral a cce le ratio n
14 Straight-driving correc tion  effort
15 S teering  precis ion
16 F e e d b a c k  /  benefit
17 F e e d b a c k  /  d is tu rban ce  on s tra igh t-ahead  drius
18 F e e d b a c k  /  d is tu rb an ce  under lateral a cc e le ratio n
19 S te erin g  a ng le  dem and: During parking
2 0 S teering  a ng le  dem and: Low  speed ( 8 0 k m /h  )
21 S teering  a ng le  dem and: H igh speed  ( 1 2 0 k m /h  )
2 2 S teering  re tum ab ility  on full lock
2 3 R e m ain in g  angle: From  full lock
24 R e m ain in g  angle: Low  s p ee d  ( 5 0 k m /h  )
25 R e m ain in g  angle: H igh s p ee d  ( 8 0 k m /h  )
26 M a x . s te erin g  ang le  sp eed
V a lid  C o m b in a tio n s  (b la n k ) o f  
S u b je c tiv e  A s s e s s m e n t  and  T e s t  







































































































































- CN CO in CD 00 O5 o - CN CO
1 Parking steering torque le\Asl
2 Parking steering torque progression
3 Steering torque on-centre ( 80km /h )
4 Steering torque on-centre ( 120km /h )
5 Steering torque off-centre ( 80km /h )
6 Steering torque off-centre ( 120km /h ) I
7 Holding torque during cornering (80-100km /h)
8 Centre feel: at 80 km /h < 5 °
9 Centre feel: at 120 km/h < 5 °
10 Centre feel: at 160 km/h < 5 °
11 Steering friction
12 Steering response: from the middle ( 80km /h )
13 Steering response: under lateral acceleration
14 Straight-driving correction effort
15 Steering precision
16 Feedback / benefit
17 Feedback / disturbance on straight-ahead dri\«
18 Feedback / disturbance under lateral acceleration
19 Steering angle demand During parking
20 Steering angle demand Low speed ( 80km /h )
21 Steering angle demand High speed ( 120km /h )
22 Steering retumability on full lock
23 Remaining angle: From full lock
24 Remaining angle: Low speed ( 50km/h )
25 Remaining angle: High speed ( 80km/h )
26 Max. steering angle speed
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V a lid  C o m b in a tio n s  (b lank) o f  
S u b je c tiv e  A s s e s s m e n t  and T e s t  
C o n fig u ra tio n
Transition Test t— cnj co in
1 Parking steering torque level
2 Parking steering torque progression
3 Steering torque on-centre ( 80km /h )
i 4  - Steering torque on-centre ( 120km/h )
5 Steering torque off-centre ( 80km /h )
6 Steering torque off-centre ( 120km/h )
7 Holding torque during cornering (80-100km /h)
8 Centre feel: at 80 km/h <5°
9 Centre feel: at 120 km/h <5°
10 Centre feel: at 160 km/h <5°
11 Steering friction
12 Steering response: from the middle ( 80km /h )
13 Steering response: under lateral acceleration
14 Straight-driving correction effort
15 Steering precision
16 Feedback /  benefit
17 Feedback /  disturbance on straight-ahead drive
18 Feedback / disturbance under lateral acceleration |
19 Steering angle demand: During parking
20 Steering angle demand: Low speed ( 80km /h )
21 Steering angle demand: High speed ( 120km/n )
22 Steering retumability on full lock
23 Remaining angle: From full lock
24 Remaining angle: Low speed ( 50km/h )
25 Remaining angle: High speed ( 80km/h )
26 M ax. steering angle speed
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Valid Combinations (blank) of 
















Steady State Circular Test - CNI c o lo
1 Parking steering torque level
2 Parking steering torque progression
3 Steering torque on-centre ( 80km/h )
4 Steering torque on-centre ( 120km/h )
5 Steering torque off-centre ( 80km/h )
6 Steering torque off-centre ( 120km/h )
7 Holding torque during cornering (80-100km/h)
8 Centre feel: at 80 km/h <5°
9 Centre feel: at 120 km/h <5° [ |_ _ _ _ _
10 Centre feel: at 160 km/h <5°
11 Steering friction [ J _ '
12 Steering response: from the middle ( 80km/h )
13 Steering response: under lateral acceleration [ . . . . . 1 1_
14 Straight-driving correction effort |_ |_
_
j
15 Steering precision H 1
16 Feedback /  benefit
17 Feedback / disturbance on straight-ahead drive
r  i
18 Feedback /  disturbance under lateral acceleration M —1 j
19 Steering angle demand: During parking | ' i
20 Steering angle demand: Low speed (  80km/h )
21 Steering angle demand: High speed (  120km/h ) 1
22 Steering retumability on full lock
23 Remaining angle: From full lock '■ 1 i_| |
24 Remaining angle: Low speed (  50km/h )
25 Remaining angle: High speed (  80km/h )
26 Max. steering angle speed |_ j 2 J _ l _
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V a l i d  C o m b i n a t i o n s  ( b la n k )  o f  
S u b je c t i v e  A s s e s s m e n t  a n d  T e s t  











































Frequency Response Test - CN CO
1 Parking steering torque level
2 Parking steering torque progression
3 Steering torque on-centre ( 80km/h )
4 Steering torque on-centre ( 120km /h )
5 Steering torque off-centre ( 80km /h )
6 Steering torque off-centre ( 120km/h )
7 Holding torque during cornering (80-100km /h)
8 Centre feel: at 80 km /h <5°
9 Centre feel: at 120 km/h <5°
10 Centre feel: at 160 km /h <5°
11 Steering friction
12 Steering response: from the middle ( 80km /h )
13 Steering response: under lateral acceleration
14 Straight-driving correction effort
15 Steering precision
16 Feedback /  benefit
17 Feedback / disturbance on straight-ahead drive
18 Feedback / disturbance under lateral acceleration |
19 Steering angle demand: During parking
20 Steering angle demand: Low speed ( 80km /h )
21 Steering angle demand: High speed ( 120km /h )
22 Steering retumability on full lock
23 Remaining angle: From full lock
24 Remaining angle: Low speed ( 50km /h )
25 Remaining angle: High speed ( 80km /h )
26 Max. steering angle speed
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Valid Combinations (blank) of 
Subjective Assessment and Test 
Configuration
Straight Driving Test
1 Parking steering torque level
2 Parking steering torque progression
3 Steering torque on-centre ( 80km/h )
4 Steering torque on-centre ( 120km/h )
5 Steering torque off-centre ( 80km/h )
6 Steering torque off-centre ( 120km/h )
7 Holding torque during cornering (80-100km/h)
8 Centre feel: at 80 km/h <5°
9 Centre feel: at 120 km/h <5°
10 Centre feel: at 160 km/h <5°
11 Steering friction
12 Steering response: from the middle ( 80km/h )
13 Steering response: under lateral acceleration
14 Straight-driving correction effort
15 Steering precision
16 Feedback / benefit
17 Feedback / disturbance on straight-ahead drive
18 Feedback / disturbance under lateral acceleration |
19 Steering angle demand: During parking
20 Steering angle demand: Low speed ( 80km/h )
21 Steering angle demand: High speed ( 120km/h )
22 Steering retumability on full lock
23 Remaining angle: From full lock
24 Remaining angle: Low speed ( 50km/h )
25 Remaining angle: High speed ( 80km/h )
26 Max. steering angle speed
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10.4 Selection Process o f Results o f L inear R egression  
Analysis
W eave Test 
Linear Regression

































































































1 Parking steering torque level 799 17 15 0 0
2 Parking steering torque progression 799 220 184 0 0
3 Steering torque on-centre ( 80km/h ) 799 90 81 19 9
4 Steering torque on-centre ( 120km/h ) 799 77 68 39 16
5 Steering torque off-centre ( 80km/h ) 799 156 129 53 15
6 Steering torque off-centre ( 120km/h ) 799 173 148 43 14
7 Holding torque during cornering (80-100km/h) 799 151 126 61 5
8 Centre feel: at 80 km/h <5° 799 63 54 23 5
9 Centre feel: at 120 km/h <5° 799 142 124 49 7
10 Centre feel: at 160 km/h <5° 799 184 148 27 6
11 Steering friction 799 106 84 75 27
12 Steering response: from the middle ( 80km/h ) 799 89 84 19 19
13 Steering response: under lateral acceleration 799 129 115 32 29
14 Straight-driving correction effort 799 425 0 0 0
15 Steering precision 799 121 93 93 44
16 Feedback / benefit 799 76 54 54 1
17 Feedback / disturbance on straight-ahead drivs 799 177 166 0 0
18 Feedback /  disturbance under lateral acceleration 799 191 160 0 0
19 Steering angle demand: During parking 799 379 312 0 0
20 Steering angle demand: Low speed ( 80km/h ) 799 127 119 63 27
21 Steering angle demand: High speed ( 120km/h ) 799 99 89 25 25
22 Steering retumability on fell lock 799 78 67 0 0
23 Remaining angle: From fell lock 799 112 90 0 0
24 Remaining angle: Low speed ( 50km/h ) 799 315 252 0 0
25 Remaining angle: High speed ( 80km/h ) 799 107 100 0 0
26 Max. steering angle speed 799 76 57 0 0
20774 3880 2919 675 249


























































































1 Parking steering torque level 78 0 0 0 0
2 Parking steering torque progression 78 25 14 0 0
3 Steering torque on-centre ( 80k m/h ) 78 8 4 0 0
4 Steering torque on-centre ( 120km/h ) 78 5 2 0 0
5 Steering torque off-centre ( 80km/h ) 78 18 13 0 0
6 Steering torque off-centre ( 120km/h ) 78 f 3 0 0
7 Holding torque during cornering (80-100km/h) 78 11 5 5 2
8 Centre feel: at 80 km/h <5° 78 9 8 0 0
9 Centre feel: at 120 km/h <5° 78 16 12 0 0
10 Centre feel: at 160 km/h <5° 78 25 17 0 0
11 Steering friction 78 6 5 0 0
12 Steering response: from the middle ( 80km/h ) 78 7 6 2 2
13 Steering response: under lateral acceleration 78 10 9 2 2
14 Straight-driving correction effort 78 54 0 0 0
15 Steering precision 78 15 11 11 4
16 Feedback / benefit 78 1 0 0 0
17 Feedback / disturbance on straight-ahead drivs 78 9 6 0 0
18 Feedback / disturbance under lateral acceleration 78 14 5 0 0
19 Steering angle demand: During parking 78 42 20 0 0
20 Steering angle demand: Low speed ( 80km/h ) 78 19 16 3 1
21 Steering angle demand: High speed ( 120km/h ) 78 14 8 0 0
22 Steering retumability on full lock 78 9 4 0 0
23 Remaining angle: From full lock 78 12 6 0 0
24 Remaining angle: Low speed ( 50km/h ) 78 15 9 0 0
25 Remaining angle. High speed ( 80km/h ) 78 8 7 0 0
26 Max. steering angle speed 78 4 1 0 0
2028 360 191 23 11
Single Sine 
Linear Regression


































































































1 Parking steering torque level 490 2 1 0 0
2 Parking steering torque progression 490 31 21 0 0
3 Steering torque on-centre ( 80km/h ) 490 24 19 17 11
4 Steering torque on-centre ( 120km/h ) 490 12 8 0 0
5 Steering torque off-centre ( 80km/h ) 490 48 36 35 12
6 Steering torque off-centre ( 120km/h ) 490 25 20 0 0
7 Holding torque during cornering (80-100km/h) 490 90 59 0 0
8 Centre feel: at 80 km/h <5° 490 42 31 30 2
9 Centre feel: at 120 km/h <5° 490 55 44 0 0
10 Centre feel: at 160 km/h <5° 490 110 87 0 0
11 Steering friction 490 33 22 22 1
12 Steering response: from the middle ( 80km/h ) 490 32 29 29 25
13 Steering response: under lateral acceleration 490 34 29 29 24
14 Straight-driving correction effort 490 176 0 0 0
15 Steering precision 490 34 30 30 19
16 Feedback / benefit 490 24 12 6 0
17 Feedback / disturbance on straight-ahead drive 490 33 23 0 0
18 Feedback / disturbance under lateral acceleration 490 44 35 0 0
19 Steering angle demand: During parking 490 168 106 0 0
20 Steering angle demand: Low speed ( 80km/h ) 490 43 39 39 25
21 Steering angle demand: High speed ( 120km/h ) 490 21 20 0 0
22 Steering retumability on fell lock 490 ft 4 0 0
23 Remaining angle: From fell lock 490 13 11 0 0
24 Remaining angle: Low speed ( 50km/h ) 490 105 75 0 0
25 Remaining angle: High speed ( 80km/h ) 490 0 0 0 0
26 Max. steering angle speed 490 27 9 0 0
12740 1234 770 231 119





































































































1 Parking steering torque level 215 0 0 0 0
2 Parking steering torque progression 215 26 25 0 0
3 Steering torque on-centre ( 80km/h ) 215 27 17 0 0
4 Steering torque on-centre ( 120km/h ) 215 13 9 0 0
5 Steering torque off-centre ( 80km/h ) 215 18 14 1 0
6 Steering torque off-centre ( 120km/h ) 215 9 9 2 1
7 Holding torque during cornering (80-100km/h) 215 26 25 0  ' 0
8 Centre feel: at 80 km/h <5° 215 21 17 0 0
9 Centre feel: at 120 km/h <5° 215 35 26 0 0
10 Centre feel: at 160 km/h <5° 215 40 38 0 0
11 Steering friction 215 4 4 0 0
12 Steering response: from the middle ( 80km/h ) 215 7 7 0 0
13 Steering response: under lateral acceleration 215 13 12 1 1
14 Straight-driving correction effort 215 70 0 0 0
15 Steering precision 215 22 20 20 6
16 Feedback / benefit 215 7 5 0 0
17 Feedback / disturbance on straight-ahead drive 215 34 22 0 0
18 Feedback / disturbance under lateral acceleration 215 30 24 0 0
19 Steering angle demand: During parking 215 66 53 0 0
20 Steering angle demand: Low speed ( 80km/h ) 215 26 24 1 b j 0
21 Steering angle demand: High speed ( 120km/h ) 215 17 17 4 3
22 Steering retumability on lull lock 215 11 9 0 0
23 Remaining angle: From full lock 215 17 16 0 0
24 Remaining angle: Low speed ( 50km/h ) 215 67 56 0 0
25 Remaining angle: High speed ( 80km/h ) 215 12 12 0 0
26 Max. steering angle speed 215 9 8 0 0
5590 627 469 28 11
Steady State Circuit 
Linear Regression
































































































1 Parking steering torque level 48 3 3 0 0
2 Parking steering torque progression 48 6 6 0 0
3 Steering torque on-centre ( 80k m/h ) 48 7 7 0 0
4 Steering torque on-centre ( 120km/h ) 48 4 4 0 0
5 Steering torque off-centre ( 80km/h ) 48 8 8 8 6
6 Steering torque off-centre ( 120km/h ) 48 2 2 2 1
7 Holding torque during cornering (80-100km/h) 48 16 16 16 3
8 Centre feel: at 80 km/h <5° 48 4 4 0 0
9 Centre feel: at 120 km/h <5° 48 4 4 0 0
10 Centre feel: at 160 km/h <5° 48 5 5 0 0
11 Steering friction 48 2 2 0 0
12 Steering response: from the middle ( 80km/h ) 48 1 1 0 0
13 Steering response: under lateral acceleration 48 0 0 0 0
14 Straight-driving correction effort 48 31 0 0 0
15 Steering precision 48 12 12 0 0
16 Feedback / benefit 48 8 8 0 0
17 Feedback / disturbance on straight-ahead drive 48 9 9 0 0
18 Feedback / disturbance under lateral acceleration 48 13 13 0 0
19 Steering angle demand: During parking 48 32 32 0 0
20 Steering angle demand: Low speed ( 80km/h ) 48 12 12 12 4
21 Steering angle demand: High speed ( 120km/h ) 48 2 2 2 1
22 Steering retumability on full lock 48 6 1 1 0
23 Remaining angle: From full lock 48 7 7 0 0
24 Remaining angle: Low speed ( 50km/h ) 48 16 16 0 0
25 Remaining angle: High speed ( 80km/h ) 48 10 10 0 0
26 Max. steering angle speed 48 7 7 0 0
1248 227 196 4C 15




































































































1 Parking steering torque level 63 1 0 0 0
2 Parking steering torque progression 63 19 8 0 0
3 Steering torque on-centre ( 80km/h ) 63 12 8 0 0
4 Steering torque on-centre ( 120km/h ) 63 8 5 0 0
5 Steering torque off-centre ( 80km/h ) 63 9 6 0 0
6 Steering torque off-centre ( 120km/h ) 63 3 2 0 0
7 Holding torque during cornering (80-100km/h) 63 11 3 0 0
8 Centre feel: at 80 km/h <5° 63 9 3 0 0
9 Centre feel: at 120 km/h <5° 63 21 8 0 0
10 Centre feel: at 160 km/h <5° 63 17 9 0 0
11 Steering friction 63 2 1 0 0
12 Steering response: from the middle ( 80km/h ) 63 15 7 7 7
13 Steering response: under lateral acceleration 63 22 9 9 9
14 Straight-driving correction effort 63 40 0 0 0
15 Steering precision 63 7 5 5 3
16 Feedback / benefit 63 10 5 0 0
17 Feedback / disturbance on straight-ahead drive 63 21 10 0 0
18 Feedback / disturbance under lateral acceleration 63 17 7 0 0
19 Steering angle demand: During parking 63 28 12 0 0
20 Steering angle demand: Low speed ( 80km/h ) 63 19 11 11 9
21 Steering angle demand: High speed ( 120km/h ) 63 21 6 6 6
22 Steering retumability on full lock 63 6 2 0 0
23 Remaining angle: From full lock 63 9 1 0 0
24 Remaining angle: Low speed ( 50km/h ) 63 25 9 0 0
25 Remaining angle: High speed ( 80km/h ) 63 10 9 0 0
26 Max. steering angle speed 63 7 4 0 L
1638 369 150 38 34
Straight Driving Test 
Linear Regression
































































































1 Parking steering torque level 16 0 0 0 0
2 Parking steering torque progression 16 2 2 0 0
3 Steering torque on-centre ( 80km/h ) 16 0 0 0 0
4 Steering torque on-centre ( 120km/h ) 16 0 0 0 0
5 Steering torque off-centre ( 80km/h ) 16 0 0 0 0
6 Steering torque off-centre ( 120km/h ) 16 0 0 0 0
7 Holding torque during cornering (80-100km/h) 16 0 0 0 0
8 Centre feel: at 80 km/h <5° 16 2 2 0 0
9 Centre feel: at 120 km/h <5° 16 0 0 0 0
10 Centre feel: at 160 km/h <5° 16 2 1 0 0
11 Steering friction 16 1 0 0 0
12 Steering response: from the middle ( 80km/h ) 16 0 0 0 0
13 Steering response: under lateral acceleration 16 0 0 0 0
14 Straight-driving correction effort 16 11 0 0 0
15 Steering precision 16 3 2 2 2
16 Feedback / benefit 16 0 0 0 0
17 Feedback / disturbance on straight-ahead drive 16 0 0 0 0
18 Feedback / disturbance under lateral acceleration 16 0 0 0 0
19 Steering angle demand: During parking 16 9 9 0 0
20 Steering angle demand: Low speed ( 80km/h ) 16 0 0 0 0
21 Steering angle demand: High speed ( 120km/h ) 16 0 0 0 0
22 Steering retumability on full lock 16 0 0 0 0
23 Remaining angle: From full lock 16 0 0 0 0
24 Remaining angle: Low speed ( 50km/h ) 16 1 1 0 0
25 Remaining angle: High speed ( 80km/h ) 16 2 1 0 0
26 Max. steering angle speed 16 0 0 0 0
416 33 18 2 2
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10.5 Exam ple  
A lignm ent
o f a M easurem ents R eport and A xle
Messprotokoll E-46
Projekt: Attribute Engineering
Datum: 08 , 10. und 11 05 06 Messort: Miramas
Wochentag: Montag. Mittwoch und Donnerstag Wetter: Sonnig 
Temperaturi 20-25°Fahrer: Helguera 
















Reifendimension: 205 / 50R 17 2 0 5 /5 0 R 1 7
Felgen: 17" 17"









Achslast: [kg] 814 909
Gesamtlast [kg] 1723
Achslastverteilung: [%] 47,24% 52,76%
Spurweite: [mm] 1471 1483
Radstand: |mml 2725
Sensorpositionen X | Y |I *
Kreiselplattform: |mm] -1805 0 540
Correvit vome |mm] 850 I 310 400
ICorrevit hinten [mm] -3915 260 395
Vermessen durch EF-531 
Werk 1.5 Geb.74/0-1 
KDS II
B M W  K D S  
Kinematic D ia g n o s e  S y s t e e
Kunden Nr. :E44 FanrgNr. V ‘ 190*15
Lenrani Tachometerst3ng :24461
Kunde :Helgi»era Erstzulessung
Amtl. Kennz. :M-C2 4220 Oatun :2 t.02.2006/05:49
Unterschrlft ;6elz
F ahrzeug * 3W -Herksdaten 12/2005 * 3-er E 48 * Lwous in? *
























gesam *0*16V **0*06' -0*06'



























gesant ♦0*14'/ +0*08' 0*08'




links i ♦43*36'/ • I ’ CO' -1"00' #
rechts 1 >43*36'/ ♦1*00' 1*00' f
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